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THESIS ABSTRACT
NAME: Ahmed Hassan Abd El-Malek
TITLE OF STUDY: Design and Analysis of New Cooperative Relaying Net-
works for Enhancing Physical Layer Security
MAJOR FIELD: Electrical Engineering
DATE OF DEGREE: December 2015
The advantages of wireless communication networks such as mobility, flexibility
and installation simplicity nominated these networks to be a backbone of most of
the people business and social activities. Despite these advantages and due to the
nature of the wireless medium, one of the major problems in wireless networks is
the security of the shared information over the network. As wireless communica-
tion networks are rapidly included in many daily activities resulting in a growing
security concern, this security interest inspired researchers in the area of wireless
network security to proposed new communication models with high data transmis-
sion security and to present a recent new security approach known as physical
layer security approach.
Therefore, free space optical communications are presented as an effective se-
xx
cure means of transferring data at high rates over short distances. Free space
optical communication offers the potential of broadband communication capacity,
as they operate on unlicensed optical beams, and therefore represent a cost-effective
alternative and/or complement to their radio frequency counterparts.
Moreover, physical layer security is increasingly recognized as a potentially
powerful means of ensuring secure communication over publicly accessible wireless
networks. The main concept of physical layer security is to ensure that the wiretap
channel of an eavesdropper is a degraded version of the main authorised channel.
This increases the security of the wireless networks and that is highly applicable
to emerging wireless systems.
In the area of cooperative cognitive radio, we propose two new bandwidth ef-
ficient cooperative cognitive radio systems which enable cooperation between the
primary user system and the secondary user system. The goals of these newly
proposed systems are to enhance the wireless network bandwidth efficiency, min-
imize the total error probability, and maximize the total sum-rate of the system.
Then, we propose new cooperative scenarios to enhance the physical layer security
performance against eavesdropping attacks. The results show that the proposed
models enhance the spectral efficiency, improve the system error performance and
increase the total achievable sum rate. In addition, the proposed models enhance
the secrecy performance of primary networks against eavesdropping attacks.
In the area of mixed RF/FSO networks, we investigate performance of mul-
tiuser single-input-multiple-output mixed RF/FSO systems for different diversity
xxi
combining techniques employed by a multi-antenna relay node. Then, we pro-
pose power allocation model with the help cooperative jamming technique to en-
hance the physical layer security of the considered systems by utilizing the selected
worst user based on the authorized relay selection. Finally, we study the impact
of non-identical co-channel interference signals on the security reliability trade-off
analysis of multiuser mixed RF/FSO networks. Then, we employ the cooperative
jamming technique to enhance the system secrecy performance against eavesdrop-
ping attack. The results show that the proposed mixed RF/FSO networks increase
the ergodic capacity and enhances the secrecy performance against eavesdropping
attacks.
xxii
  
 
 صـملخ ّ
 الإنتاجية تحسين أدوات أفضل من واحدة اللاسلكية الإتصالات شبكات اعتبرت ٬الماضي القرن نهاية منذ
 مما والاستخدام التركيب وسهولة المرونة و الحركية أهمها المزايا من مجموعة الشبكات هذة قدمت. الإبداع و
 و ٬ المزايا هذه كل من الرغم على و لكن و. الإجتماعية و الرسمية الأنشطة لمعظم فقرّيا عمودا   لتصبح رّشحها
 واحدة اللاسلكية الإتصالات شبكات عبر المتداولة المعلومات حماية تظل ّ ٬ اللاسلكية الإتصال قنوات لطبيعة نظرا
 اليومية الأنشطة مختلف فى سريعا   اللاسلكية الإتصالات شبكات لإندماج نتيجة و. الشبكات لهذه الرئيسة المشاكل من
 فى الباحثين ألهم الأخيرة الآونة في المتزايد القلق هذا. المعلومات حماية على الشبكات هذه قدرة من القلق زاد ٬
 .)reyal lacisyhP( المادية الطبقة بأمن يعرف جديد أمني نهج لتقديم اللاسلكية الإتصالات شبكات حماية مجال
 شبكات عبر آمن إتصال لضمان قوية وسيلة أنه على متزايد نحو على المادية الطبقة أمن تعريف تم
 نتيجة اللازمة الحماية توفير على التقليدية التشفير نظم قدرة حول الشكوك تزايد ظل ّ فى اللاسلكية الإتصالات
 نسخة هى التّنصت قناة أن ّ ضمان على الجديد النهج هذا فى الحماية مفهوم يقوم. الحوسبة أداء فى الكبير للتحسن
 جدا   ملائما الحماية فى الجديد النهج هذا يجعل مما. اللاسلكية الشبكات أمن من يزيد مما الرئيسة القناة من متدهورة
 كيفية دراسة و تصميم إلى تهدف عمل أطروحة تقديم ذلك عن نتج.  الحديثة المدمجة اللاسلكية الاتصالات لشبكات
 هما المستخدمين من نوعين بين اللاسلكي الطيف تقاسم فيها يتم التي و اللاسلكية الإدراكية الإتصال أنظمة حماية
 حسب على مقسمة الإدراكية الإتصالات من نوعين على الدراسة هذه ستنّفذ. الثانوي المستخدم و الرئيسي المستخدم
 .التعاون على) الثانوي و الرئيسي( المستخدمين قدرة
 المزايا. الثانوي والمستخدم الرئيسي المستخدم بين التعاون التعاونية الإدراكية الإتصال شبكات تشّجع
 الترددي النطاق في الاشغال كفاءة رفع و ٬ للنظام الإجمالي البيانات معدل زيادة في تتمثل التعاون لهذا الرئيسية
 و ٬ مختلفة خبو   قنوات عبر المادية الطبقة فى التعاون خلال من الأمن تحسين دراسة سيتم. السرّية معدل وتحسين
 بهوائي مجهز أكثر أو واحد متنصت وجود في و أكثر أو واحد بهوائي مجهزة المرخصة الإتصال نقاط تكون حيث
 .الشبكة أمن على تؤثر أنها أن الماضي في ثبت التي التشغيل ظروف تحت أكثر أو واحد
تعتبر الإتصالات الضوئية أو البصرية في الفراغ وسيلة فّعالة لنقل المعلومات بسرعات   ٬ناحية أخرىمن 
في " الميل الأخير"لقد تّم تقديم هذا النوع من الإتصالات من أجل التغلّب على مشكلة . عالية و لمسافات قصيرة
مات للمستخدمين كما يحدث في بعض أنظمة الشبكات اللاسلكية و التي تتمّثل بالإنخفاض في سرعة نقل المعلو
الناتجة عن وصول الإشارة للمستقبل من خلال عّدة مسارات و بأطوار مختلفة  –الإتصالات بسبب ظاهرة التلاشي 
في مثل هذه الأنظمة ٬ يتم نقل المعلومات أو . على سبيل المثال –و التي تؤّدي إلى ضرر كبير بجودة الإشارة 
ومستقبل ضوئيان موجودان ٬ مثلا  ٬ على سطح بنايتين متقابلتين على بعد بضع مئات من الإشارات بين مرسل 
هذا البعد بين المرسل و المستقبل يمكن أن يشّكل تحدٍّ فعلّي في عملّية نقل الإشارات في أنظمة الإتصالات . الأمتار
 .اغالعادّية و لكن ليس بالنسبة لمثيلاتها من أنظمة الإتصال الضوئي في الفر
و التي بدورها تقود لنقل (بصفتها قادرة على نقل المعلومات بسرعة الإتصالات ذات الطيف العريض 
٬ و حيث أّنها تعمل على ترددات طيف غير ُمَرّخصة ٬ تمّثل الإتصالات الضوئية في ) معلومات بسرعات عالية جدا  
و لأّن الموجات الضوئّية غير مملوكة لشركات تزويد . الفراغ بديل أو مكّمل قليل التكلفة لإتصالات التردد الراديوي
بالإضافة إلى ذلك ٬ مّيزاتها مثل الأمن المرتفع ٬ . الخدمة ٬ إستخدامها مّجاني و بدون لكمّية المعلومات المنقولة
تخدام المرونة ٬ سرعة الإنتشار ٬ و عدم تعّرضها للتداخل كما في إنظمة التردد الراديوي ٬ جعلت منها مرغوبة الإس
إلى جانب الإتصالات الضوئية في الفراغ ٬ تّم تقديم تقنية أو شبكات . في حالات الطوارىء و التطبيقات العسكرية
المرّحلات للتغلّب على مشكلة التلاشي في شبكات الإتصال اللاسلكية من خلال تزويد النظام بنسخ متعّددة من 
٬ تمتاز شبكات المرّحلات بقدرتها على زيادة مدى وصول  بالإضافة إلى ذلك. الإشارات الُمرسلة بشكل مدروس
  
 
وسيلة أخرى لتحسين آداء أنظمة الإتصالات . الإشارة ٬ تحسينها لكفاءة إستخدام القدرة ٬ تحسينها لسعة النظام
 .اللاسلكية هي تنظيم وصول المستخدمين لمصادر النظام و عملية نقل معلوماتهم
 وكذلك  التعاونية الإدراكية الإتصاللشبكات  ريوهات الجديدة و الفّعالةبعض السينا هذا البحث نقّدم في 
دراسة أمن الطبقة وذلك من أجل  تردد إتصال بصري في الفراغ/لشبكات المرّحلات المدمجة من نوع تردد راديوي
ية طرق جديدة ومبتكرة حيث يقدم البحث فى البدا. المادية وتحسين الأداء المقدم من هذه الشبكات لتعزيز الأداء الأمنى
للتعاون بين المستخدم الأساسى و الثانوى من أجل تعزيز أمن الطبقة المادية مع السماح للمستخدم الثانوى باستخدام 
شبكات ومن ثم يتجه البحث لدراسة مدى سرية المعلومات التى يمكن أن تقدمها . الطيف الترددى فى نفس الوقت
وذلك من خلال دراسة أداء هذه الشبكات  تردد إتصال بصري في الفراغ/راديويالمرّحلات المدمجة من نوع تردد 
 . فى حالة التعرض لهجوم من متنصت واحد أو عدة متنصيتين
ولقد أثبتت الدراسة أنه يمكت تحسين معامل السرية و الأمان فى الطبقة المادية باستخدام تلك النماذج 
والمحاكاة باستخدام الحاسوب تحسن فى أداء الشبكات المقترحة من حيث أشارت المعادلات . المبتكرة فى البحث
 .وجهة نظر الفاعلية و الأمان
 
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Although wireless communication networks play an essential role in many daily
life activities nowadays, their capability to provide a secure data sharing is still
questionable. Because of the broadcasting characteristics of wireless communica-
tion networks, the security issues against jamming and eavesdropping attacks are
still open topics for research and development. Additionally, the exponential in-
crease in wireless network users demand with the frequency spectrum limitations
leads to propose new wireless networks schemes. These new schemes allow cooper-
ation, spectrum sharing between different network users and mixed transmission
technologies to fulfill customer needs. These merged networks with different sub-
scribers increase the concerns about wireless network security.
Inspired by what is mentioned above, a new secrecy approach denoted by phys-
ical layer (PHY) security has been recently presented [1]. The concept of the PHY
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security states that a secure transmission can be guaranteed as long as the wiretap
channel is worse than the main channel. Hence, this approach aims to help the
authorized users to securely transmit their data in the presence of eavesdroppers
by employing all available network resources to assure that the wiretap channel
is of sufficiently a poor quality. In order to establish a secure wireless transmis-
sion, the authorized users employ all available channel state information (CSI) of
the main channel as well as the wiretap channel. Subsequent efforts explored the
effect of different network resources such as power allocation, multiple antennas,
beamforming, and artificial noise in enhancing the randomness of wireless channel
to make the main channel status always better than the wiretap channel.
Due to the size limitations of mobile sets, the advantages of multiple-input-
multiple-output (MIMO) such as increasing the diversity order, the coding gain
and improving the network security are not fully utilized in practical wireless
networks. Maximum-ratio transmission (MRT) is one of the multiple antennas
techniques that has received a great attention because of its significant perfor-
mance compared to other MIMO diversity techniques. The MRT technique can
achieve a full diversity gain and an array gain due to the utilization of feedback
information. However, the design and operation of the conventional maximal ra-
tio combining (MRC) face many challenges, such as 1) the increase in processing
complexity due to the user of multiple RF chains, 2) the amplification in power
consumption due to the use of all deployed antennas, and 3) the sensitivity to
erroneous estimation of CSI.
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Therefore, the use of transmit antenna selection (TAS) can be a suitable low-
complexity scheme, that can achieve the same diversity gain, and relatively less
array gain. Moreover, the cooperative networks were proposed to overcome these
size limitations and construct virtual MIMO networks that enable wireless net-
works to gain all the benefits that are mentioned earlier. The main concept of
cooperative networks is that having relays in wireless networks results in enhanc-
ing the network performance and gaining the MIMO advantages. In addition,
the existence of these friendly relays encourages employing them in more efficient
PHY security scenarios that enhance wireless network security against eavesdrop-
ping. The relay nodes take place in many PHY security schemes in which they
might do their original role improving the received signal at the intended receivers,
or they might work differently as friendly jammers or cooperative beamformers.
Joint beamforming and artificial noise generating relays have been studied recently
using the art of optimization and game theory methods.
One of the recent challenges facing network security is the spectrum sharing
networks known as cognitive radio (CR) networks. CR networks are presented
as a promising solution to the limited frequency spectrum problem. They divide
the users into two main categories: primary users (PUs) and secondary users
(SUs). Based on that, the PU network might allow the SU network to share the
spectrum under certain interference limitations, or the SU network might sense the
spectrum to find a free time-slot for its transmission. To enhance CR networks
performance, the concept of cooperative networks is implemented to gain their
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previously mentioned advantages. These cooperative CR networks create security
challenges that emphasize the importance of having the PHY security scenarios
in such networks. The concept of CR changed the nature of how relay nodes are
arranged. Instead of using passive relay nodes, which only apply a certain protocol
on the received data, CR employs SU nodes with a dual mission relaying PU data
and transmitting their data. In contrast, instead of sending a non-informative
jamming signal to jam the eavesdropper nodes, the SU transmitter can send its
data, with this jamming signal preventing access by an eavesdropper.
Recently, free space optical (FSO) communications provide an efficient solution
in overcoming the problem of last mile communication in wireless communication
systems. In particular, the communicating nodes employ optical or laser beams
to send the information data through the free space instead of radio frequency
(RF) channels. FSO systems have enormous advantages over the existing wireless
networks such as: lower interference footprint, low cost deployment, and higher
bandwidth. One of the most important advantages of FSO systems is their ability
to provide a high secure transmission because of the concentrated and narrow laser
beam between the optical transmitter and receiver which makes the ability for
intercepting the optical transmission very limited. Moreover, the specific nature
of light beams limits the intercept ability of any nearby eavesdroppers which could
try to overhear the communication between the transmitter and receiver. A good
probability of interception may exist when a part of the beam radiation is reflected
by small particles. This may make the communication beam detectable by the
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eavesdropper which is not in the line-of-sight (LOS) of the communicating peers.
However, the amount of power received by the eavesdropper will be considerably
smaller, compared to an equivalent RF scenario.
Although the FSO communications provide numerous advantages over other
RF wireless counterparts, the problems of atmospheric turbulence, and misalign-
ment between the optical pairs limit the coverage area to be less than a kilometer.
Recently, the new mixed RF/FSO relay networks have provided a successful solu-
tion for the coverage limitation problems of the FSO systems as well as it reduce
the need for the very limited RF resources. The operations of mixed RF/FSO
relay networks take place over two links which are the RF link and the FSO link.
Based on the secrecy advantages of the FSO link over the RF link, the mixed
RF/FSO networks enhances the network secrecy performance against eavesdrop-
pers compared to their wireless networks counterparts. This secrecy advantages
besides the other aforementioned advantages encourage us to study the reliability
analysis of such networks as well as their secrecy performance in different networks
setups and for different eavesdropping attack strategies.
Motivated by the aforementioned discussion, we propose to enhance PHY secu-
rity in wireless networks in two different models, namely, cooperative CR models
and mixed RF/FSO models in the presence of multiple passive eavesdroppers.
Then, several new CR models are proposed in this work. In cooperative CR
models, the SU network cooperates with the PU network via suitable relaying
protocol to improve the bandwidth efficiency and as a result, the secrecy per-
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formance. Whereas, in mixed RF/FSO relay networks, the security advantage
of FSO communication is employed in enhancing PHY security. In these mixed
networks, the communications are held over two hops, namely, RF hop and FSO
hop. First, we study the reliability performance of the new proposed networks in
terms of the outage probability, the error probability, the achievable rate , and the
ergodic capacity. Then, we investigate the secrecy performance of these proposed
networks against different eavesdropping attacks in terms of the secrecy capacity,
and the intercept probability. Finally, we provide the security reliability trade-off
analysis of the proposed models.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.2 reviews the litera-
ture on the area of PHY security for different wireless network models. Section 1.3
explains the dissertation contributions. Finally, the dissertation outline is given
in Section 1.4.
1.2 Background
PHY security has been considered as a necessary strategy to increase secrecy in
wireless communication networks considering the broadcast nature of radio fre-
quency channels which causes security susceptibilities [1]. The state of art behind
PHY security is to employ the spatial and temporal characteristics of wireless
medium for enhancing networks security [2]. Any public wireless communication
system can be divided into authorized and unauthorized nodes. Due to the broad-
casting nature of wireless transmission, an authorized (legitimate) communication
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may suffer from jamming where unauthorized transmitters try to degrade the sig-
nal at the front end of the intended receiver, or, on the other hand, they may suffer
from eavesdroppers which are unauthorized receivers (wire-trappers) trying to at-
tack the transmission and extract information. An early study on this research
topic showed that, in wiretap channels, a perfect secrecy can be achieved when the
main channel conditions is better than the wiretap channel conditions [3]. The
basic concept about PHY security is to use the available amount of CSI and noise
to mitigate the amount of information that the eavesdropper can extract. The
difficulty of PHY security designs depends on the amount of information available
for both legitimate (authorized) and eavesdropper systems about each other. This
information includes the transmission protocol, the transmission power and CSI,
the active or passive eavesdropper, the number of eavesdroppers and the number
of antennas equipped in each node [4, 5]. The goal of PHY security is to provide
the authorized system with a secure wireless communication without any need
for using an encryption key. The literature showed that there exist some codes
for the wiretap channel that guarantee both low error probabilities and a certain
degree of security [6, 2, 7, 8, 9, 10].
The work presented by Wyner for single antenna wiretapped channel was gen-
eralized in [11], where authors derived a single letter characterization of the achiev-
able rates for discrete memoryless channels of two receiver broadcast. The type
II wiretap channel was presented in [12] in which authors showed that a secure
communication can be guaranteed with a characterization value which represents
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the subset of the legitimate user coded bits the eavesdropper can access a noiseless
main communication channel.
Wiretap channels under fading environment have been studied in [6], where the
authors obtained the outage probability then defined the secrecy capacity in terms
of outage probability. A complete characterization of the maximum transmission
rate at which the eavesdropper can not decode the data was provided. The results
showed that a perfect secure transmission can be possible even if the wiretap
channel has an average signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) higher than the main channel
link. For the same average SNR, the outage secrecy capacity performance of a
wireless channel could be worse than the secrecy capacity of a Gaussian wiretap
channel. Under the assumption of slow fading wiretap channel, the authors in
[13, 14] derived the secrecy capacity with complete CSI. The results showed that
the secrecy capacity can be achievable with Gaussian random codes and optimal
power adaptation. The work was extended in [15], in which the authors assumed
fast Rayleigh fading over wiretap channel with AWGN. The results showed that
a positive secrecy capacity can be obtained with Gaussian random code, artificial
noise (AN) injection, and power allocation. Same results were valid even when the
main channel gain is arbitrarily worse than the wiretapper’s average channel gain.
Authors in [16] considered the case where no or partial side information about
the eavesdropper CSI is available at the legitimate nodes denoted by compound
wiretap channels.
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1.2.1 MIMO Systems
Enhancing PHY security of wireless channels by using the spatial-temporal char-
acteristics of MIMO systems was investigated in [17]. The authors designed a
complete CSI transmission techniques which can achieve either a low probabil-
ity of detection, or a low probability of intercept with a different amount of CSI
available at an eavesdropper. The wiretap channel with MIMO technology was
examined in [18] where authors obtained the secrecy capacity for a model which
includes legitimate nodes with double antennas and a single antenna eavesdrop-
per. The results showed that using the beamforming technique can be optimal for
this channel with no preprocessing of information. The work in [19] considered the
problem of computing the perfect secure capacity of multiple antenna channels
based on a generalization of the wiretap channel to a MIMO broadcast wiretap
channel.
The concept of using AN technique was proposed in [20, 21]. A multiple an-
tennas transmitter or a single antenna transmitter with amplify repeaters tried to
degrade the wiretap channel by generating an AN at the same time they tried to
minimize the impact of this AN at the legitimate destination. The AN technique
was used in [22, 23] to aid the MIMO transmitter beamforming scheme. An addi-
tional secrecy capacity gain can be achieved by jointly optimizing the AN transmit
covariance matrix with the MIMO beamforming covariance matrix. The optimal
power allocation based on MIMO beamforming, precoding and AN generation was
studied in [24] for cooperative and non-cooperative networks. The authors in [25]
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used an optimal power allocation strategy with beamforming and AN techniques
in multiple-input-single-output (MISO) network in order to define a protected
zone around the legitimate transmitter and achieve a high probability of secrecy.
The works in [26, 27, 28] studied the design of robust beamforming techniques
with the aid of AN varies according to the amount of CSI available for both au-
thorized and unauthorized networks as well as the state of the eavesdropper (i.e.,
active or passive).
The perfect secrecy capacity was proved to be the difference between the two
mutual information, the one of the legitimate user minus the one of the eaves-
dropper. For the practical case of passive eavesdropper, the work in [9] studied
the secrecy performance when MRC scheme was employed at both authorized
and unauthorized nodes. The previous work was extended in [8] in which the
secrecy outage probability was investigated when the eavesdropper node applies
both MRC and selection combining (SC) schemes.
The works in [29, 30] derived the secrecy performance metrics of TAS scheme
under different fading channels. The authors in [29] analyzed the PHY security
of multiple transmitter antennas communication system using TAS criterion with
single antenna destination in the presence of multi-antennas eavesdropper node.
The secrecy outage probability were investigated and closed-form expressions were
derived. Results showed that the authorized node equipped with multiple anten-
nas could enhance the PHY security performance. In [31, 30], the PHY security
performance of TAS with different diversity combining methods were studied.
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Closed-form expressions for the exact and the asymptotic secrecy outage prob-
ability were derived and they demonstrated that the maximum secrecy outage
diversity gain could be achieved.
The work proposed in [32] studied the secrecy performance of the wiretap
channel with TAS at the transmitter and MRC at the receiver and eavesdropper
in the presence of multiple correlated antennas. Therefore, exact and asymptotic
outage probabilities were derived in closed-form expressions. It was shown that
when the main channel has low SNR values, the system is more secure if the
antenna correlation at the eavesdroppers is higher than that at the authorized
destination. Whereas, at medium to high SNR values, increasing the antenna
correlation at the receiver has a remarkable effect on the secrecy performance
than the correlation at the eavesdropper.
1.2.2 Cooperative Networks
Cooperative communications where the main communication nodes are served by
relays has gained high attention in PHY security research. Due to the different
roles that these relay nodes can play in order to increase the main network secrecy
capacity, cooperative communications have become a very attractive topic for re-
search [33]. The secrecy capacity in the presence of a single eavesdropper and with
the help of a relay node was studied in [34], where a secrecy performance compari-
son was held between different relaying protocols (i.e., Amplify-and-Forward (AF),
decode-and-forward (DF), and compress-and-forward (CF)) and direct transmis-
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sion (DT). The works in [35] examined the two main relaying protocols, namely,
DF and AF when there are more than one relay in cooperating with the legitimate
system. The main goal was to maximize the secrecy capacity by choosing the op-
timal beamforming weight at each relay. A secrecy rate performance comparison
between the cooperative beam-forming and cooperative jamming was introduced.
Due to noise amplification at AF relays, the secure capacity maximization problem
is very difficult to be optimally solved. Authors in [36] proposed a new subopti-
mal beamforming scheme by recasting the maximization problem as a two level
optimization problem using semidefinite relaxation and one-dimensional search
techniques in the presence of multiple eavesdroppers. In [37], where a new PHY
security scheme was proposed in which a relay out of two relays is opportunisti-
cally selected to enhance the secrecy performance against eavesdropping attack.
In particular, one DF relay is selected to assist the source in delivering its data
to the receiver. At the same time, the second relay jams the eavesdropper nodes.
This work was extended in [38], authors proposed a new scheme in which the
destination is jamming the eavesdropper with no additional interference at the
existing relays. Then, the selected relay retransmits the decoded source signal.
Simultaneously, the source cooperates with a particular relay to jam the eaves-
dropper without affecting the authorized transmission at the destination. The
results showed that although the eavesdropper had a complete CSI, the system
was able to achieve a non-zero secrecy capacity.
The works in [39, 40] proposed a new cooperative jamming (CJ) technique with
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noise forwarding strategy known as “Deaf cooperation” in which the full duplex
relay transmits dummy codewords in order to confuse the eavesdropper nodes in-
dependently. An Optimal power solution was obtained and the achievable secrecy
rate was derived. The results showed that even the CSI of eavesdropper channel
is not available, the proposed algorithm can achieve a non-zero secrecy capac-
ity. The cooperative secure transmission with beamforming aid in the presence of
multiple eavesdropper with AF relay was introduced in [36]. The work proposed
to beamforming schemes that are secrecy rate maximization beamforming and
null-space beamforming. The authors in [41] investigated the multiple antennas
AF relay - eavesdropper channel with imperfect CSI. Beamforming technique was
used by the relay in different wiretap channel models. A comparison between op-
timal rank-1, match-and-forward and zero-forcing beamformers are held. Results
show that the optimal zero-forcing beamformer may outperforms the match-and-
forward beamformer over Rician fading while they have the same performance for
the deterministic uncertainty channels.
The CJ technique with a set of relays was investigated in [42], where a num-
ber of AF relays are divided optimally between AF relays and cooperative jam-
mers with imperfect CSI. Optimal weights for relays beamforming were obtained.
Another joint optimization problem including the beamforming weights and the
power of the jammers was solved. The problem of relay selection was investigated
in [43] where multiple DF relays help the legitimate system against multiple eaves-
dropping attack. Closed-form expression for the intercept probability was derived
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for different transmission schemes. The results showed that exploiting multiple
relays in cooperation networks improves the PHY security. The work was gener-
alized in [44], where multiple AF and DF relays were considered in the presence
of multiple eavesdroppers. Increasing the number of cooperative DF relays with
opportunistic relay selection scheme was shown to vanish the secrecy outage prob-
ability as shown in [45].
The problem of relay nodes mobility was investigated in [46], where the multi-
antenna relays were moving. Optimal positions and jamming weights for the
relays were obtained and a novel decentralized relays mobility control was pre-
sented. The results showed that the consideration of relays mobility could save
relays transmitting power and reduce the total number of relays needed for secure
communication. The impact of limited feedback of side channel information from
the intended receiver was examined in [47], while the effect of delay CSI feedback
on relay selection was presented in [48].
A new scheme was proposed in [49], that considered a two hop DF relay net-
work with a single eavesdropper. The proposed scheme used the legitimated source
and destination nodes to generate an AN while they were idle. The proposed work
defined two types of cooperative jamming models, namely, full CJ and partial CJ.
The results showed that both models improve the system secrecy capacity but in
the case of passive eavesdropper, the full CJ model outperforms the partial CJ
model. In case of single hop networks, the works in [50, 51] proposed a full duplex
legitimated destination node that has the ability to transmit a jamming signal
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and receive the secret message simultaneously.
1.2.3 Cognitive Radio Networks
CR networks provide improvements in bandwidth efficiency of wireless networks
with the current fixed spectrum regulation policy by intelligently sharing the spec-
trum resources [52]. The work in [53] analyzed the interaction between SUs and
eavesdroppers in the presence of multiple PUs. Game theoretic techniques were
used to obtain the equilibrium point between the SUs and eavesdroppers in a
non-cooperative game. A novel algorithm was proposed to select a secure channel
which was shown to improved the secrecy capacity of SU network. The cooper-
ation between a PU network and a SU network was discussed in [54]. The SU
network helps the PU network to improve its secrecy capacity by jamming the
eavesdropper within a certain power. As a reward, the PU allows for more in-
terference from the SU network or gives the SU network a portion of the time to
use it for its own transmission. The CJ and cooperation beamforming techniques
were applied to cooperative CRN in [33, Ch.4], which were shown to improve the
PU network secrecy capacity.
1.2.4 Multiuser Relay Networks
The performance of multiuser (MU) relays networks (MRNs) in which the system
consists of a source, an AF relay and multiple destinations was investigated in [55].
Closed-form expressions for the outage probability over generalized Nakagami-m
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fading channels were derived. The unbalanced hops model was studied under the
effect of dissimilar per-hop fading parameters and/or dissimilar per-hop averaged
faded SNRs. Because of ignoring the direct links between the source and the
destinations and the half duplex nature of the relay node, the obtained diversity
order and spectral efficiency were not satisfactory. The symbol error rate (SER) of
the same model was studied and presented in [56]. The authors in [57] studied the
opportunistic direct links in a MU cooperative network with a DF relaying. They
proposed that the relaying transmission can be avoided as long as the selected
direct link is sufficiently good, satisfying the spectrum efficiency requirements
which improve the spectral efficiency.
All the aforementioned MU cooperative network works were under the as-
sumption of single antenna nodes. The impact of multiple correlated antennas
on the performance of MU scheduling for CSI-assisted and fixed gain AF relaying
was investigated in [58]. The MRN was considered with a single source of mul-
tiple correlated antennas communicating with a selected destination node from a
set of multi-destinations with a single antenna via a dual correlated antenna AF
relay node. Results investigated the outage probability and SER of the consid-
ered system where closed-form expressions were derived. The work indicated that
although the multiple antennas enhance the network overall performance, the cor-
relation between antennas degrades the performance. Diversity order and ergodic
capacity were analyzed. The work has been extended in [59] in which MRN with
multiple correlated antennas considered. The work derived closed-form expres-
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sions for the system outage probability, SER and the ergodic capacity. The work
findings showed that increasing of the correlation harms the system performance
but for point-to-multipoint links, the increase of antenna correlation was shown
to provide capacity improvement.
Recently, the work in [60] studied the performance of MU and multi-relay
CRNs, in which multiple SU relays help the SU source to transmit its data to
multiple SU destinations, which existed closed to a single PU destination. Closed-
form expressions for outage probabilities were derived for both AF and DF relaying
schemes. The asymptotic analysis showed that the diversity order of the system
is not affected by the interference constraint and equals to the sum of the relay
and destination nodes.
1.2.5 Free Space Optical Communications
With the rapid growth in the number of users of wireless systems and huge demand
on the amount of data rates such systems are expected to carry, FSO communica-
tion has arisen as an effective means of transferring data at high rates over short
distances [61]. The FSO communications transmit the data between an optical
transmitter and a receiver, which can be separated by a less than one kilome-
ter distance. The signals propagate between the communicating points - termed
nodes - through the atmosphere along a beam of light. FSO offers the advantages
of broadband communication capacity, being cost-effective, secure and easy to set
up [62]. These features of FSO communication systems potentially make them
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possible to solve the current issues that traditional RF communication systems
are facing, such as high cost and excessive use of the spectrum [63].
Recently, sophisticated schemes for MU access and scheduling on expanded RF
bands have been receiving much interest from academic and research communities.
The accommodation of more users per a unit resource and time has been proposed
through various PHY and MAC layer designs. Among these designs, spectrum-
sharing have been shown to improve the spectral efficiency in wireless networks
[66]. More spatial MIMO techniques can provide substantial benefits through
exploiting space domain and using advanced signal processing techniques. With
the emerging use of FSO and RF bands to support future expansion of wireless
networks in terms of coverage, capacity, and reliability, the development of new
MU access and scheduling schemes become very critical. These schemes require
new approaches of modeling and analysis that are different from the RF-alone
scenarios.
Based on aforementioned discussion, a number of issues was experienced to
be employed in actual communications systems which leads to investigate various
scenarios to obtain the ideal setup. One scenario with significant potential for
efficient communications is the use of mixed RF/FSO relay networks. In this
scenario, multiple users with RF capabilities can be multiplexed into a single FSO
link via a relay node for a dual-hop case [67, 68]. More specifically, this scenario
involves connecting multiple users with a relay (which could be a building) using
wireless channels and then an FSO link is connecting between the relay and the
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destination (which could be another building). This type of connection, in which
a high-speed FSO link is used, aims to seal the gap between the backbone network
and the last-mile access networks [69], which is a particular issue in developing
countries where there might be a poor fiber optic or connecting infrastructure.
Alternatively, an FSO transmitter and a receiver can be easily installed on high
buildings to connect the last mile by having the users communicate using their
RF networks, leaving the last mile to be covered by the FSO communication. One
of the key ideas that can be studied in relation to this scenario is the scheduling
among users, as will be further discussed in the coming chapters.
Another important area of research is the dual-hop parallel FSO relaying,
in which a source node communicates with a destination node with the help of
multiple relays. As shown in the literature review, a system of all-optical links
was previously proposed and investigated [70], where all the nodes communicate
over FSO links. Another important scenario arising from this system and could
also be considered is the dual-hop FSO/RF scenario. This relaying scenario could
be seen in all-optical relay networks when the second hop FSO links suffer from
bad weather conditions, such as strong fog. In such conditions, the second hop
communications could be conducted over RF links as a backup for the FSO links.
Moreover, the FSO first hop might be utilized to serve multiple base stations
(BSs) or users at the same time through providing high data rate of multiple RF
links.
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1.3 Dissertation Contributions
Based on the aforementioned discussions, the dissertation contributions can be
divided into two main parts, which are the cooperative CR networks and the mixed
RF/FSO networks. Generally, the work investigates the reliability performance
metrics of new system models in both areas such as the outage probability, the
symbol error probability (SEP), the maximum achievable rate and the ergodic
capacity. Then, the work studies the secrecy performance of these new systems
against eavesdropping attacks as follows:
 In the area of cooperative CR networks, we propose a new model based on
the well-known two-path AF scheme. Upon sharing CSI between PU and
SU networks, the proposed model can enhance the bandwidth efficiency. We
obtain the optimal SU transmission power and amplification factor values to
minimize the total sum of the proposed model probability of error. Then, we
find the total sum rate of the proposed cooperative CR model over Rayleigh
fading environment and compare it with the existing cooperative models.
Moreover, we design new PHY security schemes to enhance the secrecy
performance against single/multiple passive eavesdroppers. Then, we find
the secrecy capacity performance as well as the secrecy outage probability
of the proposed schemes as a function of the SU transmission power and
amplification factors.
 In the area of cooperative CR networks, we propose a new cooperative two-
way AF model with three different schemes of cooperation. Based on ap-
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plied cooperative scheme, the bandwidth efficiency is shown to enhance with
different values. We derive closed-form expressions for the system outage
probability, the SEP and the maximum achievable rate in Rayleigh fad-
ing environment. Then, we obtain the optimal SU transmission power and
amplification factor values to minimize the total sum SEP of the proposed
model. Hence, we find the optimal power values needed to maximize the
total sum rate of the proposed cooperative model. For the three proposed
cooperative schemes, we compare the derived reliability performance met-
rics with the existing conventional two-way AF relaying model. Moreover,
we investigate the secrecy performance of the new proposed model against
eavesdropping attack for two different scenarios based on the selected coop-
erative scheme.
 In the area of mixed RF/FSO networks, we investigate the reliability perfor-
mance of dual-hop MU single-input-multiple-output (SIMO) mixed RF/FSO
networks in which a multiple antennas relay node selects the best user among
a set of single antenna users during the RF hop, then, the relay applies the
AF protocol on the received data and retransmits it to the optical receiver
over the FSO hop. We also study the proposed system performance under
two different diversity combining schemes which are MRC and SC. Hence, we
derive closed-form expressions for the system reliability performance met-
rics such as the outage probability, the SEP and the ergodic capacity in
Nakagami-m/Gamma-Gamma environments. Based on the asymptotic out-
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age probability and FSO atmospheric conditions, we obtain a new optimal
RF power formula which is tested against different diversity orders and at-
mospheric channel conditions. Moreover, we investigate the system secrecy
performance against multiple antennas passive eavesdropper attack. Fur-
thermore, system intercept probability is derived. In addition, we proposed
a PHY security model to improve system security.
 In the area of mixed RF/FSO networks, we investigate the impact of co-
channel interference (CCI) signals on the reliability performance of dual-hop
MU mixed RF/FSO networks in which a relay node with a single antenna
selects the best user among a set of single antenna users during the first hop,
then, the relay applies the AF protocol on the received data and retransmits
it to the optical receiver during the second hop. We derive closed-form ex-
pression for the system outage probability in Nakagami-m/Gamma-Gamma
environments. Based on the asymptotic outage probability, the interference
power and the FSO atmospheric conditions, we obtain a new optimal RF
power formula which is tested against different diversity orders, different
number of CCI signals and atmospheric channel conditions. Moreover, we
investigate the system secrecy performance against a passive eavesdropper
attack. The eavesdropper is also assumed to suffer from a number of non-
identical CCI signals. Hence, we derive a closed-form expression for the
system intercept probability. In addition, we propose a PHY security model
to enhance the system secrecy performance.
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1.4 Dissertation Outline
In Chapter 2, we propose a new cooperative CR model which employs the two-
path AF scheme. The proposed model encourages the PU networks to cooperate
with the SU network, which enhances the PU diversity order. On the other hand,
SU network makes use of the inter-relay-interference (IRI) problem in this two-
path AF scheme to transmit its data. Moreover, the proposed model is showed
to enhance the security performance of the PU network in the presence of eaves-
droppers. Optimal power allocation values are obtained for the SU transmission
power and amplification factors to enhance the proposed model probability of
error performance and its secrecy performance.
In Chapter 3, we propose a new cooperative two-way AF relaying cognitive
network in which the SU network pairs (i.e., the source and destination) serve as
two extra relay nodes to help the co-existing PU two-way AF relaying network.
For this model, we propose three different schemes for cooperation between the PU
network and the SU network namely, the all participant scheme, the relay selection
scheme and the relay elimination scheme. For all proposed schemes, we derive the
system performance metrics which are the outage probability, the SEP and the
maximum achievable rate. Power allocation optimization problems are formulated
to obtain the optimal power values which minimize the total sum SEP. Also, other
problems to maximize the maximum sum rate are proposed. Then, the PHY
security performance of the proposed model is investigated against eavesdropping
attacks for two different scenarios, namely, the cooperative beamforming scenario
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and the relay-jamming scenario. New power allocation optimization problems are
formulated to find the optimal power values which maximize the system secrecy
capacity in the presence of a passive eavesdropper for both scenarios.
In Chapter 4, we propose a new MU SIMO mixed RF/FSO relay networks
in which the selected best user among a set users transmits its data to an AF
relay node over an RF link of Nakagami-m fading distribution during the first
hop, then, the relay retransmits the received data to the destination over an FSO
link of Gamma-Gamma distribution. Closed-form expressions for different system
reliability metrics are derived. To get more insights on the system key parame-
ters, we derive asymptotic formulas for the outage probability. Then, optimal RF
transmission power is proposed based on the asymptotic outage probability for-
mulas, the number of users, the number of antennas and the FSO link conditions.
Moreover, the secrecy performance of the considered model is investigated in the
presence of a single passive eavesdropper equipped with multiple antennas. There-
fore, we derive the system intercept probability which is further simplified to its
asymptotic formula. In addition, we enhance the system secrecy performance of
the considered model by applying a CJ model for which we derive a new intercept
probability closed-form expressions and its corresponding asymptotic formula.
In Chapter 5, we study the impact of non-identical CCI on the security and re-
liability analysis of MU mixed RF/FSO networks. The RF/FSO links are assumed
to follow Nakagami-m/Gamma-Gamma channels distributions. In this model, we
consider that both the authorized nodes (i.e., the users and relay) and the eaves-
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dropper suffer from non-identical CCI signals. We derive closed-form expression
for the system outage probability. At high SNR values, we simplify the outage
probability expression to a less sophisticated asymptotic formula. Based on the
asymptotic formula, a new RF power allocation formula is proposed that is depen-
dent on the number of users, the Nakagami-m parameter, the CCI signals and the
FSO link conditions. Hence, the secrecy performance is investigated by obtaining
the system intercept probability. To enhance the system secrecy performance, we
propose a new PHY security model based on a CJ technique.
Finally, in Chapter 6, we briefly summarize the main conclusions of the dis-
sertation and point out some possible future research directions.
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CHAPTER 2
A BANDWIDTH EFFICIENT
COGNITIVE RADIO WITH
TWO-PATH AMPLIFY
-AND-FORWARD RELAYING
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we introduce a new CR system employing the two-path AF relay-
ing scheme. In the proposed system, the primary user (PU) transmitter cooperates
with the secondary user (SU) transmitter and receiver to relay PU data to the
PU destination. The proposed algorithm makes use of the inter-relay interfer-
ence (IRI) between the two relay nodes to transmit SU data and minimize their
IRI effect on the PU destination. Two optimization problems are formulated to
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find optimal power allocation between SU transmission and relaying amplifying
factors: one to minimize the probability of error and the other one to maximize
the average achievable rate. Moreover, the improvement in PU network PHY
security against multiple passive eavesdroppers is studied in two different scenar-
ios. Optimization problems are formulated to find the optimal power allocation
solutions that maximize PU secrecy rate in terms of SU transmission power, AF
amplification factors. Lagrangian multipliers method is used to obtain the opti-
mal solutions. Numerical results show that the proposed algorithm outperforms
the single data transmission and existing two-path relaying scheme. In addition,
the PU network achieves diversity order of 3 when maximum likelihood decoder
(MLD) is used, whereas SU network achieves diversity order of 2. In addition, the
new cooperative CR model can achieve a non-zero secrecy rate even if the wiretap
channel conditions are better than the main channel conditions.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.2 reviews related
literature. Section 2.3 introduces the proposed system model. Section 2.4 formu-
lates BER minimization optimization problem. Rate maximization optimization
problem is presented in Section 2.5. Section 2.6 presents the design of the PHY
security model based on SU jamming transmission. Section 2.7 illustrates the
design of the PHY security model under the SU transmission awareness. Section
2.8 presents the complexity analysis of the proposed model. Section 2.9 discusses
the numerical results. Finally, Section 2.10 concludes the work.
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2.2 Literature Review
Two-path relaying has been recently considered as an attractive wireless commu-
nication scheme to improve the spectral efficiency and performance of half-duplex
cooperative networks. The two-path relaying scheme consists of a source node
S, a destination D and two relay nodes RA and RB. Transmission time slots are
divided between the two relays, i.e., while one relay is receiving the source data,
the other relay forwards the previous data received during the previous time slot
to D [71, 72]. The two-path relaying scheme needs N +1 time slots to transmit N
data symbols from S to D. In order to increase bandwidth efficiency of N/(N+1),
N should be sufficiently large. In [73, 74], the two-path relaying scheme was used
to relay data from a source S to a destination D using one of the two famous
relaying protocols, namely, AF and DF. Due to the simultaneous transmission
from S to relay nodes RA and RB, inter-relay interference (IRI) appears and de-
grades the system performance. Partial interference cancellation (PIC) [73] and
full interference cancellation (FIC) [74] were proposed to mitigate the IRI effect
at the destination D.
To overcome spectrum scarcity problem, CR is presented as an efficient tech-
nology. In [75], cooperative relaying was applied in CR, by allowing the SU to
operate as a relay node for the PU. Then, the PU rewards the SU by allowing
higher interference threshold if the SU operates in an underlay CR mode, or by
allocating a time slot to the SU to transmit his data in an overlay CR mode.
Power allocation scheme and time division criteria have been developed for this
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model. The disadvantage of the proposed model in [75] is that the PU has to wait
the SU for two time slots, the first slot is used to relay PU data, and the second
slot is used to transmit SU data, resulting in large delay and lower bandwidth
efficiency.
PHY security has been considered as a necessary strategy to enhance secrecy
in wireless communication networks due to the broadcast nature of the wireless
medium and the resulting security susceptibilities [1]. The secrecy capacity was
studied in [34] in the presence of a single eavesdropper and with the help of a relay
node where a secrecy performance comparison was held between different relay-
ing protocols (i.e., AF, DF, CF and DT). The authors in [35] examined the DF
and AF relaying protocols in the presence of more than one relay in cooperation
with the legitimate user. The main goal was to maximize the secrecy capac-
ity by choosing the optimal beamforming weights at each relay. A secrecy rate
performance comparison between the cooperative beam-forming and cooperative
jamming was introduced. Due to noise amplification at the AF relays, the secure
capacity maximization problem becomes very difficult to be optimally solved. In
[37], a new scheme was proposed to enable an opportunistic selection of two relay
nodes for the goal of increasing the security against eavesdropping attack. The
first relay operates in the conventional mode by assisting the source to deliver
its data to its destination via a DF strategy. The second relay is used to create
intentional interference at the eavesdroppers. The proposed selection technique
jointly protects the authorized destination against interference and eavesdropping
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by jamming the reception of the eavesdropper.
Recently, the cooperation between PU and SU networks has been investigated
in [76]. Two scenarios have been studied based on the knowledge of the PU
message at SU nodes. For each scenario, three optimization problems have been
formulated: the maximization of the PU rate, the maximization of the SU rate
and the maximization of the SU transmission power. For some special cases,
closed-form expressions have been obtained and the cooperation between PU and
SU networks has been analyzed using a game theoretic approach using the Stack-
elberg game. The work in [77] studied the impact of untrusted SU nodes on the
cooperation between PU and SU networks
In this chapter, we present a new cooperative CR model by employing the
two-path relaying in a cooperative CR relay network. As shown in Figure 2.1,
nodes S and D represent the PU network, whereas nodes RA and RB represent the
SU network. At the same time, RA and RB help the PU network in conducting its
transmission using two-path AF relaying as will be explained later. As a reward,
the PU system allows SU system (RA and RB) to transmit its data simultaneously
through the proposed protocol described in Section 2.3.
The main challenge is to control SU transmission power and amplifying factors
of the two relays in order to minimize the probability of error at both PU and
SU destinations. To this end, we formulate an optimization problem to minimize
the proposed system BER in terms of the SU transmission power and the two
relays amplifying factors. The Lagrangian multipliers method is used to find the
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optimal values to minimize the exact probability of error of the PU system under
constraints on available power budget. A sub-optimal power allocation is obtained
by minimizing the asymptotic probability of error of PU system resulting in lower
complexity optimization. Another optimization problem is formulated to maxi-
mize the average achievable rate based on the same parameters and constraints
used in the minimization problem. Then, we investigate the secrecy performance
of the proposed model in the presence of multiple passive eavesdroppers. The
contribution of this work is to design efficient PHY security models against mul-
tiple passive eavesdroppers that are located close to the PU destination. Two
different scenarios are investigated based on if the eavesdroppers are aware of SU
transmission or not.
The proposed model needs three time slots to transmit two PU symbols and
one SU symbol resulting in achieving a unity bandwidth efficiency. Simulation
results show that the proposed model achieves a diversity order of 3 for the PU
system and a diversity order of 2 for the SU system. Moreover, the proposed
scenarios are shown to achieve a non-zero secrecy rate against large number of
multiple passive eavesdroppers M even if the wiretap channel condition is better
than the main channel.
2.3 System Model
Figure 2.1 shows the operation of the proposed protocol that enables the trans-
mission of two PU symbols and one SU symbol in three time slots.
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Figure 2.1: Cognitive radio network with two-path AF relaying scheme.
The channel gain between S and D is denoted by hSD, and the channel gains
between S and RA and RB are denoted by hSA and hSB, respectively with an
average channel gain of v2S. The channel gains between RA and RB are hAB and
hBA, respectively with average channel gain v
2
R. The two relay nodes RA and RB
have channel gains to the destination node given by hAD and hBD, respectively
with an average of v2D. For notational simplicity, all the channels are assumed to
be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) flat Rayleigh fading channels.
AF protocol is applied by both relays since it is less complex and more flexible in
handling IRI than DF protocol [74].
In the first time slot, S transmits the algebraic subtraction of two successive
modulated signals denoted by s1 and s2 with a total power of Ps. At the same time
RB transmits its data b1 with power PB which interferes with PU data at RA and
D. During the first time slot, the received signals at D and RA are, respectively
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given by
y
(1)
D =
√
Ps
2
hSD(s1 − s2) +
√
PBhBDb1 + w
(1)
D , (2.1)
y
(1)
A =
√
Ps
2
hSA(s1 − s2) +
√
PBhBAb1 + w
(1)
A , (2.2)
where wD and wA are additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) samples with zero-
mean and variance σ2. Then, S transmits the second symbol s2 with a total power
of Ps during the second time slot to RB and D, while RA transmits the previous
received data after applying AF protocol. The received signals at D and RB during
the second time slot are, respectively given by
y
(2)
D =
√
PshSDs2 + hADβAy
(1)
A + w
(2)
D , (2.3)
y
(2)
B =
√
PshSBs2 + hABβAy
(1)
A + w
(2)
B , (2.4)
where wB is an AWGN sample with zero-mean and variance σ
2. Assuming RA
retransmits the data with power PRA = λAPs, then the normalized amplification
factor is defined as β2A =
PRA
E|y(1)A |2
= λAPs
v2SPs+v
2
RPB+σ
2 . During the third time slot, S is
idle while RB transmits the received signal after removing the interfered SU data
b1 and adding a new fresh version of it but with negative sign, i.e., −b1 with power
PB. Under the assumption of knowing CSI by all relay nodes and destinations,
the received signal at D and RA during the third time slot are, respectively given
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by
y
(3)
D = hBDβB(y
(2)
B − b′1)−
√
PBhBDb1 + w
(3)
D , (2.5)
y
(3)
A = hBAβB(y
(2)
B − b′1)−
√
PBhBAb1 + w
(3)
A , (2.6)
where b′1 is the modified image of SU data b1 such that b
′
1 = βAhABhBAb1. Assuming
that RB transmits the received signal with power PRB = λBPs, then the normalized
amplifying factor is defined as β2B =
PRB
E|y(2)B |2
= λBPs
v2SPs+λAv
2
RPs+σ
2 . From the above
equations and the presence of two receivers in this model, the matrix model for
the 3-slot system at D can be written as
yD = HDxs + w
′
D, (2.7)
where yD =
[
y
(1)
D , y
(2)
D , y
(3)
D
]T
, xs =
[√
Pss1,
√
Pss2,
√
PBb1
]T
,
HD =

√
1
2
hSD −
√
1
2
hSD hBD√
1
2
αA hSD −
√
1
2
αA βAhADhBA√
1
2
βBhBDα
′
A βBhBD(hSD −
√
1
2
α′A) −hBD
 , (2.8)
and the noise vector at D is given by
w′D =

w
(1)
D
w
(2)
D + βAhADw
(1)
A
w
(3)
D + hBDβB(w
(2)
B + hABβAw
(1)
A )
 , (2.9)
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where αA = βAhADhSA and α
′
A = βAhABhSA. For the SU system, the received
signals of the receiver RA can be expressed as
yA = HAxs + w
′
A, (2.10)
where yA =
[
y
(1)
A , y
(3)
A
]T
, xs =
[√
Pss1,
√
Pss2,
√
PBb1
]T
,
HA =

√
1
2
hSA −
√
1
2
hSA hBA√
1
2
βBhBAα
′
A βBhBA(hSD −
√
1
2
α′A) −hBA
 , (2.11)
and the noise vector at RA is given by
w′A =
[
w
(1)
A , w
(2)
A + hBAβB(w
(2)
B + hABβAw
(1)
A )
]T
. (2.12)
In case there is no direct link between S and D or the direct link is too weak, the
same equations and expressions are valid with setting hSD = 0.
2.4 Power Allocation for BER Minimization
In this section, optimal and sub-optimal power allocation problems are presented
to minimize the probability of error of both PU and SU networks. Since different
images of the data symbols are sent during different time slots creating a virtual
MIMO network, maximum likelihood detector (MLD) can be used by the PU
and SU systems to detect their data. MLD is the optimal detector in terms of
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minimizing the probability of error [78]. The MLD estimates the symbol vector xˆs
that gives the minimum Euclidean distance metric at D and RA, independently.
The Euclidean distance metrics can be expressed [79] for D and RA, respectively
as
µD = ‖yD −HDxs‖2 =
L=3∑
l=1
|y(l)D − h(l)D xs|2, (2.13)
µA = ‖yA −HAxs‖2 =
L=2∑
l=1
|y(l)A − h(l)A xs|2, (2.14)
where h
(l)
D and h
(l)
A denote the l-th row of HD and HA, respectively. The MLD
computational complexity depends on number of points in the signal constellation
and number of transmitters which are three nodes in this system, namely S, RA
and RB. The pairwise-error probability is defined as the probability that the MLD
chooses the erroneous data vector ci = (ci1, ci2, ci3) instead of the transmitted data
vector cj = (cj1, cj2, cj3), where the data symbols cim and cjm are for the m-th
user. Based on the derivations presented in [80, 81, 79], the union bound of the
probability of error for m-th user is given by
Psm ≤
∑
i
L∏
l=1
1
(1 + rsm,ijl)
, (2.15)
where i includes all the indexes of vectors in ci that differ in their m-th position
from the transmitted vector cj, m = 1, 2 and 3. The number of independent paths
L takes the value of 3 for PU system and L = 2 for SU system. The term rsm,ijl
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is given by [79, eq:(9)]
rsm,ijl = asm,ijlΓsm,jl
√
(asm,ijlΓsm,jl)
2 + 2(asm,ijlΓsm,jl) + 1, (2.16)
where asm,ijl =‖ di − dj ‖2 /2Esl, Esl is the symbol energy per branch and Γsm,jl =
Esl/N0 is the average symbol SNR per diversity branch as shown in [79, eq:(10)].
2.4.1 Optimal Power Allocation
In this part, we formulate a power allocation problem which minimizes the BER
sum for both PU and SU networks of the proposed system by controlling the SU
transmission power PB and the two relays amplifying factors βA and βB. The goal
is to find the values of those parameters that minimize the overall BER. The BER
is a function of the SNR and it can be expressed for a given channel state as
[82] Pb(e) = f(PB, λA, λB), where f(.) is a function determined based on the type
of the modulation scheme and detection method. In this problem, f(.) equals
the probability of error given in (2.15). Then, an optimization problem has been
formulated in which the target function can be minimizing the PU BER only or
minimizing the total sum BER of the PU and SU. Such that
minimize f(PB, λA, λB)
subject to: PB + λBPs ≤ PB,
2PB + λAPs + λBPs ≤ Ptotal. (2.17)
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To find the optimal values for PB, λA and λB, Lagrangian multipliers method
with the two power constraints in (2.17) is used [83]. The Lagrangian function
J (.) can be expressed as
J (PB, λA, λB) = f (PB, λA, λB) + Λ1
(
PB + λBPs −PB
)
+ Λ2
(
2PB + λAPs + λBPs −Ptotal
)
, (2.18)
where Λ1 and Λ2 denote the Lagrangian multipliers. Since finding a closed-form
solution for the BER function in (2.15) is difficult, hence, the optimal power
allocation solution has been found in an iterative manner.
2.4.2 Suboptimal Power Allocation
A less sophisticated approach for power allocation optimization is to minimize
the asymptotic union bound of the probability of error instead of the exact one
in (2.15). This results in a less complex optimization problem and yields an
approximate power allocation that works well in high SNR regions. In high SNR
regions, the expression in (2.15) can be reduced to [79]
Psm,asym ≤
∑
i
L∏
l=1
r−1sm,ijl. (2.19)
Applying the same discussion in Section 2.4.1 provides the suboptimal power
allocation solution.
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2.5 Power Allocation for Rate Maximization
In this section, the average achievable rate of the proposed system is discussed.
The average achievable rate for the proposed model can be obtained by
RD =
1
3
E
{
log
[
det
(
I +
HDH
∗
D
E [w′Dw
′∗
D ]
)]}
. (2.20)
It is clear that the average achievable rate is a function of PB, λA and λB. The
goal is to find the optimal values of these parameters which maximize the average
achievable rate. In this case, g(PB, λA, λB) equals the average achievable rate given
by (2.20). Then, the optimization problem can be formulated such that:
maximize g(PB, λA, λB)
subject to: PB + λBPs ≤ PB,
2PB + λAPs + λBPs ≤ Ptotal. (2.21)
Following the same steps in Section 2.4.1 in solving (2.17), the optimal solution
for rate maximization can be obtained.
2.6 Scenario I: Physical Layer Security under
SU Jamming
In this scenario, it is assumed that the eavesdroppers know about the cooperation
between PU and SU networks in the transmission of PU data but they do not
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Figure 2.2: Cooperative cognitive radio network with two-path AF relaying
scheme with multiple passive eavesdroppers.
know about the simultaneous transmission of PU and SU data. In another way,
the eavesdroppers are assumed to be attacking the PU transmission only and
ignoring SU data. In this case, the eavesdroppers treat the interference from
SU transmission as a noise and hence can be treated as a jamming signal on
the eavesdroppers. The model in which the eavesdroppers are unaware of the
simultaneous transmission is similar to the relay - jamming model known as (R-J)
cooperation scheme [37].
Consider the presence of M passive eavesdropping nodes. In addition, the
each of the eavesdroppers is assumed to be equipped with a single antenna with
no cooperation between them. This is more practical and allow them to avoid
being detected. The M eavesdroppers attack the PU system and treat the SU
data transmission as noise resulting in an R-J model [33]. We denote the channels
between the nodes S, RA, RB and the m-th eavesdropper by gSEm , gAEm and gBEm ,
respectively. The channel coefficients are assumed to be independent and identical
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random variable and to follow Rayleigh fading distribution (i.i.d) with zero mean
and variance v2g. Then according to the considered model in Section 2.3, the
matrix model at the m-th eavesdropper after three-time slots is given by
yEm = GEmxs + b1GJm + wEm , (2.22)
where yE =
[
y
(1)
E , y
(2)
E , y
(3)
E
]T
, xs = [s1, s2]
T ,
GEm =

√
Ps
2 gSEm −
√
Ps
2 gSEm√
Ps
2 αEm
√
PsgSEm −
√
Ps
2 αEm√
Ps
2 βBgBEmα
′
A βBgBEm(
√
PshSD −
√
Ps
2 α
′
A)
 , (2.23)
GJm =
[√
PBgBEm ,
√
PBβAhBAgAEm ,−
√
PBgBE
]T
, (2.24)
wEm =

w
(1)
Em
w
(2)
Em
+ βAgAEmw
(1)
A
w
(3)
Em
+ gBEmβB(w
(2)
B + hABβAw
(1)
A )
 , (2.25)
where αE = βAgAEmhSA. In case there is no direct link between S and E or the
direct link is too weak, the same equations and expressions are valid with setting
gSEm = 0 for m ∈ {1, ...,M}. The average data rate for the proposed model at the
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m-th eavesdropper can be obtained by
REm =
1
3
E
{
log
[
det
(
I +
GEmG
∗
Em
E
[
w′Emw
′∗
Em
])]} , (2.26)
where w′E is the sum of jamming signal and noise and it is given by
w′Em = b1GJm + wEm . (2.27)
Then, the achievable secrecy rate for non-cooperative eavesdropping nodes can be
obtained by
RS = min
m∈M
{RD −REm}
= min
m∈M

1
3
E
log
 det
(
I +
HDH
∗
D
E[wDw∗D]
)
det
(
I +
GEmG
∗
Em
E[w′Emw
′∗
Em ]
)


 . (2.28)
It is clear that RS is always greater than zero as long as PB does not equal
zero. A power allocation problem is presented to maximize the secrecy rate
RS = f(PB, λA, λB) such as
maximize f(PB, λA, λB)
subject to: PB + λBPs ≤ P¯B,
2PB + λAPs + λBPs ≤ P¯total. (2.29)
To find the optimal values for PB, λA and λB, Lagrangian multipliers method [83]
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with the two power constraints in (2.29) is used. The Lagrangian function J (.)
can be expressed as
J (PB, λA, λB) = f (PB, λA, λB) + Λ1
(
PB + λBPs − P¯B
)
+ Λ2
(
2PB + λAPs + λBPs − P¯total
)
, (2.30)
where Λ1 and Λ2 denote Lagrangian multipliers. Since finding a closed-form solu-
tion for the secrecy rate function, the optimal power allocation solution has been
obtained iteratively.
2.7 Scenario II: Physical Layer Security Scheme
under Secondary User Transmission Aware-
ness
In this section, we consider the worst case for a secure transmission in which the
eavesdroppers have all the information about the cooperation between the PU
network and SU network including SU simultaneous transmission. In this scenario,
it is assumed that the eavesdroppers know the channel coefficients between all the
system nodes, as well as the transmission power and relays amplification factors.
In this case, the SU transmission is no more treated as a jamming signal as
the eavesdroppers try to detect and decode all transmitted symbols. Hence, the
R-J cooperative scheme is no more applicable for increasing transmission secrecy.
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Regarding the proposed model, the common use of beam-forming criteria in many
works in the literature does not apply for two reasons. Firstly, the individual
transmission of each node and different data transmission during simultaneous
broadcasting is considered. Secondly, each node is assumed to be equipped with
a single antenna. Since the PU transmitter S subtracts the two successive data
symbols before transmission during the first-time slot, that could be considered as
a kind of network coding done by S. Then, we design a weighted network coding
at S by the multiplying the two symbols s1 and s2 by µ1 and µ2, respectively.
Although the eavesdroppers have all the information about the proposed model,
the source messages are always confidential. Then, the eavesdroppers have no
information about the messages, or the weight of each message s1 and s2 in the
transmitted combination message. The goal is to find the optimal values of µ1
and µ2 which maximize the secrecy rate RS.
In this scenario, at the m-th eavesdropper, the received signals are given by
yE = GEmxs + ∆Gmxs + wEm , (2.31)
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where yEm =
[
y
(1)
Em
, y
(2)
Em
, y
(3)
Em
]T
, xs = [s1, s2, b1]
T , ∆Gm is given by (2.32), and
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(2.32)
wEm =

w
(1)
Em
w
(2)
Em
+ βAgAEmw
(1)
A
w
(3)
Em
+ gBEmβB(w
(2)
B + hABβAw
(1)
A )
 . (2.33)
In case there is no direct link between S and E or the direct link is too weak, the
same equations and expressions are valid with setting gSEm = 0 for m ∈ {1, ...,M}.
The average data rate for the proposed model at Em is given by (2.26), where
w′Em = ∆Gmxs + wEm . (2.34)
In this scenario, the legitimated nodes agree to follow a certain transmission code-
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book in terms of µ1 and µ2. During the full transmission period that consists of
three-time slots, the PU source S chooses a particular value from the codebook
for µ2 and its corresponding value of µ1 for transmission. The main goal is to
randomize the data at the eavesdropper node in order to maximize the secrecy
rate. The selection criteria for µ1 and µ2 is given by
1. µ1 + µ2 = 2
2. Since the SU receiver depends only on two time slots to detect its data;
then the PU data should be available in both transmission slots in order to
minimize the SU BER. As a result and by referring to channel matrix HD,
it is clear that 0 < µ2 <
|hSD|2
α2A
.
In another way, the eavesdroppers are assumed to give equal weights for both
PU symbols. Then, an optimization problem is formulated to maximize the se-
crecy rate RS = g (µ1, µ2) such as
maximize g(µ1, µ2)
subject to µ1 + µ2 = 2 & 0 < µ2 <
|hSD|2
α2A
. (2.35)
The Lagrangian algorithm expressed in Section 2.6 is followed to obtain optimal
values for µ1 and µ2. Note that, the complexity of the proposed algorithm can be
in the number of steepest descent algorithm iterations needed to converge which
is dependent of its step size.
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2.8 Complexity Analysis
In this part, the complexity analysis of the proposed model is presented. The
proposed model can initially set to enhance the PU secrecy performance with no
need for any extra procedures or friendly nodes. Therefore, the proposed model
achieves a non-zero secrecy capacity with the same complexity analysis of the
joint multiuser MLD detection process. For the joint multiuser MLD decoder, the
joint detection of P users each with a modulation size of Q symbols transmitted
in three time slots has a number of operations equals to 3QP . Hence, this joint
multiuser MLD decoder has a complexity of order O(QP ). It is clear that the
complexity of the joint multiuser MLD decoder increases exponentially with P .
However, This complexity can be reduced by using suboptimal joint decoders
such as multiuser detection maximum likelihood sphere decoders in [84]. The
complexity of the proposed sphere decoder in [84] is a polynomial function of the
number of users P and is independent of the modulation size Q. On the other
hand, the proposed model is compared to the conventional two-path AF relaying
networks with full interference cancellation (FIC) algorithm in [74]. For a frame
of length N symbols, the FIC model needs N + 1 time slots to transmit the whole
frame resulting in a bandwidth efficiency equals to N/(N+1). The FIC algorithm
has three methods for detection; namely, forward detection, backward detection
and maximum ratio combining detection. The total number of operations needed
for detection in FIC model equals to 2N + 1 for forward/ backward detection.
While for MRC detection, the number of operations equals to 4N + 2. It can be
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noted that the complexity analysis of the FIC model is of order O(N). However,
the number of frames N should be relatively high to achieve a unity bandwidth
efficiency resulting in increasing network delay. Moreover, the linearity of the
FIC detection methods kills any diversity gain that might be obtained from the
inter-relay interference phenomena.
2.9 Numerical Results
Numerical examples are presented to verify the performance of proposed scheme.
Since the proposed scheme transmits 3 data symbols in 3 time slots with band-
width efficiency equals to 1, the simulations of FIC algorithm [74] were generated
with 64 symbols per frame to result in almost a unity bandwidth efficiency. For a
fair comparison with the FIC model in [74], the total power budget is set to be the
same as that used in [74] for three successive transmissions, i.e., 4Ps. Since the pro-
posed model has no control on the PU source power, then 2Ps is excluded from the
total power budget such as Ptotal = λAPs + λBPs + 2PB = 2Ps. The power budget
for RB (PB) is defined as the maximum power allowed at RB for both data relaying
and SU data transmission during a single transmission, then PB ≥ λBPs + PB.
The steepest decent algorithm was employed to find the solution in an iterative
manner with a step size given by µ(i) = ρmink:(PB(i+1),λA(i+1),λB(i+1))≤0 µ˜k(i), where
ρ is a positive scaling factor smaller than 1, and µ˜k(i) is the updated step-size
with k = 1, 2 and 3 for PB, λA and λB, respectively.
Figure 2.3 shows a comparison between different transmission schemes that
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Figure 2.3: BER performance comparison between FIC algorithm and the pro-
posed algorithm using (ICD/MLD) in Rayleigh fading channels.
the PU can use to transmit its data over a Rayleigh fading channel. The used
modulation scheme is QPSK. It is clear from this figure that the proposed scheme
with MLD detector outperforms the two-path relaying with FIC in [74]. The
proposed scheme with ICD detector yields a poor performance in comparison
with MLD as it depends on linear operations with low computational complexity.
Although the matrix HD is a full rank matrix of 3 resulting in a full PU diversity
order of 3, Figure 2.3 shows that the MLD performance is slightly less than 3.
Because of the channel model matrix of the proposed system at D (i.e., HD)
has some repeated entries such as hSD and hBD. In addition, the products of
two channel coefficients in HD lead to a different fading distribution. Thus, the
differences in the channel model causes the loss of diversity compared to classical
MIMO.
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Figure 2.4: BER performance of PU and SU employing different power allocation
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Figure 2.4 introduces the effect of different optimization target functions where
the PU performance does not change due to the presence of a direct link while
there is a huge improvement in the SU performance depending on the target
function. Figure 2.4 compares the SU performance under optimal power allocation
(PB = 0.812, λA = 1, λB = 0.188) and suboptimal power allocation (PB = 0.612,
λA = 1, λB = 0.336) versus equal power allocation schemes.
A comparison between the proposed model and the FIC model [74] in terms
of average achievable rate is presented in Figure 2.5. In the presence of a direct
link between S and D, results show that the proposed model achieves higher data
rate than FIC until on SNR value of 20 dB both models tend to achieve the same
average rate. While in the absence of direct link scenario, the proposed model
outperforms the FIC algorithm in terms of average achievable rate. The proposed
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Figure 2.5: Comparison in terms of achievable average rate between the proposed
model and the two-path FIC scheme for different scenarios.(solid line: with direct
link, dashed line: without direct link).
model provides higher data rate based on the joint detection of PU and SU data.
The secrecy rate of the proposed model under the R-J assumption is presented
in Figure 2.6 with different number of eavesdropping nodes. In this case, the op-
timization problem for secrecy rate maximization has been solved for M = 3, and
the optimal values obtained have been tested against a higher number of eaves-
droppers. It is clear that the proposed model provides a non-zero secrecy rate even
if the number of eavesdropping nodes becomes greater than the number of eaves-
dropping nodes used in the optimization problem. This proves the effectiveness
of the proposed model to face any increase in the number of eavesdroppers.
The effect of increasing the number of eavesdroppers M on the secrecy rate
is investigated in Figure 2.7. For scenario I, results show that the secrecy rate
decreases as the number of eavesdroppers increases with and without the presence
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Figure 2.6: Secrecy rate of scenario I of the proposed model with multiple eaves-
droppers.
of a direct link between S and E’s. They also show that increasing M effects the
direct link secrecy rate more than no direct link secrecy rate which can be since
the eavesdroppers with a direct link get the advantage form diversity by receiving
two copies of the data instead of once copy in the case of no direct link. In
addition, this figure demonstrates that the secrecy rate of scenario II decreases
as M increases for both direct link and no direct link cases. Results show that
scenario II can achieve a non-zero secrecy rate as long as M ≤ 14 eavesdropping
nodes.
The secrecy rate of the proposed model under the assumptions of SU trans-
mission awareness (i.e., scenario II) is investigated in Figure 2.8 against different
eavesdropper channel conditions σ2g. Results show that the secrecy rate decreases
as σ2g increases which are expected due to the CSI of wiretap channel becomes bet-
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Figure 2.7: A comparison between scenario I and scenario II of the proposed
model in terms of secrecy rate against the number of eavesdroppers M with SNR
= 10 dB (solid line: with direct link, dashed line: with no direct link).
ter than the main channel. Moreover, this figure shows that the proposed model
is still able to achieve non-zero secrecy rate at medium and high SNR regions.
The secrecy outage probability introduced in Figure 2.9 is the probability that
the instantaneous secrecy rate becomes less than zero. Results show that increas-
ing the number of eavesdroppers M increases the probability of secrecy outage, as
expected. In addition, the secrecy performance of scenario I outperforms scenario
II since the amount of information available for the eavesdroppers in scenario II
is much higher than that of scenario I.
The proposed model BER performance with the R-J scheme is studied in
Figure 2.10. Results show that the PU BER is affected by the existence of the
direct link. Also, findings show that the eavesdropper BER is almost around
0.45 with no direct link between the PU source S and the eavesdroppers (i.e.,
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Figure 2.8: Secrecy rate for scenario II of the proposed model with multiple eaves-
droppers and different values of eavesdropper channel variance σ2g.
gSEm = 0). Furthermore, it can be seen from this figure that increasing the number
of eavesdroppers slightly improves their BER performance, as expected.
The proposed model BER performance with SU transmission awareness is
studied in Figure 2.11 for different values of wiretap channel variance. Results
show that the eavesdropper BER performance becomes worst as the wiretap chan-
nel variance is higher due to the increase in the jamming channel matrix coeffi-
cients. These coefficients depend on the wiretap channel coefficients (i.e., gSEm ,
gAEm and gBEm). Since the secrecy rate maximization problem is a function in µ1
and µ2, the SU transmission power and relaying amplification factors are set to
be equal in this case.
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Figure 2.9: A comparison between scenario I and scenario II of the proposed
model in terms of secrecy outage probability against M .
2.10 Conclusion
In this chapter, the two relay nodes in A two-path AF relaying scheme were al-
lowed to act as a complete secondary system beside their role as relay nodes for
the PU system. The goal was to fully utilize the channel bandwidth by using
the IRI between the two relays to transmit the SU data. Two optimization prob-
lems were formulated to minimize the proposed system BER and to maximize the
average achievable rate in terms of SU transmission power and the two amplify-
ing factors of relays. Moreover, the cooperative CR with two-path AF relaying
was investigated from the PHY security point of view. The considered model
was shown to enhance the PHY security of the PU network against multiple pas-
sive eavesdroppers. Two optimization problems were formulated to maximize the
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Figure 2.10: BER performance of scenario I of the proposed model with different
number of eavesdroppers.
secrecy rate based on the SU transmission power, the two amplifying factors un-
der SU transmission awareness or ignorance. Results showed that the PU and
SU systems achieve diversity orders of 3 and 2, respectively with no additional
complexity at the receivers. It was shown also that employing different power al-
location schemes do not change the performance of the PU system, but rather has
a noticeable impact on the SU system performance. Finally, the proposed model
was shown to achieve higher data rate than the two-path relay model proposed
in [74]. In addition, results illustrated that the considered model can achieve a
non-zero secrecy rate in the presence of multiple eavesdroppers even if the CSI of
the wiretap channel is better than the main channel.
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CHAPTER 3
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENT
SCHEMES FOR
COOPERATIVE TWO-WAY
COGNITIVE RELAYING
NETWORKS
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, new cooperative two-way cognitive relaying schemes are proposed.
In these models, a PU network consisting of two PU sources communicate with
each other via a single AF relay. In addition, a SU source transmits its data to a SU
destination via the same PU relay node. To mitigate the SU interference caused
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to PU network, the PU network considers the SU network pairs as two additional
relay nodes helping the original PU relay node in improving the PU network
performance. As a reward for its cooperation, the PU network allows the SU
network to communicate simultaneously via the PU relay node using DF protocol.
The proposed system allows the transmission of four PU symbols and one SU
symbol in four/three-time slots resulting in a bandwidth efficiency of 1.25/1.67
based on the applied cooperative scheme, respectively. Two power allocation
optimization problems are formulated; the first problem minimizes the weighted
sum of the average SEP of both PU and SU systems, whereas the second problem
maximizes the total achievable sum rate of the PU and SU networks. Lagrangian
multiplier method is used to find the optimal solutions for both problems under the
constraint of maximum allowable power budget. In addition, the work investigates
how the proposed models improve PU PHY security performance against a single
passive eavesdropper with the help of cooperative beamforming and RJ techniques.
Results show that the error performance of the proposed four-time slots co-
operative schemes outperforms the conventional two-way relaying networks with
AF protocol (i.e., currently existing models). Moreover, findings illustrate that
the total achievable sum rate of the proposed cooperative schemes is higher than
the total achievable rate of the conventional two-way model. From secrecy point
of view, the proposed model achieves a non-zero secrecy rate which improves PU
system security against eavesdropping attacks.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 reviews related liter-
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ature. Section 3.3 introduces the system and channel models. Section 3.4 provides
the asymptotic error probability and achievable rate of the SU network. Exact and
asymptotic closed-form expressions for the outage and SEP of the PU network as
well as the PU achievable rate are derived in this section. Section 3.5 introduces
the power allocation optimization problems that minimize the weighted sum of
error probabilities of PU and SU networks for different cooperative schemes. The
power allocation optimization problems for rate maximization in different coop-
erative schemes are presented in Section 3.6. Section 3.7 investigates the secrecy
performance of the proposed cooperative schemes under two different scenarios
based on the applied scheme. Numerical results and discussions are provided in
Section 3.8. Finally, Section 3.9 presents some concluding remarks.
3.2 Literature Review
Two-way relay (TWR) communications are considered as promising transmission
schemes to increase network throughput and improve spectrum utilization effi-
ciency, especially for half-duplex communication models [73]. The operation of
TWR model can be done over two phases; namely, multiple access (MA) phase
in which the two sources transmit their data and broadcasting (BC) phase in
which the relay node re-transmits the previously received data. When AF and
DF relaying protocols are employed, two resulting TWR systems become known as
two-phase and three-phase TWR schemes, respectively. In the two-phase scheme,
the AF relaying protocol is applied where two symbols are transmitted in two-
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time slots (one for MA phase and one for BC phase). On the other hand, the
DF relaying protocol is applied in the three-phase scheme where two symbols
are transmitted in three-time slots (two for MA phase and one for BC phase)
[65, 64]. Although the two-phase scheme achieves a better spectral efficiency than
the three-phase scheme, the performance of the later outperforms that of the
two-phase scheme.
The performance of TWR scheme with various transmission protocols and
network coding schemes was investigated and analyzed in [85, 86, 87]. The effect
of CCI on the performance of two-way relaying with AF protocol (TWR-AF)
scheme was investigated in [88] assuming Rayleigh fading environment and in [89]
assuming Nakagami-m fading environment. Closed-form expressions for outage
probability and SEP were derived. Results showed that increasing the number of
interfering nodes and their powers degrades the system performance dramatically.
The performance of TWR-AF scheme with multiple relay nodes was explored
in [90, 91]. In [90], the authors applied the max-min criterion to employ a simpler
relay selection (RS) algorithm. Results showed that the RS algorithm outperforms
the all-relay participation (AP) model as the re-transmission power is concentrated
in the best selected relay instead of being equally distributed among all the relays.
The performance of TWR-AF scheme with and without RS was discussed in
[91]. Closed-form expressions for outage probability and SEP were derived using
moment generating function.
CR networks are recently considered as an effective solution to enhance band-
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width efficiency. Among the most common CR paradigms are the underlay and
overlay models [52, 92]. Underlay CR paradigm allows the SU to share the spec-
trum with the PU at the same time under peak interference constraint to guar-
antee reliable communication between the PUs. As a payback for allowing the
SU network to use the spectrum of the PU network, the SU network pairs (i.e.,
transmitter and receiver) may cooperate with the PU network in relaying the PU
data, resulting in increasing PU network diversity and improving its performance.
As a reward, the PU network may allow more interference power level or may
dedicate a certain time slot for SU transmission [75].
The use of cooperative relaying in CR networks has been discussed in [75], in
which the SU transmitter works as a relay node for the PU network which rewards
the SU network by allowing a higher interference threshold if the SU works in the
underlay CR mode, or by allocating a time slot to the SU node if it works in
the overlay CR mode. Power allocation scheme and time division criteria have
been developed for this model. The disadvantage of the proposed model in [75] is
that the PU has to wait the SU for two-time slots: the first one is used to relay
PU data, whereas the second slot is used to transmit SU data. Of course, this
increases PU network delay and decreases its bandwidth efficiency.
PHY security is an efficient strategy to enhance secrecy in wireless commu-
nication networks due to the broadcast nature of the wireless medium and the
resulting security susceptibilities [1]. The secrecy capacity was studied in [34] in
the presence of a single eavesdropper and with the help of a relay node where
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a secrecy performance comparison was conducted between different relaying pro-
tocols (i.e. AF, DF, compress-and-forward (CF) and direct transmission (DT)).
The authors in [35] examined the DF and AF relaying protocols in the presence of
more than one relay in cooperation with the legitimate user. The main goal was to
maximize the secrecy capacity by choosing the optimal beam-forming weights at
each relay. In [37], a new PHY security scheme was proposed to enable an oppor-
tunistic selection of two relay nodes for the goal of increasing the security against
eavesdropping attack. The first relay operates in a conventional mode by assisting
the source to deliver its data to its destination via a DF strategy, whereas, the
second relay is used to create intentional interference at the eavesdroppers. The
proposed selection technique jointly protects the authorized destination against
interference and eavesdropping by jamming the reception of the eavesdropper.
The new approach was analyzed under different complexity requirements based
on instantaneous and average knowledge of the eavesdropper channels. The work
in [37] was extended in [38], in which a new scheme was proposed to enable the
destination to jam the eavesdropper without creating interference at the relay dur-
ing the first time slot. In the second slot, one optimally selected relay retransmits
the decoded source signal to the destination, and at the same time, that partic-
ular relay cooperates with the source to jam the eavesdropper without creating
interference at the destination.
Recently, the cooperation between PU and SU networks has been proposed
in [76]. Two scenarios have been studied based on the knowledge of the PU
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message at the SU node. For each scenario, three optimization problems have
been formulated: the maximization of the PU rate, the maximization of the SU
rate and the maximization of the SU transmission power. For some special cases,
closed-form optimal solutions have been obtained and the cooperation between
PU and SU networks has been analyzed using a game theoretic approach using
the Stackelberg game. In [77], an optimization problem was formulated such that
the SU transmission power is distributed in order to achieve a maximum SU data
rate while resulting in the highest PU secrecy rate.
Based on the aforementioned work, we can observe the impact of CR networks
in enhancing wireless systems spectral efficiency. However, the non-cooperative
CR networks where the SU networks do not cooperate with the PU networks might
suffer from a very low allowable PU interference limit resulting in reducing SU
transmission power. In addition, the SU receivers might suffer from PU interfer-
ence which degrades the SU system performance specially, with low allowable SU
transmission power. Therefore, cooperative CR networks might provide solutions
to these problems where the cooperation between PU and SU networks could
guarantee some remarkable benefits for both networks in terms of performance
and or PHY security. Inspired by the advantages of cooperative CR models, this
work proposed a bandwidth efficient cooperative TWR-AF scheme. The proposed
system consists of a PU TWR-AF network with a single relay in the presence of
SU source and destination. The SU source communicates with the SU destination
through the PU relay under the assumption of no direct link and using a DF
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protocol. The PU relay may reward the SU network by relaying its data if the SU
nodes serve as relay nodes for the PU network. The SU network aims to transmit
simultaneously with the PU network which causes co-channel interference at the
relay nodes. Two different cooperative models are proposed; namely, relay selec-
tion (RS) scheme and relay elimination (RE) scheme. More details on how the
proposed models work are provided in Section 3.3.
The effect of SU interference is mitigated by controlling the SU transmission
and relaying powers as well as the PU relaying powers. The key contribution is
to control the transmission and relaying power levels at all relay nodes (i.e., PU
node and the SU pairs) to achieve a minimum SEP at both cooperative networks.
To do so, we formulate an optimization problem to minimize average SEP of both
cooperative networks in terms of the power levels at relaying nodes. Lagrangian
multiplier method is used to find the optimal values of power levels to minimize
the total SEP of the proposed cooperative system under power budget constraints
at each relay node as well as total power budget constraint. In addition, another
power allocation problem is formulated to maximize the total achievable sum rate
of both PU and SU networks in terms of transmission and relying power levels
under the same constraint of total power budget. Finally, the PHY security of
the proposed cooperative TWR-AF model is investigated based on the relay-and-
jamming (R-J) scenario.
The main contribution of this chapter is the proposing of new cooperative
TWR-AF cognitive schemes in which the SU network cooperates with PU net-
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work in relaying the PU data. As a reward for its cooperation, the SU source is
allowed to use the PU relay node to transmit SU data to the SU destination. The
new proposed schemes achieve a better bandwidth efficiency compared to conven-
tional TWR-AF network presented in [88]. Closed-form mathematical formulas
are derived for the performance metrics of the two cooperative schemes. Finally,
the work investigates the three different proposed cooperative schemes from the
PHY security viewpoint by showing that the new schemes can achieve a non-zero
secrecy rate in the presence of a single passive eavesdropper.
3.3 System and Channel Models
In this section, the proposed TWR-AF model consists of two PU nodes X and Y
communicate with each other via a PU relay R in the presence of SU transmitter
A and SU receiver B. It is assumed that all the nodes are equipped with a single
antenna and operated in half-duplex mode. Since there is no direct link between
the SU source A and the SU destination B, the SU source A might ask the PU
relay R to transmit the SU data to the destination B. The PU network might
agree to help the SU network as a reward for the SU network cooperation when
it serves as two extra relays for the PU transmission. The proposed system is
presented for two different transmission schemes namely; RS and RE schemes. In
both schemes, the channel coefficient between X and R is denoted by gXR, and
the channel coefficients between X and A and B are denoted by gXA and gXB,
respectively with an average of γg. Similarly, the channel coefficients between Y
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Figure 3.1: Multiple access phase of the proposed cooperative TWR-AF relaying
scheme.
and R, A and B are denoted by gYR, gYA and gYB, respectively with an average of γg.
The channel coefficient between A and R is hAR with an average of γh. Finally, the
channel coefficient between R and B is hRB with an average of γh. It is important
to clarify that due to the half-duplex communication mode and the simultaneous
transmission of both PU nodes, there is no direct link between the PU nodes (i.e.,
X and Y). For notational simplicity, all the channels are assumed to be i.i.d. and
to follow Rayleigh fading distribution. During PU transmission, AF protocol is
applied by the three relays since it is less complex and more flexible in handling
interference than DF protocol [74]. While for SU transmission, DF protocol is
applied by the PU relay node R in order to reduce the effect of SU transmission
interference at the PU receivers. The communications of the proposed scheme take
place over two phases (i.e., MA and BC). These two phases for both cooperative
schemes are discussed in details as follows:
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3.3.1 Multiple Access (MA) Phase
For both cooperative schemes, the MA phase is identical as shown in Figure 3.1.
During the first time slot, PU sources X and Y transmit their modulated symbols
denoted by x1 and y1 with transmission powers of PX and PY, respectively. At
the same time, SU source A transmits its data a1 with a transmission power PA
which interferes with PU data at R. Since there is no direct link between the SU
network pairs A and B, the SU receiver B receives the PU transmissions with no
interference. Then, the received signals at R and B are, respectively given by
z
(1)
R =
√
PXgXRx1 +
√
PYgYRy1 +
√
PAhARa1 + w
(1)
R , (3.1)
z
(1)
B =
√
PXgXBx1 +
√
PYgYBy1 + w
(1)
B , (3.2)
where wR and wB are AWGN samples with zero-mean and variance σ
2
0.
During the second time slot, PU sources X and Y transmit their second PU
symbols x2 and y2 with transmission powers of PX and PY, respectively to A and
B. Simultaneously, the relay R jointly decodes the previously received SU data
symbol â1 and re-transmits it to the SU receiver B with a transmission power PR.
Then, the received signals at A and B are given by
z
(2)
A =
√
PXgXAx2 +
√
PYgYAy2 +
√
PRhRAâ1 + w
(2)
A , (3.3)
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Figure 3.2: Broadcasting phase of the proposed cooperative TWR-AF relaying
scheme.
z
(2)
B =
√
PXgXBx2 +
√
PYgYBy2 +
√
PRhRBâ1 + w
(2)
B , (3.4)
where wA and wB are AWGN samples with zero-mean and variance σ
2
0. By the end
of the MA phase, the SU transmission is completed. The SU receiver B decodes
the transmitted symbol â1 from R which is denoted by ̂̂a1.
3.3.2 Broadcasting (BC) Phase
For the BC phase, the two cooperative schemes operate differentially. In the RS
scheme, the best relay is selected to re-transmit the PU data via min-max criterion
[90] for a two-time slots BC phase. Whereas the RE scheme eliminates the worst
relay among all the three relays for a single time slot BC phase. Hence, the
cooperative TWR-AF model with RS scheme transmits five data symbols (i.e.,
four PU symbols and one SU symbol) in four-time slots achieving a bandwidth
efficiency of 1.25. On the other hand, the cooperative TWR-AF model with
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RE scheme transmits the same five data symbols in three-time slots achieving
a bandwidth efficiency of 1.67. The BC phase for both RS and RE scheme is
described as follows:
3.3.2.1 AP Scheme
The BC phase operations for the AP scheme is introduced in Figure 3.2. During
the third time slot, PU and SU sources are idle while R transmits the received
signal after trying to remove the interfered SU data a1 by subtracting the decoded
SU symbol at R (i.e., â1) from the received signal z
(1)
R . On the other hand, the SU
receiver B decodes the interfered SU data during the second time slot and applies
AF protocol to the remaining signal. Under the assumption of knowing CSI by
all relay nodes and destinations, the received signals at X and Y during the third
time slot are given by
z
(3)
X = gRXβR
(
z
(1)
R −
√
PAhARâ1
)
+ gBXβB2
(
z
(2)
B −
√
PRhRB̂̂a1)+ w(3)X , (3.5)
z
(3)
Y = gRYβR
(
z
(1)
R −
√
PAhARâ1
)
+ gBYβB2
(
z
(2)
B −
√
PRhRB̂̂a1)+ w(3)Y (3.6)
where wX and wY are AWGN samples with zero-mean and variance σ
2
0. The
normalized amplification coefficient at R and B are given by β2R =
λR
z
(1)
R
and β2B2 =
λB2
z
(2)
B
, respectively.
During the fourth time slot, PU sources and the PU relay node (i.e., X,Y and
R ) are idle while the SU nodes A and B re-transmit the previously received PU
data. Using orthogonal space time block code (OSTBC) technique, The SU source
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A performs a self-interference cancellation for its own data a1 from the received
signal during second time slot (i.e., Z2A), then applies AF protocol to the resultant
signal before re-transmitting it to both PU destinations X and Y. On the other
hand, the SU destination B applies AF protocol to the previously received signal
during the first time slot (i.e., Z2B) before re-transmitting to PU destinations X
and Y. The received signals at both PU destinations X and Y during the fourth
time slot are given by
z
(4)
X = gBXβB1
(
z
(1)
B
)∗
− gAXβA
(
z
(2)
A −
√
PRhRAa1
)∗
+ w
(4)
X , (3.7)
z
(4)
Y = gBYβB1
(
z
(1)
B
)∗
− gAYβA
(
z
(2)
A −
√
PRhRAa1
)∗
+ w
(4)
Y , (3.8)
where wX and wY are AWGN samples with zero-mean and variance σ
2
0. The
normalized amplification coefficients at A and B are given by β2A =
λA
z
(2)
A
and β2B1 =
λB1
z
(1)
B
, respectively.
After the completion of the proposed system phases, the PU nodes apply self-
interference cancellation on their received signals to remove their own data before
decoding process. Then, the received signals at both X and Y during the third
time slot after self-interference cancellation are given by
z˜
(3)
X = z
(3)
X −
√
PXgXRx1 −
√
PXgXBx2, (3.9)
z˜
(3)
Y = z
(3)
Y −
√
PYgYRy1 −
√
PYgYBy2. (3.10)
Following the same above-mentioned discussion, the received signals at both X
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and Y during the fourth time slot after self-interference cancellation are given by
z˜
(4)
X = z
(4)
X −
(√
PXgXBx1
)∗
+
(√
PXgXAx2
)∗
, (3.11)
z˜
(4)
Y = z
(4)
Y −
(√
PYgYBy1
)∗
+
(√
PYgYAy2
)∗
. (3.12)
From the previous equations and the presence of two PU destinations in this
model, the matrix model for the proposed system at PU node X can be written
as
z˜X = GXy + w˜X, (3.13)
where z˜X =
[
z˜
(3)
X , z˜
(4)∗
X
]T
, y = [y1, y2]
T , the channel matrix GX is given by
GX =
 βRgRXgYR βB2gBXgYB
βB1g
∗
BXgYB −βAg∗AXgYA
 , (3.14)
and the noise vector at X is given by
w˜X = βRgRX
(√
PAhAR (a1 − â1) + w(1)R
)
+ βB2gBX
(√
PRhRB
(
â1 − ̂̂a1)+ w(2)B )+ w(3)X
βB1gBXw
(1)∗
B − βAgAX
(√
PRhRA (â1 − a1) + w(2)A
)∗
+ w
(4)
X
 .
(3.15)
Similarly, the matrix model for the proposed system at PU node Y can be written
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as
z˜Y = GYx + w˜Y, (3.16)
where z˜Y =
[
z˜
(3)
Y , z˜
(4)∗
Y
]T
, y = [x1, x2]
T , the channel matrix GY is given by
GY =
 βRgRYgXR βB2gBYgXB
βB1g
∗
BYgXB −βAg∗AYgXA
 , (3.17)
and the noise vector at Y is given by
w˜Y = βRgRY
(√
PAhAR (a1 − â1) + w(1)R
)
+ βB2gBY
(√
PRhRB
(
â1 − ̂̂a1)+ w(2)B )+ w(3)Y
βB1gBYw
(1)∗
B − βAgAY
(√
PRhRA (â1 − a1) + w(2)A
)∗
+ w
(4)
Y
 .
(3.18)
3.3.2.2 RS Scheme
In this scheme, the min-max relay selection algorithm in [90] is used to find
the best relay during the BC phase. Since the two PU data pairs (i.e., (x1, y1) and
(x2, y2)) are available at two different relays (i.e., (x1, y1) at (R,B) and (x2, y2) at
(A,B)). Then, during the third time slot, and after removing the interfered SU
data symbol via joint detection, the best relay is selected between the nodes R
and B to re-transmit PU first symbols (i.e., (x1, y1)) using the min-max selection
criterion presented in [90]. Hence, the received signals at X and Y are, respectively
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given by
z
(3)
X =
gRXβR
(
z
(1)
R −
√
PAhARâ1
)
+ w
(3)
X , if min
(
|gRX|2 , |gRY|2
)
> min
(
|gBX|2 , |gBY|2
)
gBXβB1z
(1)
B + w
(3)
X , if min
(
|gRX|2 , |gRY|2
)
< min
(
|gBX|2 , |gBY|2
) ,
(3.19)
z
(3)
Y =
gRYβR
(
z
(1)
R −
√
PAhARâ1
)
+ w
(3)
Y , if min
(
|gRX|2 , |gRY|2
)
> min
(
|gBX|2 , |gBY|2
)
gBYβB1z
(1)
B + w
(3)
Y , if min
(
|gRX|2 , |gRY|2
)
< min
(
|gBX|2 , |gBY|2
) ,
(3.20)
where βR =
λRPs
z
(1)
R
, βB1 =
λB1Ps
z
(1)
B
, w
(3)
X and w
(3)
Y denote the AWGN samples at PU
nodes X and Y, respectively during the third time slot. After applying self-
interference cancellation at each PU node, the received signals at PU nodes X
and Y are, respectively given by
z˜
(3)
X =

z
(3)
X −
√
PXgXRx1, if min
(|gRX|2 , |gRY|2) > min (|gBX|2 , |gBY|2)
z
(3)
X −
√
PXgXBx1, if min
(|gRX|2 , |gRY|2) < min (|gBX|2 , |gBY|2) ,
(3.21)
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z˜
(3)
Y =

z
(3)
Y −
√
PYgYRy1, if min
(|gRX|2 , |gRY|2) > min (|gBX|2 , |gBY|2)
z
(3)
Y −
√
PYgYBy1, if min
(|gRX|2 , |gRY|2) < min (|gBX|2 , |gBY|2) ,
(3.22)
which can be, respectively represented as
z˜
(3)
X =
√
PYgiXβigYiy1 + w˜
(3)
Xi , (3.23)
z˜
(3)
Y =
√
PXgiYβigXix1 + w˜
(3)
Yi , (3.24)
where i ∈ {R,B} represents the selected relay between R and B. While w˜(3)Xi and
w˜
(3)
Yi denote the AWGN samples at X and Y, respectively in addition to the SU
interference signal due to incorrect decoding at relays.
Similarly, during the fourth time slot, the min-max criterion is applied to select
the best relay between A and B to re-transmit PU second symbols (i.e., (x2, y2)).
Hence, the received signals at X and Y are, respectively given by
z
(4)
X =
gAXβA
(
z
(2)
A −
√
PRhRAa1
)
+ w
(4)
X , if min
(
|gAX|2 , |gAY|2
)
> min
(
|gBX|2 , |gBY|2
)
gBXβB2
(
z
(2)
B −
√
PRhRB̂̂a1)+ w(4)X , if min(|gAX|2 , |gAY|2) < min(|gBX|2 , |gBY|2) ,
(3.25)
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z
(4)
Y =
gAYβA
(
z
(2)
A −
√
PRhRAa1
)
+ w
(4)
Y , if min
(
|gAX|2 , |gAY|2
)
> min
(
|gBX|2 , |gBY|2
)
gBYβB2
(
z
(2)
B −
√
PRhRB̂̂a1)+ w(4)Y , if min(|gAX|2 , |gAY|2) < min(|gBX|2 , |gBY|2) ,
(3.26)
where βA =
λAPs
z
(2)
A
, βB2 =
λB2Ps
z
(2)
B
, w
(4)
X and w
(4)
Y denote the AWGN samples at PU
nodes X and Y, respectively during the fourth time slot. After applying self-
interference cancellation at each PU node, the received signals at X and Y are,
respectively given by
z˜
(4)
X =

z
(4)
X −
√
PXgXAx2, if min
(|gAX|2 , |gAY|2) > min (|gBX|2 , |gBY|2)
z
(4)
X −
√
PXgXBx2, if min
(|gAX|2 , |gAY|2) < min (|gBX|2 , |gBY|2) ,
(3.27)
z˜
(4)
Y =

z
(4)
Y −
√
PYgYAy2, if min
(|gAX|2 , |gAY|2) > min (|gBX|2 , |gBY|2)
z
(4)
Y −
√
PYgYBy2, if min
(|gAX|2 , |gAY|2) < min (|gBX|2 , |gBY|2) ,
(3.28)
which can be, respectively represented as
z˜
(4)
X =
√
PYgjXβjgYjy2 + w˜
(4)
Xj , (3.29)
z˜
(4)
Y =
√
PXgjYβjgXjx2 + w˜
(4)
Yj , (3.30)
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where j ∈ {A,B} represents the selected relay between A and B. While w˜(4)Xj and
w˜
(4)
Yj denote the AWGN samples at X and Y, respectively in addition to the SU
interference signal due to incorrect decoding at relays.
3.3.2.3 RE Scheme
In this scheme, the worst relay among the three relays (i.e., R, A and B) is
eliminated during the BC phase. Since each one of PU symbols is available at
two of the three relays, the elimination of the worst relay will not cause any data
loss. Then, the other two relays re-transmit their previously received PU symbols
simultaneously. Noted that, the two relays transmissions should be different than
each other. In order to understand RE scheme, we give the following example.
For instance, after the MA phase, the PU data symbols (x1, y1) are available at
the two relays R and B during the first time slot. Whereas, the PU data symbols
(x2, y2) are available at the two relays A and B. If the eliminated relay was A,
relay R would re-transmit PU symbols (x1, y1), while relay B would re-transmit
PU symbols (x2, y2), simultaneously. Hence, the received signals at X and Y
during the third time slots are, respectively given by
z
(3)
X =
gRXβR
(
z
(1)
R −
√
PAhARâ1
)
+ gBXβB2
(
z
(2)
B −
√
PRhRB̂̂a1)+ w(3)X , if A is the worst
gRXβR
(
z
(1)
R −
√
PAhARâ1
)
+ gAXβA
(
z
(2)
A −
√
PRhRAa1
)
+ w
(3)
X , if B is the worst
gBXβB1z
(1)
B + gAXβA
(
z
(2)
A −
√
PRhRAa1
)
+ w
(3)
X , if R is the worst
,
(3.31)
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z
(3)
Y =
gRYβR
(
z
(1)
R −
√
PAhARâ1
)
+ gByβB2
(
z
(2)
B −
√
PRhRB̂̂a1)+ w(3)Y , if A is the worst
gRYβR
(
z
(1)
R −
√
PAhARâ1
)
+ gAYβA
(
z
(2)
A −
√
PRhRAa1
)
+ w
(3)
Y , if B is the worst
gBYβB1z
(1)
B + gAYβA
(
z
(2)
A −
√
PRhRAa1
)
+ w
(3)
Y , if R is the worst
,
(3.32)
Then, the received signals at X and Y after applying self-interference cancellation
are, respectively given by
z˜
(3)
X =

z
(3)
X −
√
PXgXRx1 −
√
PXgXBx2, if A is the worst
z
(3)
X −
√
PXgXRx1 −
√
PXgXAx2, if B is the worst
z
(3)
X −
√
PXgXBx1 −
√
PXgXAx2, if R is the worst
, (3.33)
z˜
(3)
Y =

z
(3)
Y −
√
PYgYRy1 −
√
PYgYBy2, if A is the worst
z
(3)
Y −
√
PYgYRy1 −
√
PYgYAy2, if B is the worst
z
(3)
Y −
√
PYgYBy1 −
√
PYgYAy2, if R is the worst
, (3.34)
which can be, respectively represented as
z˜
(3)
X = gijy + w˜
(3)
Xij , (3.35)
z˜
(3)
Y = gijx + w˜
(3)
Yij , (3.36)
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where i ∈ {R,B} and j ∈ {A,B} represent the selected two relays among R, A and
B. While w˜
(3)
Xij and w˜
(3)
Yij denote the AWGN samples at X and Y, respectively in
addition to the SU interference signal due to incorrect decoding at relays.
3.3.3 SINR Statistics of Cooperative TWR-AF Network
In this part, a simplified mathematical formulas are presented which will be used
to obtain a more mathematically tractable expressions for the proposed model in
different cooperative schemes. Firstly, the channels between the PU sources (i.e.,
X and Y) and all the relays (i.e., R,A and B) are assumed to follow i.i.d. Rayleigh
fading distribution. Then, the CDF of |gij|2 is given by
F|gij|2(z) = 1− exp
( −z
Piγg
)
, (3.37)
where γg denotes the channel gain average γg = E(|gij|2) for i ∈ {X, Y }, j ∈
{R,A,B}, and Pi denotes the transmission power per PU. Then, for a single relay
transmission, a tight upper bound on the equivalent signal-to-interference and
noise ratio (SINR) at the PU node is given by [88]
γi ≤ min
(
Pi|gij|2
Ij + 2
, λjPi|gji|2
)
, (3.38)
where i ∈ {X, Y }, j ∈ {R,A,B}, the interference at relay nodes due to detection
error in SU transmission is denoted by Ij = PIj|hjk| with k ∈ {R,A,B}, where
PIj denotes the interfering power and |hjk| denotes the channel gain coefficients
between relay nodes. Based on the analysis derived in [88], the CDF of the upper
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bounded SINR (γi) is given by
F (L)γi (γ) = 1− αL exp (−βγ) , (3.39)
where β =
[
2
Piγg
+ 1
λjPiγg
]
, α = µ
γ+µ
, µ = Piγg
PIjγh
, and i ∈ {x, y}, j ∈ {R,A,B}. Note
that L denotes the number of interfering signals at each relay node caused by
detection error of SU symbol. Hence, L can take two values L = 0 for no interfer-
ence (i.e., correct detection of SU symbol at the corresponding relay node), and
L = 1 for interference (i.e., error in detection of SU symbol at the corresponding
relay node). All channel coefficients are assumed to follow i.i.d. Rayleigh fading
distribution. Then, the SINR CDFs of PU nodes X and Y are identical (i.e.,
F
(L)
γx = F
(L)
γy ). Differentiating (3.39) w.r.t. γ to obtain the pdf of γi, such as
f (L)γi (γ) =
[
L/µ
γ + µ
+ β
](
µ
γ + µ
)L
exp (−βγ) . (3.40)
For high SNR regimes, the SINR CDF can be simplified using Taylor’s series
resulting in an asymptotic expression given by
F (L),∞γi =
(
β +
L
µ
)
γ + o(γ), (3.41)
where o(γ) represents the terms with higher order of γ. Hence, the asymptotic
CDF expression in (3.41) provides a simpler mathematical formula which can be
useful in achieving different important system parameters such as diversity order
and coding gain.
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Next, the above-mentioned expressions are used to derive closed-form expres-
sions for the performance metrics of the proposed cooperative TWR-AF model
with different cooperative schemes.
3.4 Performance Analysis
In this section, we investigate the proposed model performance metrics for both
PU and SU networks in terms of outage probability, SEP and achievable rate.
This section is divided into two parts; the first part studies the SU performance
in terms of asymptotic SEP and maximum achievable rate, and the second part
presents the PU performance for RS and RE schemes.
3.4.1 SU Network Performance Analysis
In this part, and for tractable analysis, the SU asymptotic SEP closed-form ex-
pression is derived based on the work presented in [67]. Then, the SU achievable
rate is obtained based on the chosen applied scheme from the three proposed
cooperative schemes (i.e., AP, RS and RE).
3.4.1.1 Asymptotic SU SEP
The SU data symbol is jointly detected with the others two PU data symbols
via a multiuser joint detection process. The joint maximum likelihood detection
(JMLD) algorithm is used to extract the SU symbol from the received signals at
both PU relay node R and the SU destination B after the first two-time slots,
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such as
u˜R = arg max
uR
∣∣∣z(1)R − h∗RuR∣∣∣2 , (3.42)
u˜B = arg max
uB
∣∣∣z(2)B − h∗BuB∣∣∣2 , (3.43)
where uR =
[√
PXx1,
√
PYy1,
√
PAa1
]∗
is the symbols vector at R and
hR = [gXR, gYR, hAR]
∗ is the channel coefficients vector. Similarly, uB =[√
PXx2,
√
PYy2,
√
PRâ1
]∗
denotes the data symbols vector at B and the channel
vector at B is given by hB = [gXB, gYB, hRB]
∗.
Then, for the first hop between A and R, the SEP of JMLD of the SU symbol in
Rayleigh fading environment follows an asymptotic upper bound (UB) expression
which is given by [67]
SEP
(1)
SU =
M2P
2
q
(
3SNR
(1)
SU
MS − 1
)
≈ (MS − 1)M
2
P
6SNR
(1)
SU
= ρ1, (3.44)
where MS and MP denote the number of SU and PU constellation symbols,
respectively, SNR
(1)
SU denotes the SU SNR in the first hop, and the function
q(a) = 1 −
√
a/2
1+a/2
. To gain more insights, an approximated expression for q(a)
function can be derived using the Taylor expansion of q(a) around 1
a
= 0 resulting
in q(a) ≈ 1
a
for large values of a. In the special case of (MS,MP) = (4, 4), the
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upper bound expression becomes
SEP
(1)
SU ≈
8
SNR
(1)
SU
. (3.45)
Similarly, for the second hop between R and B, the SEP is given by
SEP
(2)
SU =
M2P
2
q
(
3SNR
(2)
SU
MS − 1
)
≈ (MS − 1)M
2
P
6SNR
(2)
SU
= ρ2, (3.46)
where SNR
(2)
SU denotes the SU SNR in the second hop. Then, the total asymptotic
SU SEP at the SU destination B can be approximated to be
SEPSU ≈ SEP(1)SU + SEP(2)SU = ρ1 + ρ2. (3.47)
For simplicity and without loss of generality, the SU transmission powers at both
SU source A and the PU relay R are assumed to be identical (i.e., PA = PR = P).
Under the consideration of i.i.d. channels during the two hops of SU network,
equal SU SEP per hop is obtained, such as
SEPSU ≈ SEP(1)SU + SEP(2)SU = ρ+ ρ = 2ρ. (3.48)
3.4.1.2 SU Achievable Rate
In this part, a closed-form expression for SU achievable rate is obtained. Sim-
ilarly, under the assumption of PA = PR = P , the SU network can transmit a
single SU data symbol every four-time slots in the case of RS scheme. Then, the
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SU network achievable rate is given by
RAP/RSSU =
1
4
log2
(
1 +
Pγh
σ20
)
. (3.49)
On the other hand, the SU network can transmit a single SU data symbol every
three-time slots in the case of RE scheme. Then, the SU network achievable rate
is given by
RRESU =
1
3
log2
(
1 +
Pγh
σ20
)
. (3.50)
The SU SEP performance depends on number of signal constellation symbols for
both PU and SU networks, as well as the available SU transmission power at both
A and R. It is clear that the SU SEP performance is independent of the applied
cooperative transmission scheme (i.e., AP, RS and RE schemes); whereas the SU
achievable rate depends on the applied cooperative scheme.
In the following, the key performance metrics of the PU network such outage
probability, SEP and maximum achievable rate are investigated. The analytical
expressions are derived for the proposed cooperative schemes.
3.4.2 PU Network Performance Analysis with All Partic-
ipant (AP) Scheme
In this part, the PU performance metrics of the PU network under AP coop-
erative scheme are derived. As shown in Section 3.3, the AP scheme creates a
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virtual single-input-multiple-output (SIMO) transmission with space-time charac-
teristics. In the following, closed-form expression for exact and asymptotic outage
probability are derived. Then, these new formulas are used to obtain closed-form
expressions for exact and asymptotic SEP, as well as achievable rate.
3.4.2.1 Outage Probability
The outage probability is an important performance indicator which can be de-
fined as the probability that the end-to-end SNR falls below a given threshold
γ. Again, for simplicity without loss of generality, all AF relaying factors are
assumed to be identical (i.e., λR = λA = λB1 = λB2 = λap), and consider constant
SU transmission power over the two hops (i.e., PA = PR = Pap). Then, for AP
scheme, the PU outage probability can be evaluated by
PAP (γ) = (1− ρ)2 F (0)γx (γ)F (0)γx (γ) + ρ (1− ρ)F (0)γx (γ)F (1)γx (γ) + ρF (1)γx (γ)F (1)γx (γ)
(3.51)
where F
(L)
γx (γ) is the CDF of γx with L interfering signals at relays node given
by (3.39). Hence, the exact outage probability of the PU cooperative TWR-AF
model with AP scheme is upper bounded by
PAP (γ) = (1− ρ)2 [1− exp (−βapγ)]2 + ρ (1− ρ) [1− exp (−βapγ)]
× [1− αap exp (−βapγ)] + ρ [1− αap exp (−βapγ])2 (3.52)
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where βap =
(
1
λapPsγg
+ 2
Psγg
)
, αap =
µap
γ+µap
, and µap =
Psγg
Papγh .
For high SNR values, the asymptotic outage probability of the cooperative
TWR-AF model with AP scheme is given by
P∞AP (γ) = (1− ρ)2 β2apγ2 + ρ (1− ρ) βap (βap + µap) γ2 + ρ (βap + µap)2 γ2. (3.53)
In the following, the exact and asymptotic AP outage probability closed-form
expressions are employed to obtain both exact and asymptotic PU SEP formulas
for AP scheme.
3.4.2.2 Average SEP
In this section, closed-form expressions for exact and asymptotic SEP for both
AP and RS schemes are derived. The average SEP admits the following expression
SEP =
M2P
2
∫ ∞
0
amodQ
(√
2bmodγ
)
fγ(γ)dγ
=
M2P
2
× amod
√
bmod
2
√
pi
∫ ∞
0
exp (−bmodγ)
γ1/2
Pout(γ)dγ, (3.54)
where Q(·) is the Gaussian-Q function, amod and bmod are modulation specific
constants. Due to the joint detection of the PU symbols at the destinations an
error constant
M2P
2
is presented similar to the SU JMLD shown in Section 3.4.1.
Hence, the exact SEP of the PU cooperative TWR-AF model with AP scheme is
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upper bounded by
SEPAP =
MPamod
√
bmod
4
√
pi
[√
pi
bmod
− (2− 3ρ− ρ2)√ pi
bmod + βap
− (3ρ− ρ2)µap
×
√
pi (bmod + βap)Φ
(
1,
3
2
, µap (bmod + βap)
)
+ (1− ρ)2
√
pi
bmod + 2βap
+ρ (1− ρ)µap
√
pi (bmod + 2βap)Φ
(
1,
3
2
, µap (bmod + 2βap)
)
+ρµ2ap
√
pi (bmod + 2βap)
3 Φ
(
2,
5
2
, µap (bmod + 2βap)
)]
(3.55)
Similarly, the asymptotic SEP can be derived by substituting (3.53) in (3.54),
hence, the asymptotic SEP of the PU cooperative TWR-AF model with AP
scheme is upper bounded by
SEP∞AP =
3MPamod
8bmod
[
(1− ρ)2 β2ap + ρ (1− ρ) βap (βap + µap) + ρ (βap + µap)2
]
=
3MPamod
8bmod
[
(1− ρ)2
(
1
λapPsγg
+
2
Psγg
)2
+ ρ (1− ρ)
(
1
λapPsγg
+
2
Psγg
)
×
(
1
λapPsγg
+
2 + Papγh
Psγg
)
+ ρ
(
1
λapPsγg
+
2 + Papγh
Psγg
)2]
(3.56)
3.4.2.3 Achievable Rate
The achievable rate represents the maximum achievable rate under which the
system can recover the error in transmitted data. For the cooperative TWR with
AP scheme, the achievable rate is given by [88]
RAPPU = E [log2 (1 + γAP)] . (3.57)
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Since this exact expression cannot be obtained in a closed-form formula, Jensen’s
inequality is used to obtain an approximated expression. Hence, the achievable
rate of the cooperative TWR-AF model with AP scheme is upper bounded by
RAPPU ≤ log2 (1 + E [γAP]) (3.58)
where E [γAP] can be evaluated using the obtained outage probability formula in
(3.52) for AP scheme, such as
E [γAP] =
∫ ∞
0
(1− PAP (γ)) dγ
=
(3− 4ρ+ ρ2)
2βap
+
(
3ρ− ρ2)µap Φ (1, 1, βapµap)− ρ (1− ρ)µap
× Φ (1, 1, 2βapµap)− ρµap Φ (1, 0, 2βapµap) (3.59)
3.4.3 PU Network Performance Analysis with RS Scheme
In this part, closed-form expressions for RS scheme performance metrics are de-
rived. In the proposed RS scheme, the min-max selection criterion is used to
select the best relay among the two available relays per time slot. Firstly, the pdf
and CDF of the min-max criterion are derived to be used then in obtaining the
analytical closed-form expressions for the RS scheme performance metrics. Based
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on the analysis given in [90], the pdf of opportunistic RS scheme is given by
fRS(z) = Nfγminx (z)F
N−1
γminx
(z) = 2Nfγx(z) (1− Fγx(z))
[
1− (1− Fγx(z))2
]N−1
,
(3.60)
where N denotes the total number of relays, fγminx (z) = 2fγx(z) (1− Fγx(z)), and
Fγminx (z) = 1− (1− Fγx(z))2. In this model, substituting N = 2 results in
f
(L)
RS (z) = 2f
(L)
γminx
(z)F
(L)
γminx
(z) = 4f (L)γx (z)
(
1− F (L)γx (z)
) [
1− (1− F (L)γx (z))2] ,
(3.61)
where L ∈ {0, 1} is the number of interfering signals due to error detection at
relay nodes. Then, the CDF of RS scheme can be obtained by
F
(L)
RS (Z) =
∫ Z
0
f
(L)
RS (z) dz. (3.62)
Based on the value of L ∈ {0, 1}, we obtained two CDFs, respectively given by
F
(0)
RS (Z) =
∫ Z
0
f
(0)
RS (z) dz = 1− 2 exp (−2βrsZ) + exp (−4βrsZ) , (3.63)
F
(1)
RS (Z) =
∫ Z
0
f
(1)
RS (z) dz
= 1− 2 µ
2
rs
(Z + µrs)
2 exp (−2βrsZ) +
µ4rs
(Z + µrs)
4 exp (−4βrsZ) , (3.64)
where βrs =
(
1
λrsPsγg
+ 2
Psγg
)
, and µrs =
Psγg
Prsγh .
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3.4.3.1 Outage Probability
Based on previous discussion, the PU network outage probability under RS scheme
is given by
PRS (γout) = (1− ρ)F (0)RS (γout) + ρF (1)RS (γout) , (3.65)
where γout is a predetermined outage threshold value. Then, the substitution of
(3.63) and (3.64) in (3.65) provides the exact and asymptotic outage probabilities
under RS schemes which are summarized as follows. The exact outage probability
of PU cooperative TWR-AF model with RS scheme is upper bounded by
PRS (γout) = (1− ρ) [1− 2 exp (−2βrsγout) + exp (−4βrsγout)]
+ ρ
[
1− 2µ
2
rs exp (−2βrsγout)
(γout + µrs)
2 +
µ4rs exp (−4βrsγout)
(γout + µrs)
4
]
. (3.66)
At high SNR values, the asymptotic outage probability of PU cooperative TWR-
AF model with RS scheme is upper bounded by
P∞RS (γout) =4 (1− ρ)
[
β2rsγ
2
out − β3rsγ3out +
1
4
β4rsγ
4
out
]
+ 4ρ
[
(βrs + µrs)
2 γ2out − (βrs + µrs)3rs γ3out +
1
4
(βrs + µrs)
4
rs γ
4
out
]
≈ 2 (1− ρ)
(
1
λrsPsγg
+
2
Psγg
)2
γ2out + 2ρ
(
1
λrsPsγg
+
2 + Prsγh
Psγg
)2
γ2out.
(3.67)
In the following, the exact and asymptotic outage probability closed-form expres-
sions are employed to obtain both exact and asymptotic PU SEP formulas for RS
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scheme.
3.4.3.2 Average SEP
Similar to AP scheme, the substitution of the RS outage probability (3.66) in
(3.54) gives the PU SEP exact closed-form expression are provided as follows.
The exact SEP of PU cooperative TWR-AF model with RS scheme is upper
bounded by
SEPRS =
amod
√
bmod
2
√
pi
[√
pi
bmod
− 2 (1− ρ)
√
pi
bmod + 2βrs
+ (1− ρ)
√
pi
bmod + 4βrs
−2√piρµ2rs (bmod + 2βrs)3/2 Φ (2, 2.5, (bmod + 2βrs)µrs)
+
√
piρµ4rs (bmod + 4βrs)
7/2 Φ (4, 4.5, (bmod + 4βrs)µrs)
]
.
(3.68)
For high SNR values, the asymptotic SEP of PU cooperative TWR-AF model
with RS scheme is upper bounded by
SEP∞RS (γ) ≈
3amod
2bmod
[
(1− ρ) β2rs + ρ (βrs + µrs)2
]
≈ 3amod
2bmod
[
(1− ρ)
(
1
λrsPsγg
+
2
Psγg
)2
+ ρ
(
1
λrsPsγg
+
2 + Prsγh
Psγg
)2]
.
(3.69)
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3.4.3.3 Achievable Rate
For the PU cooperative TWR-AF with RS scheme, the achievable rate is given
by [88]
RRSPU = E [log2 (1 + γRS)] . (3.70)
Again, the rate in (3.70) cannot be obtained in a closed-form mathematical for-
mula. Hence, the achievable rate of PU cooperative TWR-AF model with RS
scheme is upper bounded by
RRSPU ≤ log2 (1 + E [γRS]) , (3.71)
where E [γRS] can be evaluated using the obtained outage probability formulas in
(3.66) for RS scheme, such as
E [γRS] =
∫ ∞
0
(1− PRS (γ)) dγ
=
3 (1− ρ)
4βrs
+ 4ρµ2rsβrs Φ(2, 2, 2βrsµrs)− 64ρµ4rsβ3 Φ(4, 4, 4βrsµrs) . (3.72)
3.4.4 PU Network Performance Analysis with RE Scheme
In this part, the performance analysis for RE scheme is presented. The worst
relay link among all the available links is eliminated from the BC phase. Then,
based on the analysis of selecting the N -th worst relay among K relays presented
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in [93], the CDF of the N -th order statistic is given by
FγN,K (γ) =
K∑
i=N
(
K
i
)
[Fγk (γ)]
i [1− Fγk (γ)]K−i . (3.73)
Given that N = 1 and N = K correspond to the worst and the best relay selec-
tions, respectively. Since the RE scheme selects the worst relay for elimination,
then the above CDF in (3.73)is valid for our case with N = 1 and K = 3. Hence,
the resulting CDF is given by
F
(L)
RE (γ) =
1
2
(
F (L)γ2,3 (γ) + F
(L)
γ3,3
(γ)
)
=
1
2
[
F (L)γx (γ)
]2 [
3− F (L)γx (γ)
]
. (3.74)
Then, the resultant RE scheme CDF is used to derive closed-form mathematical
formulas for the system probability of outage, SEP and achievable rate.
3.4.4.1 Outage Probability
Based on previous discussion, the PU network outage probability under RE scheme
is upper bounded by
PRE (γout) = (1− ρ)F (0)RE (γout) + ρF (1)RE (γout) , (3.75)
where F
(0)
RE (γout) =
1
2
[
F
(0)
γx (γout)
]2 [
3− F (0)γx (γout)
]
denotes the case of no inter-
ference, while F
(1)
RE (γout) =
1
2
[
F
(1)
γx (γout)
]2 [
3− F (1)γx (γout)
]
denotes the case of
interference. Substituting these CDFs in (3.75) results in the RE scheme out-
age probability. Hence, the exact outage probability of PU cooperative TWR-AF
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model with RE scheme is upper bounded by
PRE (γout) = (1− ρ)F (0)RE (γout) + ρF (1)RE (γout)
=
(1− ρ)
2
[
F (0)γx (γout)
]2 [
3− F (0)γx (γout)
]
+
ρ
2
[
F (1)γx (γout)
]2 [
3− F (1)γx (γout)
]
= 1− 3
2
(1− ρ+ ραre) exp (−βreγout) + 1
2
(
1− ρ+ ρα3re
)
exp (−3βreγout) ,
(3.76)
where βre =
(
1
λrePsγg
+ 2
Psγg
)
, αre =
µre
γ+µre
, and µre =
Psγg
Preγh .
For high SNR values, the asymptotic outage probability of PU cooperative
TWR-AF model with RE scheme is given by
P∞RE (γout) = (1− ρ)F (0),∞RE (γout) + ρF (1),∞RE (γout)
=
(1− ρ)
2
β2reγ
2
out [3− βreγout] +
ρ
2
(βre + µre)
2 γ2out [3− (βre + µre) γout] .
(3.77)
3.4.4.2 Average SEP
In this part, an exact closed-form expression for PU SEP under RE cooperative
scheme is derived. Then, this new formula is simplified for high SNR regions. The
substitution of the RE outage probability (3.76) in (3.54) provides the exact SEP
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of PU cooperative TWR-AF model with RE scheme which is upper bounded by
SEPRE =
M2P
2
× amod
√
bmod
2
√
pi
[√
pi
bmod
− 3 (1− ρ)
2
√
pi
bmod + βre
− 3
2
√
piρµre (bmod + βre)
1/2
×Φ (1, 1.5, (bmod + βre)µre) + (1− ρ)
2
√
pi
bmod + 3βre
+
1
2
√
piρµ3re (bmod + βre)
5/2
×Φ (3, 3.5, (bmod + βre)µre)] , (3.78)
where
M2P
2
is an error constant due to JMLD and depends on PU symbols signal
constellation MP has been previously discussed in Section 3.4.1.
For high SNR values, the asymptotic SEP of PU cooperative TWR-AF model
with RE scheme is upper bounded by
SEP∞RE (γ) ≈
M2P
2
× 3amod
2bmod
[
(1− ρ)
2
β2re (3− βre) +
ρ
2
(βre + µre)
2 [3− (βre + µre)]
]
.
(3.79)
3.4.4.3 Achievable Rate
In this part and following the same previously mentioned steps, the achievable
rate of PU cooperative TWR-AF model with RE scheme is upper bounded by
RREPU ≤
4
3
log2 (1 + E [γRE]) , (3.80)
where E [γRE] is given by
E [γRE] =
4 (1− ρ)
3βre
+
3
2
ρµreΦ (1, 1, βreµre) +
27
2
ρµ3reβ
3
reΦ (3, 4, 3βreµre) . (3.81)
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3.5 Power Allocation for SEP Minimization
In this section, power allocation optimization problems are formulated to mini-
mize the weighted sum SEP of PU and SU networks of the proposed cooperative
schemes by controlling the SU transmission power (i.e., PA and PR) and the relays
amplifying factors (i.e., λA, λR, λB1 , and λB2). The goal is to find the optimal
values of these parameters to minimize the total SEP. For simplicity and without
loss of generality, the PU and SU asymptotic ASEPs are considered in the studied
case.
3.5.1 AP Scheme
In this section, we formulate a power allocation optimization problem is obtained
to minimize the weighted sum SEP of both cooperative networks of the proposed
system by controlling the SU transmission power (i.e., PA and PR) and the relays
amplifying factors (i.e., λA, λR, λB1 , and λB2). The goal is to find the optimal
values to minimize the overall SEP. Hence, the optimization problem is given by
minimize m1 SEP
∞
PU +m2 SEP
∞
SU
subject to: 2Pap + 4λap ≤ Ptotal. (3.82)
where m1 and m2 denote the weights of both PU and SU ASEPs in the total SEP
sum. Pap = PA = PR, λap = λj and j ∈ {A,R,B1,B2}. The total available power
budget for the proposed TWR-AF model is denoted by Ptotal. Lagrangian mul-
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tipliers method [83] with the power constraint in (3.82) is used. The Lagrangian
function J (.) can be expressed as
J (Pi, λj) = m1SEP∞PU + m2SEP∞SU + Λ1
(
2Pap + 4λap −Ptotal
)
, (3.83)
where Λ1 denotes the Lagrangian multipliers. Hence, the optimal amplification
factor λoptap is the real positive solution of the fifth order equation which is given
by
384
(
Ps
σ20
)2
γ2hm1x
5−192Ptotal
(
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+
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2
+
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Ps
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γhP
2
total − 24
Ps
σ20
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m1x+ 3
Ps
σ20
γhP
2
totalm1 = 0 (3.84)
3.5.2 RS Scheme
For RS scheme, all the amplifying powers go to the selected best relay. Hence, for
RS scheme, we can formulate the optimization problem such as
minimize m1 SEP
∞
PU +m2 SEP
∞
SU
subject to: 2Prs + 2λrs ≤ Ptotal. (3.85)
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where m1 and m2 denote the weights of both PU and SU ASEPs in the total SEP
sum, respectively. We assume Prs = PA = PR, λrs = λj and j = A,R,B1 and B2.
The total available power budget for the proposed TWR-AF model is denoted by
Ptotal. Lagrangian multipliers method [83] with the power constraint in (3.85) is
used. The Lagrangian function J (.) can be expressed as
J (Pi, λj) = m1SEP∞PU + m2SEP∞SU + Λ1
(
2Prs + 4λrs −Ptotal
)
, (3.86)
where Λ1 denotes the Lagrangian multipliers. Hence, the optimal λ
opt
rs is the real
positive solution of a fifth order equation which is given by
48
Ps
σ20
γ2hm1x
5 − 48Ps
σ20
Ptotalγ
2
hm1x
4 + (12P
2
total
Ps
σ20
γ2h − 64
Ps
σ20
γ2g
m2
m1
+ 120γh)m1x
3
+ (−120Ptotal + 12)γhm1x2 + (30Ptotal − 12)Ptotalγhm1x+ 3P2totalγhm1 = 0.
(3.87)
3.5.3 RE Scheme
For RE scheme, all the amplifying powers are distributed on the two best selected
relays. Hence, the optimization problem for RE model can be formulated as
minimize m1 SEP
∞
PU +m2 SEP
∞
SU
subject to: 2Pre + 2λre ≤ Ptotal. (3.88)
Following the previously-mentioned procedure in solving (3.85) results in the
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optimal λoptre real positive solution of a seventh order equation which is given by
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σ20
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x− 3P2totalγhm1 = 0. (3.89)
3.6 Power Allocation for SUM Rate Maximiza-
tion
In this section, the power allocation optimization problems for maximizing the
average achievable sum rate of the proposed system are formulated. Similar to
SEP optimization case, the average achievable sum rate is a function of SU trans-
mission powers (i.e., PA and PR) and the relays amplifying factors (i.e., λA, λR,
λB1 , and λB2). The goal is to find the optimal values which maximize the weighted
sum of the average achievable sum rate.
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3.6.1 AP Scheme
In this section, the power allocation optimization problem for maximizing the
average achievable sum rate of the proposed system was formulated. Similar to
SEP section, The average achievable sum rate is a function of SU transmission
power (i.e., PA and PR) and the three relays amplifying factors (i.e., λA, λR, λB1 ,
and λB2). The goal is to find the optimal values which maximize the average
achievable sum rate. Hence, the optimization problem has been formulated such
that:
maximize m1RPU +m2RSU
subject to: 2Pap + 4λap ≤ Ptotal. (3.90)
For simplicity at high SNR region, the achievable rate at PU network is approxi-
mated using the formula given by
Φ (a, b, z) ≈ z−a (3.91)
which simplifies RPU in (3.58) for AP scheme to be
RAPPU ≈
3
2βap
(3.92)
Following the same steps in the previous Section in solving (3.82), the optimal
solution for rate maximization is obtained such that for AP scheme, the optimal
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amplifying factor λAPopt is
λAPopt =
√
6γgγhm1m2
4γhm2
− 1
2
, for
2
3
<
m1γg
m2γh
<
(
Ptotal + 2
)2
6
(3.93)
Hence, the optimal SU transmission power Pap is given by
Poptap =
1
2
(
Ptotal − 4λoptap
)
. (3.94)
3.6.2 RS Scheme
For RS scheme, the amplifying factors are assigned to the best selected relay.
Hence, the optimization problem can be formulated as
maximize m1RRSPU +m2RRSSU
subject to: 2Prs + 2λrs ≤ Ptotal. (3.95)
For simplicity at high SNR region, the achievable rate at PU network is approxi-
mated using the formula given by
Φ (a, b, z) ≈ z−a, (3.96)
which simplifies RPU in (3.71) for RS scheme to be
RRSPU ≈
3
4βrs
. (3.97)
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Following the same steps in the previous section, the optimal amplifying factor
λoptrs for rate maximization in RS scheme is given by
λoptrs =
√
3γgγhm1m2
2γhm2
− 1
2
, for
1
3
<
m1γg
m2γh
<
(
Ptotal + 1
)2
3
. (3.98)
Then, the optimal SU transmission power Prs is given by
Poptrs =
1
2
(
Ptotal − 2λoptrs
)
. (3.99)
3.6.3 RE Scheme
For RE scheme, the amplifying factors are distributed on the best two selected
relays. Hence, the optimization problem can be formulated as
maximize m1RREPU +m2RRESU
subject to: 2Pre + 2λre ≤ Ptotal. (3.100)
Again for simplicity, the asymptotic rate equation is obtained by
RREPU ≈
4
3βre
. (3.101)
Similarly, the optimal amplifying factor λoptre in RE scheme is given by
λoptre =
√
γgγhm1m2
γhm2
− 1
2
, for
1
4
<
m1γg
m2γh
<
(
Ptotal +
1
2
)2
. (3.102)
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Then, the optimal SU transmission power Pre is given by
Poptre =
1
2
(
Ptotal − 2λoptre
)
. (3.103)
3.7 Physical Layer Security Approach
In this section, the secrecy performance of the proposed model is investigated
in the present of a single eavesdropper. Assume that the eavesdropper knows
about the cooperation between PU and SU networks to transmit the PU data.
The following discussion presents two PHY layer security scenarios based on the
cooperation schemes used between PU and SU networks (i.e., AP or RS schemes).
In the case of AP scheme, the relay nodes apply a cooperative beamforming (CB)
scenario. While in the case of RS scheme, the Relay and Jamming (R-J) scenario
is applied. Both scenarios are discussed as follows:
3.7.1 Scenario I: Cooperative Beamforming (CB)
In this scenario, Both PU and SU networks agree to apply AP cooperation scheme
discussed in Section 3.3.2 which employs all relay nodes in PU transmission during
the broadcasting phase. Hence, the CB scenario is applicable to enhance secrecy
performance of PU network in the present of a single eavesdropper attacking PU
network transmission. In this scenario, each relay broadcasts a weighted version
of PU data received during MA phase.
During the BC phase, each relay node re-transmits a weighted version of the
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previously received PU message to maximize the total SNR received at each PU
destination node (i.e., X and Y) such that
z˜X = g
∗
XvgYy + w˜X, (3.104)
z˜Y = g
∗
YvgXx+ w˜Y, (3.105)
where v is 2× 1 matrix of the weights v1 and v2. Then, the received signal at E
is given by
z˜E = f
∗
EvgXx+ f
∗
EvgYy + w˜E. (3.106)
Hence, the total achievable rate for PU network is given by
RPU = 1
2
log2
(
1 +
Psg
T
YVgXg
H
X V
Hg∗Y
(gTYVV
Hg∗Y + 1)σ2
)
+
1
2
log2
(
1 +
Psg
T
XVgYg
H
Y V
Hg∗X
(gTXVV
Hg∗X + 1)σ2
)
(3.107)
On the other hand, the achievable rate at the eavesdropper E is given by
RE = 1
2
log2
(
1 +
Ps |fXE|2 + Ps |fYE|2
P |fAE|2 + σ2
+
Psg
T
XVfEf
H
E V
Hg∗X + Psg
T
YVfEf
H
E V
Hg∗Y
(gTXVV
Hg∗X + g
T
YVV
Hg∗Y + 1)σ2
)
(3.108)
The goal in this scenario is to find the optimal weights which guarantees a positive
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secrecy rate RS at both PU destinations nodes which is given by
RS = [RPU −RE]+
=
1
2
[
log2
(
1 +
Psg
T
YVgXg
H
X V
Hg∗Y
(gTYVV
Hg∗Y + 1)σ2
)
+ log2
(
1 +
Psg
T
XVgYg
H
Y V
Hg∗X
(gTXVV
Hg∗X + 1)σ2
)
− log2
(
1 +
Ps |fXE|2 + Ps |fYE|2
P |fAE|2 + σ2
+
Psg
T
XVfEf
H
E V
Hg∗X + Psg
T
YVfEf
H
E V
Hg∗Y
(gTXVV
Hg∗X + g
T
YVV
Hg∗Y + 1)σ2
)]+
(3.109)
Since the eavesdropper’s CSI is assumed to be unavailable at each of the proposed
system nodes, an optimization problem is formulated to find the optimal weights
which maximize the total achievable rate at each of PU nodes such as
maximize RPU
subject to: VVH = 2λoptap (3.110)
v21 =
2
(√
1
|giY|2|gjY|2 +
1
|giX|2|gjX|2 +
1
|giY|2|gjX|2 +
1
|gjY|2|giX|2 − 1|giY|2 − 1|giX|2
)
1
|giY|2 +
1
|gjY|2 +
1
|giX|2 +
1
|gjY|2
λoptap (3.111)
Hence, the value of v22 is given by
v22 = 2λ
opt
ap − v21 (3.112)
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3.7.2 Scenario II: Relay and Jamming (R-J)
In this scenario, the cooperation is applied between PU and SU network as dis-
cussed in Section 3.3.2 which employs the relay node with the best channel condi-
tions to broadcast PU messages received during MA phase while the other relay
keeps idle. Hence, the R-J scenario is suitable to enhance secrecy performance of
PU network against a single passive eavesdropper attack. During the BC phase,
while the selected relay re-transmits the previously received message, the second
two relays transmit a friendly jamming signals with a certain power PJ to harm the
wiretap channel and confuse the eavesdropper. The key assumption made here
is that the sources have perfect knowledge of the jamming signals transmitted
by the friendly jammer node. Then, the jamming signal harms only the wiretap
channel. Hence, E receives the following signals
z
(3)
E = fi∗Eβi∗z
(1)
i∗ +
∑
i6=i∗
√
PJifiEsJi + w
(3)
E , (3.113)
z
(4)
E = fi∗Eβi∗z
(2)
i∗ +
∑
i6=i∗
√
PJifiEsJi + w
(4)
E , (3.114)
where i ∈ {A,B,R}, i∗ denotes the index of selected relay and i 6= i∗ denotes
the friendly jammers such that i∗ ∈ {R,B} during the third time slot, whereas
i∗ ∈ {A,B} during the fourth time slot, fi∗E denotes the channel coefficient between
the i∗-th selected relay and E, fiE, i 6= i∗ denotes the channel coefficient between the
unselected relays (i.e., friendly jammers) and E, PJi denotes the jamming power,
and wE denotes the AWGN sample at E with zero mean and variance σ
2
0. Hence,
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the maximum achievable rate at E can be expressed as
RE = 1
2
log2
(
1 +
Psβi∗|gXi∗ |2|fi∗E|2 + Psβi∗|gYi∗|2|fi∗E|2
(1 + βi∗|fi∗E|2)σ2 +
∑
i6=i∗ PJi |fiE|2
)
. (3.115)
Then, the secrecy rate of the proposed model with RS scheme at each PU node
(i.e., X and Y) is given by
RS = [RPU −RE]+
=
1
2
[
log2
(
1 +
Psβi∗|gi∗X|4
(1 + βi∗|gi∗X|2)σ2
)
+ log2
(
1 +
Psβi∗|gi∗Y|4
(1 + βi∗|gi∗Y|2)σ2
)
− log2
(
1 +
Psβi∗|gXi∗|2|fi∗E|2 + Psβi∗|gYi∗ |2|fi∗E|2
(1 + βi∗ |fi∗E|2)σ2 +
∑
i 6=i∗ PJi|fiE|2
)]+
, (3.116)
where [.]+ represents max (., 0). It is clear that RS depends on the amount of
available jamming powers PJi . Hence, increasing the jamming powers increases
the secrecy capacity RS but on the other hand, it harms PU network achievable
rate as the total amount of power available to the PU network is limited to λoptrs .
To solve this problem, the PU network adjusts a certain required rate RQ such
that RQ < RRS,maxPU . Then, the optimal amplification factor λQ can be obtained
such as
Minimize λQ
subject to: RPU = RQ < RRS,maxPU∑
i 6=i∗
PJi + λQ = λ
opt
rs . (3.117)
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Following the same steps in solving (3.85) in the previous section , the optimal
value is given by
λQ =
1
3Psγg
4RQ − 2
. (3.118)
3.8 Numerical Results
Numerical examples are presented to verify the performance of the proposed
schemes. The proposed AP and RS cooperative schemes transmit five data sym-
bols in four-time slots with a bandwidth efficiency of 1.25. On the other hand, the
proposed RE cooperative scheme transmits five data symbols in three-time slots
resulting in a bandwidth efficiency of 1.67. Whereas, the conventional TWR-AF
proposed in [88] transmits two data symbols in two-time slots with a bandwidth
efficiency of 1. The proposed system performance is compared with the conven-
tional TWR-AF model in [88] and for a fair comparison, the total power budget
of the proposed cooperative schemes is set to be the same as the power budget in
[88].
A SEP performance comparison between the different proposed cooperative
schemes and the conventional TWR-AF is presented in Figure 3.3. At low SNR
values, results show that both AP and RS cooperative schemes provide a SEP
performance similar to the conventional TWR-AF model. As the SNR goes higher,
the RS scheme outperforms the AP cooperative scheme and the conventional
TWR-AF scheme. Although the SEP performance of the AP scheme becomes a
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Figure 3.3: ASEP comparison between the proposed cooperative cognitive TWR-
AF schemes and the conventional one.
bit worse than the RS scheme, the AP scheme still outperforms the conventional
TWR-AF model. This advantage of the proposed AP and RS schemes encourages
the PU system to cooperate with the SU network. It is important to clarify
that the RS scheme enhances the SEP performance more than the AP scheme
because of the concentration of the transmission power at the selected best relay
instead of the equal transmission power distribution used in the AP scheme. On
the other hand, it is clear that the proposed RE scheme provides the worst SEP
performance. This is because the proposed RE model depends on choosing the
best two relays out of three relays to transmit two different pairs of data (i.e.,
(x1, y1) and (x2, y2)), this harms the SEP performance of this scheme due to joint
detection used at each PU node.
The SU SEP performance is presented in Figure 3.4 where the SU SEP is
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Figure 3.4: The SEP performance of SU network for different SU transmission
power PA = P = 0.33Ps and 0.75Ps.
studied against different values of SU transmission power PA = PR = P . It
can be seen from this figure that the SU SEP performance is improved with
increasing the SU transmission power, as expected. Moreover, the asymptotic
formulas are shown to match with simulation results at medium-to-high SNR
values which verifies the ability of these asymptotic formulas to represent the SU
SEP performance in all derived mathematical expressions through this work.
The outage probability performance of different cooperative schemes is stud-
ied in Figure 3.5. We can see that the RS scheme provides the worst outage
performance compared to the other two proposed schemes. These results could
be confusing in comparison with the SEP performance of each scheme presented
in Figure 3.3. But this confusion can be clarified as the PU receivers at RE
scheme utilize a JMLD process to detect both transmitted PU symbols simulta-
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Figure 3.5: Outage probability comparison between the proposed cooperative
cognitive TWR-AF schemes and the conventional TWR-AF model.
neously. On the other hand, the PU receivers utilize MLD process in the case
of RS scheme. Then, the joint detection of two PU symbols clearly degrades the
system performance.
Figure 3.6 presents a comparison between the proposed models and the con-
ventional TWR-AF network from the PU maximum achievable rate point of view.
It can be seen that the RE scheme provides the best achievable rate since it trans-
mits a complete five data symbols (i.e., four PU symbols + one SU symbol) in
three-time slots resulting in a bandwidth efficiency of 1.67. On the other hand,
AP and RS schemes achieve a bandwidth efficiency of 1.25, and the conventional
TWR-AF model achieves a bandwidth efficiency of 1. Hence, this considerable
rate performance improvement of the proposed RE scheme encourages the au-
thors to study its performance as an alternative scheme which could be efficient
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Figure 3.6: PU network achievable rate comparison between the proposed coop-
erative cognitive TWR-AF schemes and the conventional TWR-AF scheme.
in network applications of high data rate and acceptable low SEP performance.
In addition, the RS model provides the worst rate performance as the RS scheme
depends only on one relay node in transmitting its data which could be interfered
by the resultant SU detection error signal. It is important to clarify that although
the PU rate of the proposed RS scheme is worse than that of the conventional
TWR-AF model, the total achievable sum rate of the RS scheme (i.e., the PU
network and the SU network) is higher than the total achievable sum rate of the
TWR-AF model (i.e., the PU network only).
The AP SEP performance against the relay amplification factor λap is pre-
sented in Figure 3.7 with SNR = 30 dB. It is clear that the PU SER is a convex
function w.r.t. λap. Hence, a unique optimal value λ
opt
ap exists. Results clarify the
effect of the weighted sum of PU and SU SEPs (i.e., m1 : m2) on the proposed
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Figure 3.7: The PU SEP performance of the proposed AP scheme against the
amplification factor λap for different SER sum ratio, i.e., m1 : m2 = 1 : 1 and 1 : 5
at SNR = 30 dB.
system performance. It is clear that the optimal value λoptap is affected by the values
of m1 and m2 resulting in enhancing or degrading the PU SEP performance.
The SEP performance of both RS and RE schemes against their relay ampli-
fication factors λrs and λre is introduced in Figure 3.8 with SNR = 30 dB. It can
be seen that the SEP performances of both RS and RE schemes are affected by
the weights ratio m1 : m2. Moreover, we can see that the RS scheme outperforms
the RE scheme for all values of λ. Also, the RS scheme is more sensitive to the
ratio m1 : m2 than the RE scheme, because of its operation nature. This weight
ratio sensitivity could be clearly observed based on the changing on the optimal
amplify factor corresponding to the change in the weight ratios (i.e., m1 : m2).
For the RS model, it can be noticed that the optimal amplifying factor λoptrs has
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Figure 3.8: The PU SEP performances of the proposed RS and RE schemes
against the amplification factor λrs = λre = λ for different SER sum ratio, i.e.,
m1 : m2 = 1 : 1 and 1 : 5 at SNR = 30 dB.
been shifted to the left from the value of 1.2Ps with m1 : m2 = 0.5 : 0.5 to a
new value of 0.4Ps with m1 : m2 = 0.15 : 0.85 resulting in a difference of 0.8Ps.
Whereas, for the RE model, the optimal amplifying factor λoptre has been shifted
to the left from the value of 1.4Ps with m1 : m2 = 0.5 : 0.5 to a new value of 1Ps
with m1 : m2 = 0.15 : 0.85 resulting in a difference of 0.4Ps. Hence, it is clear
that the RS model is more sensitive to the weight ratio more than the RE model.
The AP rate performance against λap is presented in Figure 3.9. It is clear
that the AP rate is a concave function w.r.tλap resulting in an optimal value λ
opt
ap .
Results demonstrate that λoptap is almost a constant value for different SNR values.
Similarly, the RS and RE achievable rate performance against λrs = λre =
λ is presented in Figure 3.10. Both RS and RE achievable rates are concave
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functions w.r.t. λ resulting in a unique optimal values λoptrs and λ
opt
re . From the
achievable rate viewpoint, results show that the RE scheme always outperforms
the RS scheme for all values of λ and under different SNR conditions.
The PHY security performance of the proposed scenarios is presented in Fig-
ure 3.11 and Figure 3.12. The secrecy performance of Scenario I: CB approach
is presented in Figure 3.11. Since the CB approach is applicable with the AP
scheme, then, results show the effect λoptap on the secrecy performance. It is clear
that increasing λoptap enhances the secrecy performance but it might be limited
to a certain maximum value based on the allowable SU transmission power Pap.
Moreover, results show that the AP scheme can achieve a non-zero secrecy rate
in the presence of a single passive eavesdropper.
The secrecy performance of R-J approach is studied in Figure 3.12. The R-J
PHY security model is applicable to RS and RE schemes as there is at least one
idle relay during each data transmission. This unselected/eliminated relay is used
as a friendly jammer at the eavesdropper. It is obvious that the R-J approach
with RS scheme can achieve a non-zero secrecy rate in the presence of a single
passive eavesdropper.
Recently, the security reliability trade-off analysis has been presented as an
efficient method to study the penalty that the communication systems should
pay from their reliability performance to enhance their secrecy performance [94].
The security reliability trade-off analysis of the proposed cooperative TWR-AF
model is discussed in Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 in which the system intercept
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probability represents the system secrecy performance and the system outage
probability represents the system reliability performance. The system intercept
probability is defined as the probability that the wiretap channel rate exceeds a
predefined threshold.
The SRT analysis of AP cooperative scheme with CB technique is presented
in Figure 3.13 and compared to the SRT analysis of the conventional TWR-AF
model in [88]. It can be noticed that for the same outage probability value the
intercept probability of the AP scheme is smaller than that of the conventional
TWR-AF model. As a result, the AP scheme with CB technique enhances the
system secrecy performance over the conventional TWR-AF model which provides
another motivation for the PU network to cooperate with the SU network.
The SRT analysis of the RJ scenario is presented in Figure 3.14 with different
values of λQ. Results show that increasing λQ increases the intercept probability
and degrades the system secrecy performance. This is because increasing λQ
decreases the remaining power for jamming which enhances the wiretap channel
conditions and results in increasing the system intercept probability.
The optimal solution of the proposed power allocation problem in Section 3.5
is compared to the optimal power values obtained using line search optimization
method as shown in Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16 for both AP and RS schemes,
respectively. The results show that the optimal solutions of the proposed power
allocation problems match the optimal power values obtained by the line search
method at the high SNR values. This can be explained as the proposed power
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allocation problems are formulated to obtained the optimal values which minimize
the asymptotic SEP. Since the asymptotic SEPs match the exact SEP at the high
SNR values, the optimal power allocations solutions should be matched at the
high SNR values.
3.9 Conclusion
In this chapter, a new cooperative TWR-AF model was proposed under different
cooperation schemes, namely, AP, RS and RE schemes. Exact and asymptotic
closed-form expressions for PU and SU performance metrics were derived including
outage probability, average SEP, and maximum achievable rate. Moreover, PHY
security approach was proposed to enhance PU network secrecy performance via a
relay and jamming scenario. Results showed that the proposed model can achieve
a bandwidth efficiency of 1.25 with AP and RS cooperative schemes, whereas it
can achieve a bandwidth efficiency of 1.67 with RE cooperative scheme. In addi-
tion, findings illustrated that the AP and RS schemes achieve a SEP performance
similar to the conventional TWR-AF model at low SNR region, while they out-
perform the conventional model at high SNR regions. The secrecy performance
of the proposed cooperative schemes was investigated under two different scenar-
ios where the cooperative beamforming and relay and jamming techniques were
employed. Finally, results showed that the proposed cooperative schemes provide
a non-zero secrecy rate in the presence of a single passive eavesdropper which
enhances the secrecy performance of the PU networks.
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Figure 3.9: PU network achievable rate of the proposed AP scheme against the
amplification factor λap for SNR = 15, 20 and 25 dB.
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Figure 3.10: PU network achievable rate of the proposed RE and RS schemes
against the amplification factor λrs = λre = λ for SNR = 15, 20 and 25 dB.
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Figure 3.13: SRT analysis comparison between the proposed AP scheme with CB
technique and the conventional TWR-AF.
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Figure 3.15: Comparison between the line search method and the proposed power
allocation solution in (3.84) in terms of the optimal solutions (λoptap ) for AP scheme.
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CHAPTER 4
MULTIUSER SIMO MIXED
RF/FSO RELAY NETWORKS
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the performance of MU single-input-multiple-output (SIMO)
mixed RF/FSO relaying network with user opportunistic scheduling is investi-
gated. The considered system includes multiple users, one AF relay, one desti-
nation and a multiple-antenna eavesdropper. The users communicate with the
multiple antenna relay node over RF links, whereas, the relay communicates with
the optical destination over an FSO link. Both MRC and SC schemes are used at
the relay to combine the signal received from the best user on different antennas.
We assume that the RF channels are following Nakagami-m distribution, and the
FSO channel is following Gamma-Gamma fading distribution in the presence of
pointing error (jitter fading). In particular, we derived closed-form expressions
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for the outage probability, average SEP and ergodic channel capacity. Further-
more, the system performance is studied at high SNR regime where the diversity
order and coding gain are derived and analyzed. Using the asymptotic results,
the power of the best selected user is determined to minimize the system outage
probability under the dominant RF or FSO link. Then, the considered system se-
crecy performance is investigated where the intercept probability is derived. For
enhancing PHY security of the considered system, we propose a new CJ model
in which the worst user is selected by the authorized system to jam the existing
eavesdropper. Numerical results and simulations are generated to validate the
newly derived mathematical formulas. Results show that under strong turbulence
conditions, the system performance is shown to be limited by the performance of
the FSO link and the diversity order is determined by the minimum value of the
turbulence fading and pointing error parameters. Whereas, the RF channels dom-
inate the system overall performance in the case of weak atmospheric turbulence
conditions, and the considered system diversity order depends on the Nakagami-
m fading parameter, Nr and K. Furthermore, for the special case of identical
users’ channels, the system achieves a maximum diversity order. Finally, results
show the effectiveness of the proposed power allocation strategy in enhancing the
system secrecy performance against possible eavesdropper attacks.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 reviews the litera-
ture. Section 4.3 presents the system and channel models. Section 4.4 evaluates
the reliability performance metrics. Section 4.5 studies the PHY security perfor-
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mance analysis with optimal power allocation. Numerical results and simulated
are presented and discussed in Section 4.6. Finally, Section 4.7 concludes the work
contributions.
4.2 Literature Review
Recently, One of the most efficient solution for the problem of RF wireless spec-
trum scarcity has been considered to be FSO communications [61]. As the
FSO communication systems operate on unlicensed optical beams, these systems
present an alternative way for data transmission by employing optical transmitter
and receiver which are separated by a few hundreds of meters. Moreover, the
advantages of FSO communication such as quick deployment, high security, so-
lidity to RF CCI, and flexibility have made FSO communications attractive for
emergencies and military purpose [62].
Beside the FSO communications, cooperative networks, in which the main
communication nodes are served by relays, have gained significant attention as
an promising solution for multipath fading problem in the area wireless networks
[64, 65]. The cooperative communication networks have the ability to enhance the
performance of wireless network by increasing the diversity order, enhancing the
coding gain, extending the coverage area and reducing the required transmission
power. One of the main obstacles in FSO communications is the atmospheric
turbulence condition. These phenomena significantly degrades the performance
of FSO systems and limits the coverage distance to few hundred of meters [67].
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To overcome these performance limitations, the mixed RF/FSO relaying schemes
have been presented as effective methods which can handle these difficulties. In
such networks, the communications take place over two hops (RF and FSO). In
the first hop, the relay received the source message over an RF link, while the relay
node communicates with the receiver over an optical link (FSO link). Capitalizing
the concept of RF MU multiplexing, the mixed RF/FSO network was presented
in [68]. Hence, the mixed RF/FSO system can be considered as a practical model
for several applications such as cellular networks where the relay station helps
multiple mobile nodes by forwarding the data to the base station, and indoor
femtocell networks where the relay serves multiple users as an access point which
forwards the data to the macro base station.
A lot of research can be found in literature on discussed the performance of
FSO relaying networks which employed a single relay in their transmissions as
shown in [95, 96, 97, 98]. Following the literature, different distribution models
were proposed to represent the FSO links such as the log-normal fading model , the
Gamma-Gamma fading model, and the Malaga fading model. The work in [95, 97]
investigated the performance of FSO relay networks over weak turbulence fading
channels with log-normal distribution. In particular, the impact of the direct link
between the source and destination on the outage performance of FSO relaying
networks with AF and DF relaying protocols was studied in [95]. On the other
hand, the work in [96, 98] investigated the performance of FSO relay networks
over Gamma-Gamma fading channels. In Particular, closed-form expressions were
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derived for the outage probability and SEP of bidirectional FSO relay networks in
[96]. The impact of jitter fading was combined with the induced-turbulence fading
and represented by a new distribution which used in studying the performance of
mixed RF/FSO networks in [68].
Recently, the research has been investigated the performance of MU schedul-
ing in FSO relaying network. In [99], the outage probability, bit error rate and
channel capacity of mixed RF/FSO relay network with MU and DF relaying were
studied and mathematical formulas were obtained. In the studied system, a single
selected user communicates with the relay node over an RF link and, then, the
relay retransmits the previously received source data to the destination over a
Gamma-Gamma fading distributed FSO channel with pointing errors. The pres-
ence of multiple users was not exploited in the last two studies since increasing
the number of users does not increase the system diversity gain. The work in
[100] studied reliability performance metrics in terms of outage probability and
error probability for a MU mixed RF/FSO relay network with vertical-bell lab-
oratories layered space-time technique and DF relaying. Exact and asymptotic
formulas were obtained for the outage probability and SEP over Gamma-Gamma
fading channels with pointing errors. Various MU pair scheduling schemes were
presented in [101] for dual-hop bidirectional FSO single relay networks. Under
log-normal fading channels, exact closed-form expressions were derived for the
outage probability taking into account the impact of path loss.
The basic principle of PHY security is to use the available CSI and noise to mit-
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igate the amount of information that the eavesdropper can extract, with the aim
of providing the authorized system with secure communication without the need
for an encryption key. Effective PHY security design depends on legitimate (au-
thorized) systems obtaining information about the eavesdropper system, whereas,
security is compromised when the reverse occurs. This information includes the
transmission protocols, transmission power and CSI, whether the eavesdroppers
are active or passive, number of eavesdroppers and number of antennas with which
each node is equipped [4, 5].
Because of the line of sight nature of FSO channels, the FSO systems are
considered to be very high secure systems. However, the PHY security of FSO
systems was investigated in [102], which studied the secrecy performance of a sin-
gle hop FSO system consisting of a single optical transmitter and receiver in the
presence of a single passive eavesdropper (i.e., eavesdropper CSI is unavailable).
Results showed that the eavesdropper can harm the FSO system secrecy perfor-
mance if it is able to physically locate near to either the authorized transmitter
or receiver, and the eavesdropper is able to intercept the authorized transmis-
sion without affecting the amount of received power at the optical receiver. Since
the authors in [102] stated that they failed to imagine the way an eavesdropper
should look like to be able to physically intercept the authorized transmission, the
practicality of the proposed model becomes questionable. In relevant to what is
mentioned above, the FSO systems could be assumed to be highly secured systems
as mentioned in [1].
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Due to the broadcasting nature of the wireless 1RF networks, an eavesdropper
can easily attack the authorized transmission with no need to be physically closed
to any of the authorized RF transmitter or receiver. Therefore, we can clearly
say that in mixed RF/FSO networks, the RF link is the weak link from the se-
crecy performance viewpoint. Hence, PHY security is considered as a necessary
means for increasing secrecy in wireless communication networks. The main prin-
ciple employed through this strategy is to take advantage of the spatial-temporal
characteristics of wireless channels in achieving secure data transmission [2].
The secrecy performance of MU wireless networks were investigated in differ-
ent system models in the literature [103, 104, 105, 106, 107]. The work in [103]
studied the secrecy performance of MU uplink wiretap networks where multiple
users communicate with a base station in the presence of multiple eavesdroppers.
The work proposed that the base station would select a certain user based on a
pre-determined threshold that is related to the channel gains of the eavesdroppers.
Results showed that the proposed sub-optimal user scheduling could guarantee a
secure transmission without harming the optimal network throughput. Then,
the work has been extended in [104] which studied the secrecy performance of
MU downlink wiretap networks with opportunistic scheduling where the base sta-
tion communicates with multiple users in the presence of asymmetrically located
eavesdroppers. Closed-form expression for the secrecy throughput and secrecy
outage probability were derived. Results illustrated that the proposed scheduling
achieves a secrecy diversity order equals to the number of users. The works in
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[105, 106, 107] investigated the impact of MU scheduling and relay selection on the
secrecy performance of CR networks. Results showed that increasing the number
of authorized nodes improves the secrecy performance of the system.
For enhancing PHY security in wireless networks, CJ model was proposed in
[37] with opportunistic selection of two relay nodes. This scheme operates as fol-
lows: the first relay regularly assists the legitimate transmitter to deliver its data
to the intended receiver using the DF protocol. Simultaneously, the second relay
creates intentional interference at the eavesdropper nodes. The proposed selection
technique protects the legitimate user receiver against interference and eavesdrop-
ping, in addition to jamming the eavesdropper reception. Results showed that the
hybrid method for switching between jamming and non-jamming cases enhances
the secrecy capacity based on the CSI of wiretap channel. A CJ model with a set of
relays was investigated in [42], wherein the AF relays were optimally divided into
AF relays and cooperative jammers with imperfect CSI. The optimal weights for
relay beamforming were obtained. Another joint optimization problem, including
the beamforming weights and the power of the jammers, was solved. The authors
in [38] proposed a new scheme in which the destination jams the eavesdropper
nodes without creating any interference problems at the relay node. In the sec-
ond time slot of communication, the relay, which is optimally selected, starts to
retransmit the decoded source signal, and at the same time, cooperates with the
legitimate source to efficiently harm the eavesdropper channel without creating
interference at the destination. Results showed that although the eavesdropper
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has a complete CSI, a non-zero secrecy capacity can be achieved which enhances
PHY securities of wireless communications network over the worst case for secure
data transmission.
Based on the aforementioned discussion, we can conclude that the security
and reliability performances of dual-hop MU SIMO mixed RF/FSO relay net-
works with user scheduling have not been addressed yet. In such scheme, the
relay selects the best user with the highest SNR to conduct its transmission over
an RF link. Then, the relay retransmits the received signal to the optical receiver
over an FSO link. In this chapter, we introduce the opportunistic scheduling to
select the best user among multiple users in dual-hop mixed RF/FSO relay net-
works with AF relaying. Uplink transmission is considered where multiple users
communicate with one AF relay node through RF links and the relay communi-
cates with one destination node through an FSO link in the presence of a single
passive eavesdropper with multiple antennas. The RF/FSO links are assumed to
follow Nakagami-m/Gamma-Gamma fading models, respectively with the effect
of pointing errors. The work contributions can be summarized as follows. Firstly,
the impact of multiple antennas relaying and opportunistic user selection on the
system performance of MU-SIMO mixed RF/FSO networks with AF relaying is
investigated over Nakagami-m/Gamma-Gamma fading channels. In particular,
for the use of multiple-antenna technique at the relay node, we study two dif-
ferent diversity combining models (MRC and SC). In particular, we obtain the
end-to-end (e2e) SNRs for both adopted combining schemes. Then, new exact
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closed-form expressions for the outage probability, ASPE and ergodic capacity
are derived. Moreover, asymptotic closed-form expressions for the outage proba-
bility are derived under two different cases of atmospheric turbulence conditions
of the FSO link. These newly derived asymptotic expressions are used to investi-
gate the impact of the key system parameters such as the strength of atmospheric
turbulence, number of users, and number of antennas at the relay.
Secondly, we investigate the key system parameters using the asymptotic re-
sults of the outage probability clearly determines the dominant link between the
RF and FSO links in the cosidered system performance. Based on that domi-
nant link, we propose a new power allocation formula which optimally obtains the
required RF transmission power.
Thirdly, the secrecy performance of the adopted MU-SIMO mixed RF/FSO
network is investigated in the presence of a single passive RF eavesdropper
equipped with multiple antennas. In particular, we study the secrecy performance
of the RF link against eavesdropping attack. For a more practical scenario, we
assume the eavesdropper is passive (CSI is unavailable) with multiple antennas.
Then, closed-form expressions for the intercept probability are derived for the
two proposed combining schemes (i.e., MRC and SC). Moreover, asymptotic ex-
pressions for the system intercept probability are obtained to investigate the key
parameters affecting the secrecy performance.
Finally, in order to enhance RF secrecy performance, we propose a new CJ
model where the worst user selected by the relay serves as a friendly jammer and
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Figure 4.1: Dual-hop MU-SIMO mixed RF/FSO relay network with opportunistic
scheduling and multiple antenna eavesdropper.
transmits a jamming signal which is known to the authorized system nodes. Hence,
new closed-form expressions for the intercept probability are derived. Then,
asymptotic expressions are obtained to study the impact of jamming power on
the system secrecy performance. With the help of the asymptotic outage proba-
bility formulas, a power allocation problem is formulated to enhance the CJ model
secrecy performance.
4.3 System and Channel Models
This section consists of two parts. Firstly, we introduce some preliminary discus-
sions on the considered system model. Secondly, we present a brief discussion on
channel models.
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4.3.1 System Model
As shown in Figure 4.1, we consider a dual-hop MU-SIMO mixed RF/FSO relay
network consisted of K users Uk (k = 1, . . . , K) each equipped with a single
antenna, an AF relay R having Nr uncorrelated antennas from one side and with a
single photo-aperture transmitter from the other side, and one destination D with
single photo detector. The K users communicate with the destination D via the
AF relay R with no direct link between the users and D. The users communicate
with the relay node through RF links, whereas the relay communicates with the
destination through an FSO link. The operations of the considered half-duplex
communication model take place over two phases: RF phase (selected user USel →
R) and FSO phase (R → D). In the RF phase, the received signal at R through
the n-th antenna from the k-th user is given by
yk,n,r =
√
Pkhk,n,rxk + wr, (4.1)
where hk,n,r is the link channel coefficient between the k-th user (Uk) and the
n-th antenna at R, xk denotes the k-th user transmitted data with E{|xk|2} = 1,
wr ∼ CN (0, N0) is an AWGN sample at R. Based on (4.1), the SNR observed at
the n-th antenna of R can be expressed as
γk,n,r =
Pk
N0
|hk,n,r|2. (4.2)
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Hence, the combined SNR of the Uk → R link for two important schemes can be
written as
γk,r ,

Pk
N0
‖hk,r‖2 =
∑Nr
n=1 γk,n,r, for MRC
max
1≤n≤Nr
Pk
N0
|hk,n,r|2 = max{γk,1,r, γk,2,r, . . . , γk,Nr,r}, for SC
. (4.3)
The user selection algorithm implements the opportunistic scheduling based on
the Uk → R link. Herein, the user with the largest γk,r is selected among other
users to communicate with R during the RF phase. Hence, the best user is selected
such as
γSel,r ,

max
1≤k≤K
Pk
N0
‖hk,r‖2, for MRC
max
1≤k≤K
1≤n≤Nr
Pk
N0
|hk,n,r|2, for SC
. (4.4)
In the FSO phase, an amplified version of the selected user message ySel,r is for-
warded over the optical link. Hence, at D, the received signal is given by
yr,d = gr,dGySel,r + wd, (4.5)
where gr,d is the link channel coefficient between the R and D, G is the relay gain
chosen as [108], G =
√
Pr
PSel|hSel,r|2+N0 , and wd ∼ CN (0, N0) is an AWGN sample at
D. Manipulate (4.5) after the substitution with the value of G, the e2e SNR at
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the destination is given by
γSel,D =
γSel,rγ˜r,d
γSel,r + γ˜r,d + 1
, (4.6)
where γ˜r,d is the SNR of the FSO hop that is related to the channel coefficient
of the selected user, say user Uk, which is defined as gr,d,k (i.e., gr,d,k is the FSO
channel coefficient due to Uk), through the conditional result
γ˜r,d = γr,d,k ,
Pr
N0
|gr,d,k|2, if γSel,r = γk,r, (4.7)
where the condition that γSel,r = γk,r has probability of occurrence that is given
by
Pr{γSel,r = γk,r} = Pr{γk,r > max
1≤i≤K
i 6=k
γi,r}. (4.8)
The SNR in (4.6) can be upper bounded using the approximation (e.g., [68],
[99]) γSel,D ∼= min{γSel,r, γ˜r,d}.
Then, the user that has the largest e2e SNR is selected, which gives
γSel,D = max{γ1,D, γ2,D, . . . , γK,D}. (4.9)
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4.3.2 Channel Model
For RF links, the channel coefficients hk,n,r, for k = 1, 2, . . . , K and n =
1, 2, . . . , Nr, are assumed to follow Nakagami-m fading model and hence, the CDF
of the k-th user’s (Uk) SNR with MRC at R is given by
FRF(x) = Fγk,r(x)
= 1−
mkNr−1∑
p=0
(mkλk,rx)
p
p!
exp (−mkλk,rx) , (4.10)
where λk,r = 1/γ¯k,r with γ¯k,r =
Pk
N0
E{‖hk,r‖2} = PkN0Ωk,r. While, the CDF of the
k-th user SNR with SC at R is given by
FRF(x) = Fγk,n,r(x)
=
[
1−
mk−1∑
p=0
(mkλk,rx)
p
p!
exp (−mkλk,rx)
]Nr
=
Nr∑
j=0
(
Nr
j
)
(−1)j
∑˜ mk−1
pk,1,pk,2,...,pk,j
(mkλk,rγ)
∑j
n=1 pk,n∏j
t=1 pk,t!
exp (−jmkλk,rγ) ,
(4.11)
where
∑˜ mk−1
pk,1,pk,2,...,pk,j
denotes a short-hand notation for
∑mk−1
pk,1
∑mk−1
pk,2
· · ·∑mk−1pk,j ,
λk,r = 1/γ¯k,r with γ¯k,r =
Pk
N0
E{|hk,r|2} = PkN0Ωk,r.
Furthermore, assuming Gamma-Gamma fading model with the effect pointing
errors, the SNR pdf of the FSO link for Uk is given by [68]
fγr,d,k(γ) =
ζ2k
rkγΓ(αk)Γ(βk)
G3,01,3
[
αkβk (λr,d,kγ)
1
rk
∣∣∣∣ ζ2k+1ζ2k ,αk,βk
]
, (4.12)
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where ζk is the ratio between the equivalent beam radius at the receiver and the
pointing error displacement standard deviation (jitter) at the receiver (i.e., the
FSO link is pointing error free as ζk → ∞). The type of detection is determined
based on the value of rk where heterodyne detection is represented by rk = 1,
and the intensity modulation (IM)/ direct detection is represented by rk = 2.
The fading severity of atmospheric turbulence conditions are determined by the
values of αk and βk where high values represent weak turbulence. Γ(.) is the
Gamma function as defined in [109, Eq. (8.310)], λr,d,k = 1/γ¯r,d,k with γ¯r,d,k =
Pr
N0
E{|gr,d,k|2} = PrN0µr,d,k, and G(.) is the Meijer G-function as defined by [109, Eq.
(9.301)].
4.4 Performance Analysis
This section presents the outage probability, ASEP and the ergodic capacity as-
suming exact channel information. Based on the aforementioned SNR bound,
exact mathematical formulas are derived for these performance measures when
the multi-antenna relay node utilizes two diversity combining techniques (i.e.,
MRC and SC).
4.4.1 Outage Probability
An outage event occurs when the SNR at D goes below a predetermined outage
threshold γout. Hence, the outage probability is given by Pout = Pr [γSel,D ≤ γout],
γout =
(
22R − 1) and R denotes the spectral efficiency. Then, the CDF of γSel,D
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can be written as [110]
FγSel,D(γ) = FγSel,r(γ) + Fγ˜r,d(γ)− FγSel,r(γ)Fγ˜r,d(γ), (4.13)
where FγSel,r(γ) and Fγ˜r,d(γ) are the CDFs of first hop and second hop SNRs,
respectively. Using the opportunistic scheduling, the CDF FγSel,r(γ) is given by
FγSel,r(γ) =
K∏
k=1
Fγk,r(γ), (4.14)
where Fγk,r(γ) is the CDF of the SNR of the k-th user which depends on the
combining technique utilized by R as follows:
4.4.1.1 MRC Scheme
In this scheme, the relay node R combines all received signals at relay anten-
nas. Hence, substituting MRC scheme CDF Fγk,r(γ) given by (4.10) in (4.14) and
applying the identity
K∏
k=1
(1− qk) =
K∑
k=0
(−1)k
k!
K∑
n1,...,nk
k∏
t=1
qnt , (4.15)
with
∑K
n1,...,nk being a short- hand notation for
∑
. . .
∑
n1=...=nk=1
n1 6=... 6=nk
, (4.14) can be rewritten
as
FγSel,r(γ) =
K∑
k=0
(−1)k
k!
K∑
n1,...,nk
∑k
t=1mtNr−1∑
q=0
Ξqγ
q exp (−λtotγ) , (4.16)
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where Ξq =
∑
|st|=q
(mtλt,r)
pt
pt!
, and λtot =
∑k
t=1mtλt,r.
Hence, by integrating (4.12), the CDF Fγ˜r,d(γ) is given by
Fγ˜r,d(γ) =
∫ γ
0
fγ˜r,d(t)dt = AG
3r,1
r+1,3r+1
[
B
γ¯r,d
γ
∣∣∣∣1,χ1χ2,0
]
, (4.17)
where A = r
α+β−2ζ2
(2pi)r−1Γ(α)Γ(β) , B =
(αβ)r
r2r
, χ1 =
ζ2+1
r
, . . . , ζ
2+1
r
comprises of r terms,
and χ2 =
ζ2
r
, . . . , ζ
2+r−1
r
,
α
r
, . . . , α+r−1
r
, β
r
, . . . , β+r−1
r
consists of 3r terms. Hence, the substitution of (4.16)
and (4.17) in (4.13) yields to
FγD(γ) =
K∑
k=0
(−1)k
k!
K∑
n1,...,nk
∑k
t=1mtnR−1∑
q=0
Ξqγ
q exp (−λtotγ)
×
{
1− AG3r,1r+1,3r+1
[
B
γ¯r,d
γ
∣∣∣∣1,χ1χ2,0
]}
+ AG3r,1r+1,3r+1
[
B
γ¯r,d
γ
∣∣∣∣1,χ1χ2,0
]
. (4.18)
Then, we can obtain the closed-form expression for the system outage probability
by replacing γ with γout in (5.15).
4.4.1.2 SC Scheme
In this scheme, the relay node R selects the received signals with the maximum
SNR at the front-end of relay antennas. Hence, substituting MRC scheme CDF
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Fγk,r(γ) given by (4.11) in (4.14) yields
FγSel,r(γ) =
K∏
k=1
[
Nr∑
j=0
(
Nr
j
)
(−1)j
∑˜ mk−1
pk,1,pk,2,...,pk,j
(mkλk,rγ)
∑j
n=1 pk,n∏j
t=1 pk,t!
exp (−jmkλk,rγ)
]
=
Nr∑
j=0
(
Nr
j
)
(−1)j
∑˜ m1−1
p1,1,...,p1,j
. . .
∑˜ mK−1
pK,1,...,pK,j
Υδγ
δ exp (−λtot,δγ) ,
(4.19)
where δ =
∑K
k=1
∑j
n=1 pk,n, Υδ =
∏K
k=1
(mkλk,r)
∑j
n=1 pk,n∏j
t=1 pk,t!
and λtot,δ =∑
|∑Kk=1∑jn=1 pk,n=δ| jmkλk,r. Substituting (4.19) in (4.13) and after some simplifi-
cations, we get
FγD(γ) =
Nr∑
j=0
(
Nr
j
)
(−1)j
∑˜ m1−1
p1,1,...,p1,j
. . .
∑˜ mK−1
pK,1,...,pK,j
Υvγ
δ exp (−λtot,vγ)
{
1
− AG3r,1r+1,3r+1
[
B
γ¯r,d
γ
∣∣∣∣1,χ1χ2,0
]}
+ AG3r,1r+1,3r+1
[
B
γ¯r,d
γ
∣∣∣∣1,χ1χ2,0
]
. (4.20)
Substituting γ by γout in (4.20), we can directly obtain the closed-form expression
for the outage probability.
4.4.2 Asymptotic Outage Probability
Revealing more insights on various system parameters on the system performance,
a less sophisticated asymptotic expressions for the outage probability are derived
and analyzed.
For high SNR regime, the outage probability is simplified to its asymptotic
formula which can be written as Pout ' (GcSNR)−Gd , where Gc denotes the coding
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gain of the system and Gd is the diversity order of the system [111]. Hence, as γ¯k,r
→ ∞, the CDF expressions of the RF link SNR with MRC and SC techniques at
R in (4.16) and (4.19), respectively are simplified to their asymptotic expressions
such as
F∞γSel,r(γ) =

∏K
k=1
m
mkNr
k
(mkNr)!
(λk,rγ)
mkNr , for MRC∏K
k=1
m
mkNr
k
(mk!)Nr
(λk,rγ)
mkNr , for SC
. (4.21)
For further simplification, the users could be assumed to have identical channels
(λ1,r = λ2,r = · · · = λK,r = λu,r) and (m1 = m2 = · · · = mK = mu). For the
identical case, the CDF in (4.21) simplifies to
F∞γSel,r(γ) =

[
mmuNru
(muNr)!
]K
(λu,rγ)
muNrK , for MRC[
mmuNru
(mu!)Nr
]K
(λu,rγ)
muNrK , for SC
. (4.22)
For the FSO link, we have two different cases:
Case 1: Weak Turbulence
For large values of α and β, as γ¯r,d →∞, Fγ˜r,d(γ) is simplified to [109, Eq. (9.303)]
F∞γ˜r,d(γ) '
ABγ
γ¯r,d
. (4.23)
For high SNR values, the CDF in (4.13) can be simplified to values to be
F∞γD (γ) ' F∞γSel,r(γ) + F∞γ˜r,d(γ), (4.24)
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Noting that, we can ignore the term −FγSel,r(γ)Fγ˜r,d(γ) in (4.13) for high SNR
values.
Upon substituting Fγu,r(γ) in (4.21) and then substituting the resulting CDF
and (4.23) in (4.24), we get
F∞γD (γ) '

∏K
k=1
m
mkNr
k
(mkNr)!
(λk,rγ)
mkNr + ABγ
γ¯r,d
, for MRC∏K
k=1
m
mkNr
k
(mk!)Nr
(λk,rγ)
mkNr + ABγ
γ¯r,d
, for SC
. (4.25)
Hence, the asymptotic outage probability is given by
P∞out =

∏K
k=1
m
mkNr
k
(mkNr)!
(λk,rγout)
mkNr + ABγout
γ¯r,d
, for MRC∏K
k=1
m
mkNr
k
(mk!)Nr
(λk,rγout)
mkNr + ABγout
γ¯r,d
, for SC
. (4.26)
Based on (4.26), it can be noticed that the considered system at weak turbulence
conditions might have two cases of dominant term; namely, RF dominant and
FSO dominant. In the case of RF dominant (i.e., F∞γSel,r(γ) >> F
∞
γ˜r,d
(γ), F∞γ˜r,d(γ) ≈
0.01F∞γSel,r(γ)), the considered system achieves a diversity order of muNrK with
identical users. Also, the system coding gain is affected by the values of Nakagami-
m fading parameter, number of relay antennas Nr and γout. Hence, increasing the
values of mu, Nr and/or K provides a remarkable improvement in the diversity
gain of the RF link and this may lead to the case where the FSO link becomes the
dominant term. In this case (i.e., the FSO dominant) where F∞γ˜r,d(γ) >> F
∞
γSel,r
(γ)
(i.e., F∞γSel,r(γ) ≈ 0.01F∞γ˜r,d(γ)), the overall performance becomes a function of the
FSO link parameters which depends on the laser transmission power, receiver
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detector type and the noise level at the destination. Although the FSO link suffers
from a weak turbulence conditions, keeping increasing the diversity gain of the RF
link might limit the adopted system performance to the FSO link performance.
This remark will be used in solving the power allocation problem in Section. 4.4.5.
Case 2: Strong Turbulence
For small values of α and β, from [112, Eq. (07.34.06.0006.01)], if z → ∞, the
Meijer G-function has the following series representation
Gm,np,q
[
z
∣∣∣∣a1,...,apb1,...,bq
]
=
m∑
k=1
∏m
j=1,j 6=k Γ(bj − bk)
∏n
j=1 Γ(1− aj + bk)∏p
j=n+1 Γ(aj − bk)
∏q
j=m+1 Γ(1− bj + bk)
zbk(1 + o(z)),
(4.27)
where p ≤ q is required. Here, we use the same approach that was used in [113]
in writing the outage probability for this case. Defining v/r = min{ζ2, α, β}, the
CDF of second hop SNR Fγ˜r,d(γ) can be easily seen to simplify to
F∞γ˜r,d(γ) ' Λ
(
γ
γ¯r,d
) ν
r
, (4.28)
where Λ is constant. Hence, the asymptotic CDF of the considered system is given
by
FγD(γ) '

∏K
k=1
m
mkNr
k
(mkNr)!
(λk,rγ)
mkNr + Λ
(
γ
γ¯r,d
) ν
r
, for MRC∏K
k=1
m
mkNr
k
(mk!)Nr
(λk,rγ)
mkNr + Λ
(
γ
γ¯r,d
) ν
r
, for SC
. (4.29)
Then, the asymptotic outage probability for this case can be written at high SNR
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values as
P∞out =

∏K
k=1
m
mkNr
k
(mkNr)!
(λk,rγout)
mkNr + Λ
(
γout
γ¯r,d
) ν
r
, for MRC∏K
k=1
m
mkNr
k
(mk!)Nr
(λk,rγout)
mkNr + Λ
(
γout
γ¯r,d
) ν
r
, for SC
. (4.30)
For the case of strong turbulence conditions, and based on (4.30), the diversity
order of the considered system is limited to min{ζ2/2, α/2, β/2,muNrK}. This
result shows that the worst channel link between the RF and FSO links limits
the system diversity order. For large values of RF link parameters (i.e., mu, Nr
and K), and under strong turbulence conditions and pointing errors, the FSO
link will dominate the overall performance. Moreover, the impact of RF channels
and number of users on the overall performance could be neglected. This remark
will be used in obtaining the optimal RF transmission power needed under strong
turbulence conditions in Section. 4.4.5.
4.4.3 Average Symbol Error Probability
From [114], it can be shown that the ASEP is given by
ASEP =
a
√
b
2
√
pi
∫ ∞
0
exp (−bγ)√
γ
FγSel,D(γ)dγ, (4.31)
where a and b are modulation specific parameters.
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4.4.3.1 MRC Scheme
Upon substituting (5.15) in (4.31) and with the help of [109, Eq. (7.813.1)] and
[109, Eq. (3.381.4)], we get
ASEP =
a
√
b
2
√
pi
[
K∑
k=0
(−1)k
k!
K∑
n1,...,nk
∑k
t=1mtNr−1∑
q=0
Ξq(b+ λtot)
−(q+ 12)
{
Γ
(
q +
1
2
)
− AG3r,2r+2,3r+1
[
B
(b+ λtot)γ¯r,d
∣∣∣∣q+ 12 ,1,χ1χ2,0
]}
+ Ab−
1
2G3r,2r+2,3r+1
[
B
bγ¯r,d
∣∣∣∣ 12 ,1,χ1χ2,0
]]
.
(4.32)
4.4.3.2 SC Scheme
Similarly, substituting (4.20) in (4.31) yields to
ASEP =
a
√
b
2
√
pi
[
Nr∑
j=0
(
Nr
j
)
(−1)j
∑˜ m1−1
p1,1,...,p1,j
. . .
∑˜ mK−1
pK,1,...,pK,j
Υδ(b+ λtot,δ)
−(δ+ 12)×
{
Γ
(
δ +
1
2
)
−AG3r,2r+2,3r+1
[
B
(b+ λtot,δ)γ¯r,d
∣∣∣∣δ+ 12 ,1,χ1χ2,0
]}
+Ab−
1
2G3r,2r+2,3r+1
[
B
bγ¯r,d
∣∣∣∣ 12 ,1,χ1χ2,0
]]
.
(4.33)
4.4.4 Ergodic Channel Capacity
Based on the derived CDF formulas of γSel,D, the ergodic capacity could be eval-
uated by
C =
1
2ln(2)
∫ ∞
0
1− FγSel,D(γ)
1 + γ
dγ (4.34)
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4.4.4.1 MRC Scheme
Upon substituting (5.15) in (4.34) and using (1 + γ)−1 = G1,11,1
[
γ
∣∣∣0
0
]
in integrals
which include Meijer G-function, we get
C =
1
2ln(2)
{
K∑
k=0
(−1)k+1
k!
K∑
n1,...,nk
∑k
t=1mtNr−1∑
q=0
[
Ξq
∫ ∞
0
(1 + γ)−1γq exp (−λtotγ) dγ
+ AΞq
∫ ∞
0
γq exp (−λtotγ) G1,11,1
[
γ
∣∣∣0
0
]
G3r,0r,3r
[
B
γ¯r,d
γ
∣∣∣∣χ1χ2
]
dγ
]
+ A
∫ ∞
0
G1,11,1
[
γ
∣∣∣0
0
]
G3r,0r,3r
[
B
γ¯r,d
γ
∣∣∣∣χ1χ2
]
dγ
}
. (4.35)
The first integral can be obtained with the help of [109, Eq. (9.211.4)], while,
we could evaluate the other two integrals using Meijer G-function integral prop-
erties [112, Eq. (07.34.21.0011.01)] and [112, Eq. (07.34.21.0081.01)]. Hence, the
ergodic capacity of the considered system is given by
C =
1
2ln(2)
{
K∑
k=0
(−1)k+1
k!
K∑
n1,...,nk
∑k
t=1mtNr−1∑
q=0
Ξq
[
q!Ψ(q + 1, q + 1, λtot)
− AG0,1:1,1:3r,11,0:1,1:r+1,3r+1
[
1
λtot
,
Bλtot
γ¯r,d
∣∣∣∣1−
∣∣∣∣00
∣∣∣∣q+1,χ1χ2,0
]]
+ AG3r+1,2r+2,3r+2
[
B
γ¯r,d
∣∣∣∣1,0,χ1χ2,0,0
]}
,
(4.36)
where G
[
Z1, Z2
∣∣.∣∣.∣∣.] denotes the extended generalized bivariate Meijer G-
function.
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4.4.4.2 SC Scheme
Similarly, substituting (4.20) in (4.34) results in
C =
1
2ln(2)
{
NR∑
j=0
(
NR
j
)
(−1)j
∑˜ m1−1
p1,1,...,p1,j
. . .
∑˜ mK−1
pK,1,...,pK,j
Υδ
[
δ!Ψ(δ + 1, δ + 1, λtot,δ)
− AG0,1:1,1:3r,11,0:1,1:r+1,3r+1
[
1
λtot,δ
,
Bλtot,δ
γ¯r,d
∣∣∣∣1−
∣∣∣∣00
∣∣∣∣δ+1,χ1χ2,0
]]
+ AG3r+1,2r+2,3r+2
[
B
γ¯r,d
∣∣∣∣1,0,χ1χ2,0,0
]}
.
(4.37)
It is important to mention that the above-derived closed-form expressions of
ergodic capacity (4.36) and (4.37) are exact expressions for the case of heterodyne
detection model (i.e., r = 1), whereas, these expressions are considered as lower
bounds for the case of IM/DD detection model (i.e., r = 2) as given in [115, Eq.
(26)].
4.4.5 Power Allocation
In this part, we propose a new power allocation solution for the RF transmission
power of the K users (i.e., Pk). As we remarked in Section 4.4.2, the performance
of the FSO link could be limited due to the atmospheric (weak strong) turbulence.
In addition, the FSO link performance might be limited due to the limited FSO
transmission power (the power of the laser beam) because of safety regulation
and eye protection. Hence, the performance of the considered system might be
limited to the FSO link performance since the overall system performance of the
considered system is always dominated by the worse link between the two links
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(i.e., RF and FSO links). As a result, we explaine two different scenarios of
performance dominant cases (i.e., RF and FSO case). Therefore, the considered
system might not be able to get the benefits of both diversity and coding gains
provided by the MU RF links (the FSO dominant case). Whereas, the considered
system might be able to fully utilize the diversity and coding gain improvements
in the RF links (the RF dominant case).
As a result, allowing the selected best user USel to transmit with it maximum
transmission power PT might be inefficient and a waste of power resources as there
is no additional improvements in the considered system overall performance when
the conditions of the FSO link are worse than the RF link (i.e., FSO dominant
case). Whereas, in the case of RF dominant term, the selected best user USel
should transmit with its maximum transmission power PT to enhance the system
overall performance. Hence, we can say that the optimal RF transmission power
of the selected best user P optk is given by
P optk = min (PT, Preq) , (4.38)
where Preq is the minimum required RF transmission power which guarantees that
the FSO link is still the dominant term in the total system outage probability.
Under the two cases of atmospheric turbulence conditions of the FSO link, we
have the following:
Case 1: Weak Turbulence
In this case, determining the dominant term between the RF and FSO links
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depends on both RF and FSO main parameters as increasing the number of relay
antennas Nr and number of users K could change the dominant term form the RF
to the FSO term. In order to overcome this problem and from our observations,
we notice that the dominant outage term is the term which is larger than or equal
to 100 times the other term. For example, the FSO outage term is the dominant
term when Fγ˜r,d(γ) ≥ 100× FγSel,r(γ), and vice versa.
For simplicity and without loss of generality, the asymptotic outage probability
expressions derived in Section 4.4.2 are used to obtain mathematically tractable
solutions. For weak turbulence case with FSO dominant term, the optimal trans-
mission power is given by
min Preq
Subject to: F∞γSel,r(γ) ≈ 0.01F∞γ˜r,d(γ). (4.39)
Under the assumption of identical users channels with equal transmission powers,
the optimal value is given by
Preq =

N0muγout
Ωu,r((muNr)!)muNr
(
0.01ABγout
γ¯r,d
) −1
muNrK
, for MRC
N0muγout
Ωu,r((muNr)!)mu
(
0.01ABγout
γ¯r,d
) −1
muNrK
, for SC
. (4.40)
While for the weak turbulence with RF dominant case, the selected best user will
transmit with maximum transmission power PT.
Case 2: Strong Turbulence
Similarly, under the assumption of identical users channels with equal transmission
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powers, the optimal value is given by
Preq =

N0muγout
Ωu,r((muNr)!)muNr
(
0.01Λγ
ν/r
out
γ¯
ν/r
r,d
) −1
muNrK
, for MRC
N0muγout
Ωu,r((muNr)!)mu
(
0.01Λγ
ν/r
out
γ¯
ν/r
r,d
) −1
muNrK
, for SC
. (4.41)
4.5 Physical Layer Security Approach
In this section, the secrecy performance of the considered system is studied under
the eavesdropper attacking. Since the FSO link has the advantage of high security
level, the work is concentrating on studying the secrecy performance of the RF
link. This section is divided into two parts, the first part introduce the RF link
security analysis, and the second part proposed a new CJ model based on the
worst user selection.
4.5.1 Security Analysis
4.5.1.1 System Intercept Probability
In this part, the secrecy performance of the considered system is investigated in the
presence of a single passive eavesdropper (E) equipped with multiple antennas Ne.
For a practical scenario, the CSI of the eavesdropper is assumed to be unavailable
and the eavesdropper is assumed to be located randomly between the K users
and the relay node R. Since the eavesdropper is passive, its wiretap channel CSI
is unavailable at the legitimate K users and relay. For a fair secrecy performance
study, the passive eavesdropper is assumed to be equipped with multiple antennas.
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Hence, in the RF phase, the received signal at E through the i-th antenna from
the k-th user is given by
yk,i,e =
√
Pkhk,i,exk + we, (4.42)
where hk,i,e is the wiretap channel coefficient between the k-th user (Uk) and the
i-th antenna at E, we ∼ CN (0, N0) is an AWGN sample at E. Using (4.42), the
SNR observed at the i-th antenna of E can be expressed as
γk,i,e =
Pk
N0
|hk,i,e|2. (4.43)
Since the eavesdropper E applies MRC technique, the combined SNR of the Uk
→ E link can be written as
γk,e ,
Pk
N0
‖hk,e‖2 =
Ne∑
i=1
γk,i,e. (4.44)
According to Shannon’s theorem, the capacity of wiretap channel (i.e., Uk − E
link) is given by
Ck,e = log2
(
1 +
Pk
N0
‖hk,e‖2
)
. (4.45)
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Hence, the intercept probability represents the probability that the wiretap chan-
nel capacity is higher than R, such as
P
(k)
int = Pr(Ck,e > R). (4.46)
Similarly, the substitution of Ck,e from (5.33) in (4.46) leads to
P
(k)
int = Pr
(
log2
(
1 +
Pk
N0
‖hk,e‖2
)
> R
)
= Pr
(
Pk
N0
‖hk,e‖2 > δ
)
, (4.47)
where δ is a predetermined outage threshold defined by 2R − 1. Based on the
aforementioned discussion on the considered model analysis, the wiretap channel
is the channel between the selected best user USel and the eavesdropper E. Hence,
the wiretap channel capacity can be expressed as
P Selint = Pr
(
log2
(
1 +
PSel
N0
‖hSel,e‖2
)
> R
)
= Pr
(
PSel
N0
‖hSel,e‖2 > δ
)
=
K∑
k=1
Pr (Uk = USel) Pr
(
Pk
N0
‖hk,e‖2 > δ
)
, (4.48)
where hSel,e is the wiretap channel coefficient vector between the selected best
user (USel) and the Ne antennas at E, and PSel is the transmission power of the
selected best user. The term Pr (Uk = USel) denotes the event that the k-th user
is the selected user USel by the authorized relay R. Noting that, this probability
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depends on the combining technique applied by R (i.e., MRC or SC) such as
Pr (Uk = USel) =

Pr
(
max
j∈{K−k}
‖hj,r‖2 < ‖hk,r‖2
)
, for MRC
Pr
 max
j∈{K−k}
1<i<Nr
|hj,i,r|2 < |hk,r|2
 , for SC . (4.49)
On the other hand, the eavesdropper E is assumed to apply a MRC tech-
nique to maximize the total SNR of the received signal. Hence, the term
Pr
(
Pk
N0
‖hk,e‖2 > δ
)
in (4.48) is given by
Pr
(
Pk
N0
‖hk,e‖2 > δ
)
= 1− Pr
(
Pk
N0
‖hk,e‖2 < δ
)
=
mkNe−1∑
l=0
(mkλk,eδ)
l
l!
exp (−mkλk,eδ) , (4.50)
Then, at high SNR values (i.e., γk,e → ∞), the intercept probability expression
can be simplified to
∞
Pr
(
Pk
N0
‖hk,e‖2 > δ
)
= 1−
∞
Pr
(
Pk
N0
‖hk,e‖2 < δ
)
= 1− (mkλk,eδ)
mkNe
(mkNe)!
. (4.51)
Therefore, based on the formulas presented in (4.48), (4.49) and (4.50), we have
two different PHY security models as follows:
In this model, the secrecy performance of the considered system is investigated
when the authorized relay R performs the MRC technique and the eavesdropper E
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performs the MRC technique. Hence, the intercept probability for the MRC/MRC
model is given by
P Sel,MRCint =
K∑
k=1
Pr
(
max
j∈{K−k}
‖hj,r‖2 < ‖hk,r‖2
)
Pr
(
Pk
N0
‖hk,e‖2 > δ
)
, (4.52)
where the probability of the best user selection is given by
Pr
(
max
j∈{K−k}
‖hj,r‖2 < ‖hk,r‖2
)
=
∫ ∞
0
∏
j∈K−k
F‖hj,r‖2(x)f‖hk,r‖2(x)dx
=
∫ ∞
0
∏
j∈K−k
1− mjNr−1∑
p=0
(mjNrx)
p
p!
exp(−mjNrx)
 (mkλk,r)mkNr
(mkNr − 1)!
exp(−mkλk,rx)
x1−mkNr
dx
=
K−1∑
j=0
(−1)j
j!
K−1∑
n1,...,nK
nj 6=nk
∑j
tj=1
mtjNr−1∑
qj=0
Ξqj
(mkλk,r)
mkNr
(mkNr − 1)!
∫ ∞
0
exp
(−(λtotj +mkλk,r)x)
x1−qj−mkNr
dx
=
K−1∑
j=0
(−1)j
j!
K−1∑
n1,...,nK
nj 6=nk
∑j
tj=1
mtjNr−1∑
qj=0
Ξqj
(mkλk,r)
mkNr
(mkNr − 1)!
Γ(qj +mkNr)
(λtotj +mkλk,r)
(qj+mkNr)
. (4.53)
In this model, the secrecy performance of the adopted system is investigated
when the authorized relay R performs the SC technique and the eavesdropper E
performs the MRC technique. Hence, the intercept probability for the SC/MRC
model is given by
P Sel,SCint =
K∑
k=1
Pr
 max
j∈{K−k}
1<i<Nr
|hj,i,r|2 < |hk,r|2
Pr(Pk
N0
‖hk,e‖2 > δ
)
, (4.54)
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where the probability of best user selection is given by
Pr
 max
j∈{K−k}
1<i<Nr
|hj,i,r|2 < |hk,r|2
 = ∫ ∞
0
∏
j∈K−k
F‖hj,r‖2(x)f‖hk,r‖2(x)dx
=
NR∑
i=0
(
NR
i
)
(−1)i
∑˜ m1−1
p1,1,...,p1,i
. . . , j 6= k, . . .
∑˜ mK−1
pK,1,...,pK,i
Υj,∆j
× (mkλk,r)
mkNr
(mkNr − 1)! (λtotj ,∆j +mkλk,r)
−(∆j+mkNr)Γ(∆j +mkNr). (4.55)
4.5.1.2 Impact of RF Power Allocation on Secrecy Performance
In this part, we investigate the impact of the proposed RF transmission power
relation in Section 4.4.5 on the PHY security of the considered system. The
relation in (4.38) states that the optimal RF transmission power depends on the
dominant link between the RF and FSO links. To emphasize the importance of
the power allocation relation (4.38), consider a single user K = 1 which transmits
its data with a maximum transmission power PT1 in the presence of a passive
eavesdropper equipped with Ne antennas. Hence, the intercept probability of the
single user is given by
Pr
(
Pk
N0
‖hk,e‖2 > δ
)
=
m1Ne−1∑
l=0
(m1λ1,eδ)
l
l!
exp (−m1λ1,eδ) , (4.56)
Then, at high SNR values (i.e., γk,e → ∞), the intercept probability expression
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can be simplified to
∞
Pr
(
P1
N0
‖h1,e‖2 > δ
)
= 1− (m1λ1,eδ)
m1Ne
(m1Ne)!
= 1− (m1δ)
m1Ne
(m1Ne)!
(
N0
PT1Ω1,e
)m1Ne
. (4.57)
It is clear from (4.57) that the intercept probability depends on the value of
the RF transmission power (PT1). It is obvious that increasing PT1 harms the sys-
tem security by increasing the probability of intercept. Whereas, decreasing PT1
decreases the intercept probability and enhances the system secrecy performance.
On the other hand, decreasing PT1 increases the system RF outage probability
and harms the system reliability performance. This contradiction between the
system secrecy performance represented by the intercept probability and the sys-
tem reliability performance represented by the outage probability is known as
security-reliability trade-off (SRT) analysis. This trade-off analysis depends on
the value of PT1 which emphasizes the importance of our power allocation rela-
tion in (4.38). Since the optimal RF transmission power depends on the dominant
link between the two system links (i.e., RF and FSO link), we have the following
two cases:
Case (1): FSO link is dominant
In this case, increasing PT1 does not enhance the system outage performance be-
cause of the dominant FSO link. Therefore, it would be more practical to transmit
with a reduced value Preq which is less than PT1 . As a result, the secrecy per-
formance of the considered system will be improved without harming the system
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outage performance.
Case (2): RF link is dominant
In this case, the RF link dominates the system outage performance, hence, the
user has to transmit with its maximum power PT1 . Although reducing the RF
transmission power improves the secrecy performance, it also increases the system
outage probability. Therefore, we present a CJ model to enhance system secrecy
performance in the next part.
4.5.2 Cooperative Jamming Model for Enhancing Physi-
cal Layer Security
4.5.2.1 System Intercept Probability
In this part, we employ CJ technique to enhance the system secrecy performance.
To do that, a friendly jamming signal which is known to R is employed which
can be canceled at R by subtraction [116]. Since the considered system selects
the best user among all the K users, the rest K − 1 users will be idle during
the selected best user transmission. Therefore, the proposed CJ model selects
the worst Uk − R link among the remaining K − 1 users to broadcast the prior
known jamming signal at R to jam E. The worst relay is selected to reduce any
interference caused by the jammer in the case of imperfect CSI. Hence, in the RF
phase, the received signal at E through the i-th antenna from the k-th user can
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be expressed as
yk,i,e =
√
Pkhk,i,exk +
√
PJhJ,i,exJ + we, (4.58)
where hJ,i,e is the channel coefficient between the jamming user (UJ) and the i-th
antenna at E and xJ is the transmitted jamming signal from UJ with E{|xJ|2} = 1.
Using (4.58), the SNR observed at the i-th antenna of E can be expressed as
γk,i,e =
Pk|hk,i,e|2
PJ|hJ,i,e|2 +N0 . (4.59)
Since the eavesdropper E applies MRC technique, the combined SNR of the Uk
→ E link can be written as
γk,e ,
Pk‖hk,e‖2
PJ‖hJ,e‖2 +N0 =
Ne∑
i=1
γk,i,e. (4.60)
According to Shannon’s theorem, the capacity of wiretap channel (i.e., Uk − E
link) is given by
Ck,e = log2
(
1 +
Pk‖hk,e‖2
PJ‖hJ,e‖2 +N0
)
. (4.61)
Again, the intercept probability represents the probability that the wiretap chan-
nel capacity is higher than R, such as
P
(k)
int = Pr(Ck,e > R). (4.62)
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Similarly, the substitution of Ck,e from (4.61) in (4.62) leads to
P
(k)
int = Pr
(
log2
(
1 +
Pk‖hk,e‖2
PJ‖hJ,e‖2 +N0
)
> R
)
= Pr
(
Pk‖hk,e‖2
PJ‖hJ,e‖2 +N0 > δ
)
, (4.63)
Using CJ, the eavesdropper E will be suffering from a jamming signal transmit-
ted by the worst selected user (UJ), hence, the wiretap channel capacity can be
expressed as
P Selint = Pr
(
log2
(
1 +
PSel‖hSel,e‖2
PJ‖hJ,e‖2 +N0
)
> R
)
= Pr
(
PSel‖hSel,e‖2
PJ‖hJ,e‖2 +N0 > δ
)
=
K∑
k=1
Pr (Uk = USel)
 ∑
t∈{K−k}
Pr (Ut = UJ) Pr
(
Pk‖hk,e‖2
PJ‖ht,e‖2 +N0 > δ
) .
(4.64)
The results in (4.64) is similar to (4.48) with the new term Pr (Ut = UJ) denotes
the event that the t-th user is the selected worst user (i.e., jamming user UJ) by
the authorized relay R. Noting that, this probability depends on the combining
technique applied by R (i.e., MRC or SC) such as
Pr (Ut = UJ) =

Pr
(
min
j∈{K−k−t}
‖hj,r‖2 > ‖ht,r‖2
)
, for MRC
Pr
 min
j∈{K−k−t}
1<i<Nr
|hj,i,r|2 > |ht,r|2
 , for SC . (4.65)
On the other hand, the eavesdropper E is assumed to apply a MRC technique to
maximize the total SNR of the received signal in the presence of a jamming signal
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with a power of PJ. Hence, the term Pr
(
Pk‖hk,e‖2
PJ‖ht,e‖2+N0 > δ
)
in (4.64) is given by
Pr
(
Pk‖hk,e‖2
PJ‖ht,e‖2 +N0 > δ
)
= 1− Pr
(
Pk‖hk,e‖2
PJ‖ht,e‖2 +N0 < δ
)
= 1−
mkNe−1∑
l=0
(mkλk,eδ)
l exp (−mkλk,eδ)
l!(mtλt,e)−mtNe
Φ (mtNe, 1 + p+mtNe;mkλk,eδ +mtλt,e) ,
(4.66)
where Φ(a, b; c) is the confluent hupergeometric function defined by [109, Eq.
9.210.1]. At high SNR values (i.e., γk,e → ∞), the intercept probability can be
simplified to be
∞
Pr
(
Pk
N0
‖hk,e‖2 > δ
)
= 1−
∞
Pr
(
Pk
N0
‖hk,e‖2 < δ
)
= 1− (mkλk,eδ)
mkNe
(mkNe)!(mtλt,e)−mtNe
Φ (mtNe, 1 + (mt +mk)Ne;mtλt,e) . (4.67)
Therefore, based on the formulas presented in (4.48), (4.49) and (4.50), we have
two different PHY security models as follows:
In this model, the secrecy performance of the considered system is investigated
when both the authorized relay R and the eavesdropper E perform the MRC
technique. Hence, the intercept probability for the MRC/MRC model is given by
P Sel,MRCint =
K∑
k=1
Pr
(
max
j∈{K−k}
‖hj,r‖2 < ‖hk,r‖2
)
Pr
(
min
j∈{K−k−t}
‖hj,r‖2 > ‖ht,r‖2
)
× Pr
(
Pk
N0
‖hk,e‖2 > δ
)
, (4.68)
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where the probability of worst user selection is given by
Pr
(
min
j∈{K−k−t}
‖hj,r‖2 > ‖ht,r‖2
)
= 1−
∫ ∞
0
∏
j∈{K−k−t}
[
1− F‖hj,r‖2(x)
]
f‖ht,r‖2(x)dx
(4.69)
In this model, the secrecy performance of the considered system is investigated
when the authorized relay R performs the SC technique and the eavesdropper E
performs the MRC technique. Hence, the intercept probability for the SC/MRC
model is given by
P Sel,SCint =
K∑
k=1
Pr
 max
j∈{K−k}
1<i<Nr
|hj,i,r|2 < |hk,r|2
Pr
 min
j∈{K−k−t}
1<i<Nr
|hj,i,r|2 > |ht,r|2

× Pr
(
Pk
N0
‖hk,e‖2 > δ
)
, (4.70)
where the probability of the worst user selection is given by
Pr
 min
j∈{K−k−t}
1<i<Nr
|hj,i,r|2 > |ht,r|2
 = 1− ∫ ∞
0
∏
j∈{K−k−t}
[
1− F‖hj,r‖2(x)
]
f‖ht,r‖2(x)dx
(4.71)
4.5.2.2 Power Allocation for PHY Security Enhancement
In this part, a power allocation optimization problem is formulated to enhance
the CJ model PHY security performance. The power allocation problem here aims
to find the optimal transmission and jamming powers which achieve a certain
outage probability performance (PCJout,Req.) for the CJ PHY security model. For a
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fair comparison between the secrecy performance of the proposed CJ model and
the secrecy performance considered MU SIMO RF/FSO system without CJ, the
total power for transmission and jamming is set to be equal to the maximum user
transmission power PT (i.e., PT = PReq. + PJ).
Based on the above-mentioned discussion, the outage performance of the CJ
model is similar to the performance of the normal RF/FSO model since the au-
thorized destination is assumed to know the jamming signal. Hence, the outage
probabilities of both models are identical. For simplicity, the asymptotic out-
age probability is used to obtain the optimal transmission powers. Again, since
the outage probability of the considered system with CJ model depends on the
dominant link between the two RF and FSO links, we have two different cases:
Case (1): FSO link is dominant
In this case, the optimal power allocation formula which is presented in Section.
4.4.2 is valid. The the transmission RF power is set to be Preq and the jamming
power is given by PJ = PT−Preq. It is important to emphasize that the CJ model
enhances the system secrecy performance in two ways. Firstly, the CJ model
decreases the RF transmission power to Preq without harming the system outage
probability. Secondly, the deducted power from the RF transmission is used as a
jamming power PJ is used by the friendly jammer node (i.e., the selected worst
user) to enhance the system secrecy performance.
Case (2): RF link is dominant
In this case, the RF link dominates the system outage performance. Hence, the
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user has to transmit with its maximum power PT. Therefore, another power
allocation problem is formulated to find the optimal power value P ∗k which set
the RF/FSO system with CJ model outage probability to a certain required value
(PCJout,Req.). Then, the remaining power is allocated for CJ to improve the PHY
security of the system. The optimization problem can be formulated such as
Minimize Pk
subject to: P∞,CJout = P
∞,CJ
out,Req. > P
∞,CJ
out,Min.
Pk + PJ = PT, (4.72)
where P∞,CJout,Req. is a predetermined required asymptotic RF outage probability
which cannot exceed the minimum outage probability P∞,CJout,Min. achieved by the
system when the total power PT is used for transmission only. Hence the optimal
power P ∗k is given by
P ∗k =

[∏K
k=1
(mkN0Ω−1k,Nrγout)
mkNr
(mkNr)!P
∞,CJ
out,Req.
] 1∑K
k=1
mkNr
, for MRC[∏K
k=1
(mkN0Ω−1k,Nrγout)
mkNr
mk!P
∞,CJ
out,Req.
] 1∑K
k=1
mkNr
, for SC
. (4.73)
Under the assumption of identical users channels with equal transmission powers,
the optimal value is given by
P ∗k =

N0muγout
Ωu,r((muNr)!)muNr
(
P∞,CJout,Req.
) −1
muNrK
, for MRC
N0muγout
Ωu,r((muNr)!)mu
(
P∞,CJout,Req.
) −1
muNrK
, for SC
. (4.74)
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Hence, the jamming power is given by
PJ = PT − P ∗k . (4.75)
4.6 Numerical Results
Numerical examples and Monte-Carlo simulations are generated to validate the
reliability of the newly derived exact and asymptotic expressions via compari-
son. Numerical examples are provided to show the effect of cooperative jamming,
number of users, power optimization, number of antennas at the relay, turbu-
lence fading parameters and pointing error on the system performance. The used
modulation scheme is assumed to be binary phased shift keying (BPSK), and 106
iterations have been run in generating the simulation results.
The impact of K on the system outage performance is investigated in Figure
4.2. For combining schemes, results show that increasing the K increases the
system diversity order. Moreover, it is clear that the outage performance of MRC
scheme outperforms the SC scheme as the average SNR of selected user in the
MRC scheme (all antennas are considered in the selection process) is larger than
that in the SC scheme (one antenna is considered in the selection process). This
performance gap between the two combining schemes becomes smaller with high
number of users since keeping increasing number of users reaches the point where
the FSO link becomes dominating the system performance rather the RF link.
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Figure 4.2: Outage probabilities for both MRC and SC schemes versus SNR of the
considered system with opportunistic scheduling and different number of users K.
This fact is clearly shown in the asymptotic results. Also, it is important to
mention that both MRC and SC schemes achieve the same diversity gain but the
MRC has a better coding gain compared to SC scheme.
Another parameter which affects the system outage performance is the
Nakagami-m fading parameter represented by mu and it is studied in Figure 4.3.
For both combining schemes, results show that increasing mu enhances the system
reliability by increasing its diversity order. Again, the impact of mu on the system
performance is also limited by the FSO link conditions.
Figure 4.4 shows how the FSO link atmospheric turbulence conditions, rep-
resented by α and β, could harm the considered system performance. It can be
notice that decreasing α and β (i.e., stronger turbulence conditions) leads to the
situation where the FSO link dominants the system performance which may kill
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Figure 4.3: Outage probabilities for both MRC and SC schemes versus SNR of the
considered system with opportunistic scheduling and different values of Nakagami-
m parameter mu.
any improvements in the system performance coming from the RF link. For fixed
values of K, mk and Nr (i.e., RF link diversity gain is fixed), it can be noticed
that the considered system diversity order is directly affected by the FSO link con-
ditions. Moreover, it is clear that at strong turbulence, there is no performance
gain for MRC scheme over the SC scheme. Whereas, keeping increasing α and β
reduces the fading severity of FSO links and results in a remarkable improvement
in the MRC scheme performance over the SC scheme performance.
The average symbol error probability performances of both heterodyne de-
tection (i.e., r = 1) and IM/DD detection (i.e., r = 2) schemes are presented
in Figure 4.5. Results show that the performance of heterodyne detection mode
outperforms the IM/DD mode , as expected. This performance gain is achieved
with a complexity plenty.
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Figure 4.4: Average symbol error probabilities for both MRC and SC schemes
versus SNR of the considered system with opportunistic scheduling and different
atmospheric turbulence conditions.
The effect of pointing error (i.e., ζ) on the considered system ergodic capacity
is investigated in Figure 4.6. It is clear that increasing ζ improves the system
ergodic capacity. Moreover, results illustrate that the MRC scheme can achieve
a higher system ergodic capacity than the SC scheme, as expected. This gain in
system capacity due to using MRC scheme becomes smaller as ζ keeps increasing.
The effect of relay antennas Nr on the system ergodic capacity is studied in
Figure 4.7 under weak turbulence conditions. It is clear that increasing Nr in-
creases the system ergodic capacity. In addition, it can be noticed that increasing
Nr has a significant improvement on the ergodic capacity performance of the MRC
scheme compared to SC scheme, as expected.
The optimal power allocation formula which was provided in (4.38) is vali-
dated in Figure 4.8. Under different FSO turbulence conditions, the formula is
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Figure 4.5: Average symbol error probabilities for both MRC and SC schemes
versus SNR of the considered system with opportunistic scheduling and different
types of optical detection schemes r.
investigated for different number of users K. As long as the RF link dominates
the system performance, the selected user transmits with maximum power PT = 1
(i.e., normalized). Once the FSO link dominates the performance, the proposed
optimal power allocation formula obtains the required user transmission power
P opt which guarantees the best RF link performance (RF outage = 0.01 FSO out-
age) and saves the rest of the power as there will be no performance improvement
due to increasing it. As shown in this figure, for the case of strong turbulence
(α = 4.022, β = 1.566 ), it can be noticed that the selected user transmits with PT
as long as K ≤ 2. As K becomes > 2, the FSO link becomes the dominant link
and the selected user transmits with a power less than PT with no wasted power.
On the other hand, for the case of weak turbulence (α = 21.589, β = 19.821), it
can be noticed that the selected user transmits with PT as long as K ≤ 4 as in this
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Figure 4.6: Ergodic capacities for both MRC and SC schemes versus SNR of the
considered system with opportunistic scheduling and different values of pointing
error ζ.
case, the FSO link needs more users in order to dominate the system performance.
The secrecy performance of the considered system with MRC scheme is studied
in Figure 4.9 for different number of eavesdropper antennas Ne. Results show
that increasing Ne improves the eavesdropper intercept probability and degrades
the system security. This is because increasing Ne increases the number of links
between the eavesdropper and the selected user which improves the total e2e SNR
value at the eavesdropper and results in increasing the intercept probability.
The SRT analysis of the considered system in presented in Figure 4.10 where
the trade-off relation between the system outage probability and intercept proba-
bility is investigated. Results show that increasing the number of users K improves
the system security performance against a multiple-antenna eavesdropper attack.
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Figure 4.7: Ergodic capacities for both MRC and SC schemes versus SNR of the
considered system with opportunistic scheduling and different values of Nr.
This is because increasing K increases the system diversity order which results
in decreasing the needed transmission power to achieve the same outage proba-
bility value. Hence, the system intercept probability decreases and enhances the
security performance.
The effect of number of relay antennas Nr on the system secrecy performance
is illustrated in Figure 4.11. It is clear from this figure that increasing Nr under a
certain outage probability performance decreases the system intercept probability
and enhances the system secrecy performance. This improvement in the system
secrecy performance can be explained by the fact that increasing the number
of relay antennas decreases the needed transmission power to achieve the same
outage performance resulting in enhancing the system secrecy performance. It is
obvious also that increasing the required outage probability from 10−1 to 10−3
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Figure 4.8: Optimal power allocation for MRC scheme versus number of users K
for different atmospheric turbulence conditions α and β.
harms the system secrecy performance as in this case the selected best user needs
to pump more transmission power to achieve a better outage performance which
results in increasing the system intercept probability.
The impact of optimal power allocation on the secrecy performance is investi-
gated in Figure 4.12. As previously mentioned, the selected user transmits with
maximum transmission power PT as long as the RF link is dominant. This max-
imum power transmission gives an advantage for the eavesdropper to overhear
the authorized transmission. Once the FSO link dominates the system perfor-
mance, there is no need for the selected user to transmit with maximum power.
Hence, the optimal PA obtains the needed transmission value which depends on
the system diversity order and the FSO link conditions. With this power alloca-
tion scheme, reducing the selected user transmission power harms the intercept
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Figure 4.9: Intercept probability of MRC scheme of the considered system with
opportunistic scheduling and different number of eavesdropper antennas Ne.
probability without affecting the system outage performance. In this figure, it is
shown that increasing Nr with applying power allocation outperforms the secrecy
performance without no power allocation.
Figure 4.13 studies the impact of the proposed power allocation scheme on the
SRT analysis of the considered system. Results show that the proposed power
allocation formula has a significant impact on the system secrecy performance in
different FSO link conditions. It can be noticed that when the system applies
the optimal power allocation scheme, the SRT curve moves downwards. This is
because the power allocation scheme allows the selected user to reduce its trans-
mission power to a certain value that keeps the same system outage performance.
Whereas, this power reduction degrades the system intercept probability which
results in enhancing system secrecy performance. Therefore, for the same value of
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Figure 4.10: SRT analysis for MRC scheme of the considered system with oppor-
tunistic scheduling and different number of users K.
outage probability the power allocation scheme achieves a smaller intercept prob-
ability compared to no power allocation case. Moreover, as mentioned before,
the atmospheric turbulence conditions α and β are two main parameters which
affect the value of the optimal transmission power. Hence, it is clear that the
optimal power value of the weak turbulence case is higher than the optimal value
of the strong turbulence case. As a result, the secrecy performance of the strong
turbulence case outperforms the secrecy performance of the weak turbulence case.
The intercept probability for the proposed CJ model versus SNR for differ-
ent values of jamming power PJ is discussed in Figure 4.14. Results show that
increasing PJ decreases the system intercept probability and improves its secrecy
performance, as expected.
The CJ model performance is investigated for different values of outage per-
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Nr of the considered system with opportunistic scheduling and different values of
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formance in Figure 4.15. Results demonstrate that increasing the needed outage
probability values decreases the system intercept probability and enhances the
secrecy performance for two reasons. First, high outage probability performance
requires less transmission power from the selected user which reduces the system
intercept probability. Second, this reduction in the required transmission power
increases the jamming power PJ resulting in a further enhancement in the system
secrecy performance.
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Figure 4.12: The impact of optimal power allocation on the secrecy performance
for MRC scheme of the considered system with opportunistic scheduling and dif-
ferent number of relay antennas Nr.
4.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we studied the performance of dual-hop MU SIMO mixed RF/FSO
relay network with opportunistic scheduling and two different diversity combing
schemes (MRC and SC). Closed-from expressions were derived for the outage
probability, ASEP and ergodic capacity assuming Nakagami-m/Gamma-Gamma
fading distributions for the RF/FSO links with the consideration of pointing er-
rors. For high SNR values, closed-form expressions for the asymptotic outage
probability were derived and used in obtaining optimal power allocation solu-
tions. Moreover, the secrecy performance of the considered system against a
multiple-antenna eavesdropper attack was investigated and the system intercept
probability formula was derived. To enhance the secrecy performance of the con-
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Figure 4.13: The impact of optimal power allocation on the SRT analysis for
SC scheme of the considered system with opportunistic scheduling and different
atmospheric turbulence conditions α and β.
sidered system, a new cooperative model which employs the selected worst user by
the authorized relay to serve as a friendly jammer was proposed. Also, closed-form
expressions for the intercept probability of CJ model were derived. The findings
demonstrated that under weak atmospheric turbulence conditions, RF links dom-
inate the system overall performance resulting in achieving a full diversity order
of mkNrK. In the case of strong atmospheric turbulence conditions, the FSO link
dominates the system performance which limits the diversity order to the min-
imum value of the turbulence fading and pointing error parameters. Moreover,
power allocation formula was shown to provide a significant improvement in the
secrecy performance of the considered system. Finally, the proposed CJ model
was shown to enhance the system performance, especially for the RF dominant
case.
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CHAPTER 5
MULTIUSER MIXED RF/FSO
RELAY NETWORKS IN THE
PRESENCE OF RF
INTERFERENCE
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the impact of RF co-channel interference (CCI) on the perfor-
mance of MU mixed RF/FSO relay network with opportunistic user scheduling
is investigated. The considered system includes multiple users, one AF relay,
one destination and an eavesdropper. In particular, the SRT analysis is investi-
gated for the considered system in the presence of CCI. We assume that the RF
channels are following Nakagami-m distribution, and the FSO channel is follow-
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ing Gamma-Gamma fading distribution in the presence of jitter fading. On the
other hand, the RF interference channels are assumed to be independent but non-
identically distributed (i.ni.d). Firstly, we investigate the system probability of
outage. Then, an asymptotic expression for the outage probability is obtained at
the high signal-tointerference-and-noise ratio (SINR) region to get more insights
on the system performance key parameters. Moreover, based on asymptotic prob-
ability of outage, the optimal transmission power in two different cases based
on the atmospheric turbulence conditions. Secondly, the secrecy performance of
the considered system is studied in the presence of CCI at both authorized relay
and unauthorized eavesdropper. Exact closed-form expression for the intercept
probability of the considered system is derived and then simplified to an asymp-
totic formula. Moreover, the impact of the proposed power allocation formula on
the system secrecy performance is investigated under two atmospheric turbulence
conditions. Finally, the PHY security performance of the considered MU mixed
RF/FSO model is enhanced using two different CJ models. For this purpose, we
investigate the intercept probability of the CJ models in the presence of interfer-
ence over Nakagami-m fading channels. Using the derived asymptotic expression
for outage probability, another power allocation optimization problem is formu-
lated and solved to find the optimal transmission and jamming powers needed to
enhance the system security. Numerical and simulation results are presented to
support the derived mathematical formulas to clarify the main contributions of
the work.
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The findings of this chapter show that although CCI increases the system out-
age probability, it might improve the system secrecy performance. Moreover, in
the case of weak turbulence conditions, the RF channels dominate the overall per-
formance, and the considered system diversity order depends on the Nakagami-m
fading parameter, number of relay antennas and the number of users. Further-
more, for the special case of identical users’ channels, the system achieves a max-
imum diversity order. In the case of strong turbulence conditions, the FSO link
dominates the overall performance which limits the system diversity order to the
minimum value of the turbulence fading and pointing error parameters. Finally,
results show the effectiveness of the proposed power allocation strategy in enhanc-
ing the system secrecy performance against possible eavesdropper attacks.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 reviews the lit-
erature. Section 5.3 presents the system and channel models. The performance
analysis is evaluated in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 provides the PHY security perfor-
mance analysis with optimal power allocation. Numerical results and simulations
are presented and discussed in Section 5.6. Finally, Section 5.7 concludes the work
contributions.
5.2 Literature Review
FSO communication systems employ light beams or laser technologies to enhance
the wireless network connectivity by providing high data rates. The FSO system
provides some benefits over the radio frequency (RF) systems, such as license
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free operation, low power, high security, simple installation and larger bandwidth.
Moreover, the communication operations of the FSO systems depends on the
LOS communication between the optical transmitter and receiver which limits
the effect of RF interference on the system performance of such systems [61].
Due to the above-mentioned advantages, the FSO systems have been employed
in many applications such as in last mile access point in cellular networks and
indoor femtocell networks [117].
Although the FSO systems provide efficient solutions for many of RF networks
problems such as spectrum sacristy, interference, and security, the performance
of FSO system is showed to be limited to some main parameters which are the
atmospheric turbulence conditions, the limited laser beam power and pointing
errors. The pointing errors are caused by the dynamic misalignment between the
optical transmitter and receiver. These aforementioned parameters degrade the
performance of the FSO systems and limit their coverage area. Therefore, the
mixed RF/FSO relaying networks have been presented as promising communica-
tion models which gather the advantages of both RF and FSO network besides
the advantages of cooperative communication networks [101]. The mixed RF/FSO
networks are dual-hop networks in which the communications take place over an
RF channel in the first hop and over an FSO channel in the second hop. These
mixed networks enhance the capacity of wireless networks by multiplexing a large
number of RF users through a single FSO link [64, 65].
The performance of mixed RF/FSO networks with AF relaying was investi-
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gated in [96]. The outage performance of the mixed RF/FSO network was studied
in [118] in Rayleigh/Gamma-Gamma channels models. The work was extended
in [68] where the outage performance, error probability and ergodic capacity were
investigated. Furthermore, the work in [68] investigated the impact of the point-
ing errors on the system performance. Recently, the general Malaga distribution
over the FSO link was used in the analysis of system performance [119] instead of
Gamma-Gamma distribution.
One of the advantages of FSO system over the RF systems is their rigidity to
RF interference. Due to the mixed communication nature of the RF/FSO network,
the co-channel interference would degrade the system performance of the RF links.
The impact of CCI on the reliability performance of different RF wireless systems
was investigated in [120, 121]. The impact CCI on the system performance of
cooperative communications network with AF relaying protocol was studied in
[120]. Closed-form expressions for outage and error probabilities were derived for
both identical and non-identical channels between the intended nodes. Moreover,
the interference channels were assumed to follow identical distribution. Results
showed that the system performance is limited by the interference level. The
impact non-identical interfering signals on the N -th order best selected relay in
dual hop cooperative networks over Rayleigh fading environment was studied in
[121]. Close-form expression for exact outage probability was derived. Revealing
more insights on the reliability performance, close-form expressions for asymptotic
outage probability were derived. Results showed that the system diversity order
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linearly increases with the number of relays and linearly decreases with the order
of the selected relay. Moreover, results illustrated that the system is still able to
achieve full diversity order in the presence of finite number of interferes with finite
powers.
The LOS nature of FSO systems provides high security against eavesdropping
attacks. However, the secrecy performance of a single hop FSO system was in-
vestigated in [102]. Although the results showed that the eavesdropper which is
nearly located to either the authorized optical transmitter or receiver can harm
the FSO system secrecy performance, the disability of splitting the optical trans-
mitted data without affecting its power makes the practicality of the considered
security model questionable. On the other hand, the secrecy performance of RF
networks was shown to be affected by any eavesdropping attack due to the broad-
casting nature of the RF channels. Hence, the RF link might be the weaker link in
the mixed RF/FSO network from the secrecy performance viewpoint. Therefore,
several PHY security models were proposed and employed along with different
RF network models to enhance the secrecy performance against eavesdroppers.
The main function of PHY security models is to make use of the available system
resources such as spatial-temporal channel characteristics [12], multiple antennas
[19], cooperative relays and jammers [122, 41] and beamforming [123] to enhance
the main channel conditions against the wiretap channel conditions.
The secrecy performance of multiuser wireless networks were investigated in
different system models in the literature [103, 104]. The work in [103] studied the
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secrecy performance of multiuser uplink wiretap networks where multiple users
communicate with a base station in the presence of multiple eavesdroppers. The
work proposed that the base station would select a certain user based on a pre-
determined threshold that is related to the channel gains of the eavesdroppers.
Results showed that the proposed sub-optimal user scheduling could guarantee
a secure transmission without harming the optimal network throughput. Then,
the work has been extended in [104] which studied the secrecy performance of
multiuser downlink wiretap networks with opportunistic scheduling where the
base station communicates with multiple users in the presence of asymmetrically
located eavesdroppers. Closed-form expressions for the secrecy throughput and
secrecy outage probability were derived. CJ is another approach to implement
cooperation for wireless communications with secrecy constraints [124]. Similar
to the artificial noise (AN) scheme, in CJ, the friendly jammers transmit jamming
signals (noise) while the source is transmitting the information signal [125].
Recently, the effect of CCI on the secrecy performance of cooperative wireless
networks was investigated in [126]. The authors presented optimal and subopti-
mal relay selection methods for enhancing the secrecy performance of interference-
limited cooperative networks with DF relays. In particular, the work concentrated
on enhancing the secrecy performance in the cooperative phase (i.e., the second
phase of communications) under the assumption of identical interferers only at
the destination and the eavesdropper. The relays were assumed to operate in
interference-free conditions. The work presented closed-form expressions for the
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secrecy outage probability and the probability of non-zero secrecy capacity. Al-
though the work in [126] studied the impact of CCI over the second phase of
cooperative networks communications, it neglected the impact of CCI over the
first phase of cooperative networks communications by assuming interference-free
relays which limited the obtained results to a special case of interference-limited
networks. The results showed that the presence of CCI might improve or degrade
the system secrecy performance. However, the work did not propose any secu-
rity enhancement scenarios which can improve the secrecy performance when the
presence of CCI is harmful.
Based on the above-mentioned discussion, we notice that the impact of CCI
on the system reliability performance of MU mixed RF/FSO networks has not
been addressed yet. Moreover, the secrecy performance of the considered MU
mixed RF/FSO system in the presence of passive eavesdropper and the existence
of CCI at both the authorized system and eavesdropper has not been studied
yet. Therefore, the main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows.
First, the impact of non-identical CCI on the reliability performance of autho-
rized MU mixed RF/FSO system is investigated. Exact closed-form expression
for the outage probability of the considered system is derived assuming Nakagami-
m/Gamma-Gamma fading channels distribution. Then, asymptotic expressions
for the outage probability of the considered system are derived under different
conditions of atmospheric channel conditions at the high SNR regime. The ob-
tained asymptotic expressions are used to obtain the optimal RF transmission
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power based on the diversity order and atmospheric channel conditions. Second,
the secrecy performance of the considered system in the presence of single passive
eavesdropper is investigated under the existence of non-identical CCI at both au-
thorized system and eavesdropper. Exact closed-form expression for the intercept
probability of the considered system is derived, then, it is simplified to a less so-
phisticated asymptotic expression. The impact of the obtained optimal RF power
expression on the secrecy performance is studied. Third, the work employs the
CJ technique in the considered system to increase system security in the pres-
ence of CCI. To do so, a power allocation optimization problem is formulated
to find the optimal transmission and jamming powers needed by the considered
model to enhance authorized network PHY security in the presence of a passive
eavesdropper. Hence, closed-form expressions of these powers are obtained. Since
obtaining closed-form expressions for the security-reliability trade-off (SRT) anal-
ysis of the MU mixed RF/FSO model is very complicated, the trade-off analysis
is investigated numerically in Section 5.6.
5.3 System and Channel Models
In this section, firstly, some preliminary discussions on the considered system
model is presented. Then, a brief discussion on the channel models is introduced.
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Figure 5.1: Dual-hop MU-SIMO mixed RF/FSO relay network with opportunistic
scheduling and multi-antenna eavesdropper.
5.3.1 System Model
As shown in Figure 5.1, The considered system model is a dual-hop MU mixed
RF/FSO relay network which consists of K users Uk (k = 1, . . . , K), equipped
with a single antenna each, an AF relay R equipped with a single antenna from
one side and a single photo-aperture transmitter from the other side, and one
destination D with a single photo detector. The K users communicate with the
destination D via the AF relay R with no direct link between the users and D
because of the direct link suffers from high fading severity or the destination node
is not equipped with RF antennas. Moreover, the communication operates in a
half-duplex mode. Hence, the communications take place over two phases, namely,
RF phase (where the selected best user communicate with the relay node over RF
channel) and FSO phase (where the relay communicates with the destination over
optical link). Moreover, the RF links between the K users and the relay are
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assumed to suffer from a number of non-identical interfering signals (IR) at the
front end of the relay antenna which degrades the performance of the considered
system RF link. In the RF phase, the received signal at R from the k-th user in
the presence of IR interferers can be expressed as
yk,r =
√
Pkhk,rxk +
IR∑
ir=1
√
Pircir,rxir + wr, (5.1)
where hk,r is the RF link channel coefficient between the k-th user (Uk) and R,
xk is the transmitted symbol from Uk with E{|xk|2} = 1 and transmitted power
Pk, cir,r is the RF link channel coefficient between the ir-th interferer and R, xir
denotes the ir-th interference symbol with E{|xir |2} = 1 and transmitted power
Pir , wr ∼ CN (0, N0) is an AWGN sample at R. Based on (5.1), the SINR observed
at R can be expressed as
γk,r =
Pk|hk,r|2∑IR
ir=1
Pir |cir,r|2 +N0
. (5.2)
The user selection algorithm implements the opportunistic scheduling based on
the Uk → R link. Herein, the user with the largest γk,r is selected as the best user
to communicate R over RF channels such as
γSel,r ,
max
1≤k≤K
[Pk|hk,r|2]∑IR
ir=1
Pir |cir,r|2 +N0
. (5.3)
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In the FSO phase, the relay R amplifies the received message ySel,r and retransmits
to the destination D. Hence, the received signal at D is given by
yr,d = gr,dGySel,r + wd, (5.4)
where gr,d is the link channel coefficient between R and D, G is the relay gain chosen
as [108], G =
√
Pr
PSel|hSel,r|2+
∑IR
ir=1
Pir |cir,r|2+N0
and wd ∼ CN (0, N0) is an AWGN
sample at D. Upon substituting the value of G in (5.4) and with some simple
manipulations, the e2e SNR at D is given by
γSel,D =
γSel,rγ˜r,d
γSel,r + γ˜r,d + 1
, (5.5)
where γ˜r,d is the SNR of the FSO hop that is related to the channel coefficient gr,d
of the R → D link. Hence, γ˜r,d can be expressed as
γ˜r,d ,
Pr
N0
|gr,d|2. (5.6)
The SNR in (5.5) can be upper bounded using the approximation (e.g., [68], [99])
γSel,D ∼= min{γSel,r, γ˜r,d}. Then, the user that has the largest e2e SNR is selected,
which gives
γSel,D = max{γ1,D, γ2,D, . . . , γK,D}. (5.7)
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5.3.2 Channel Model
For RF links, the channel coefficients hk,r, for k = 1, 2, . . . , K, are assumed to
follow Nakagami-m fading distribution, then the CDF of the k-th user’s (Uk)
SNR at R is given by
Fγk,r(x) = 1−
mk−1∑
p=0
(mkλk,rx)
p
p!
exp (−mkλk,rx) , (5.8)
where λk,r = 1/γ¯k,r with γ¯k,r =
Pk
N0
E{|hk,r|2} = PkN0Ωk,r.
Moreover, the RF link is assumed to suffer from IR of interfering signals which
are assumed to be independent but not necessarily identically distributed (i.ni.d)
Nakagami-m random variables with parameters mir and Ωir,r. Hence, the pdf of
the total interference at R is given as [127]
f|ci,r|2(y) =
[
IR∏
ir
(mirλir,r)
mir
]
IR∑
ir
mir∑
j=1
βj−1ir y
mir−j
(mir − j)!(j − 1)!
exp(−mirλir,ry), (5.9)
where
βj−1ir =
dj−1
dsj−1
[ IR∏
v 6=ir
v=1
(mvλv,r + s)
mv
]∣∣∣∣
s=−mirλir,r
. (5.10)
For the optical link, the FSO link is assumed to follow Gamma-Gamma fading
distribution with pointing errors as discussed in Section 4.3.2.
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5.4 Performance Analysis
In this section, the system outage performance is investigated. Based on the afore-
mentioned SNR bound, exact closed-form expression of the outage probability is
derived. Then, for high SNR values, the exact closed-form expression of the out-
age probability is simplified to a mathematical formula for the asymptotic outage
probability.
5.4.1 Exact Outage Probability
An outage event occurs when the SNR at D goes below a predetermined outage
threshold γout. Hence, the outage probability is given by Pout = Pr [γSel,D ≤ γout],
γout =
(
22R − 1) and R denotes the spectral efficiency. Then, the CDF of γSel,D
can is given by [110]
FγSel,D(γ) = FγSel,r(γ) + Fγ˜r,d(γ)− FγSel,r(γ)Fγ˜r,d(γ), (5.11)
where FγSel,r(γ) and Fγ˜r,d(γ) are the CDFs of first hop SINR and the second hop
SNR, respectively. Using the opportunistic scheduling in (5.3), the CDF FγSel,r(γ)
can be written as
FγSel,r(γ) =
∫ ∞
1
fY (y)
[
K∏
k=1
Fγk,r(γy)
]
dy, (5.12)
where Fγk,r(γy) is the CDF of the SNR of the k-th user given in (5.8), and fY (y)
is the pdf of the interference power at R given in (5.9). Hence, substituting (5.8)
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and (5.9) in (5.12) and applying the identity
K∏
k=1
(1− qk) =
K∑
k=0
(−1)k
k!
K∑
n1,...,nk
k∏
t=1
qnt , (5.13)
with
∑K
n1,...,nk being a short- hand notation for
∑
. . .
∑
n1=...=nk=1
n1 6=... 6=nk
, (5.12) can be rewritten
as
FγSel,r(γ) =
[
IR∏
ir
(mirλir,r)
mir
]
K∑
k=0
(−1)k
k!
K∑
n1,...,nk
∑k
t=1mt−1∑
q=0
IR∑
ir
mir∑
j=1
Ξqγ
qβj−1ir
(mir − j)!(j − 1)!
× exp(mirλir,r)
∫ ∞
1
(γy)q(y − 1)mir−1 exp (−(λtotγ +mirλir,r)y) dy
=
[
IR∏
ir
(mirλir,r)
mir
]
K∑
k=0
(−1)k
k!
K∑
n1,...,nk
∑k
t=1mt−1∑
q=0
IR∑
ir
mir∑
j=1
Ξqγ
qβj−1ir
(mir − j)!(j − 1)!
× exp(−λtotγ)Γ(mir)Φ(mir ,mir + q + 1;λtotγ +mirλir,r), (5.14)
where Ξq =
∑
|st|=q
(mtλt,r)
pt
pt!
, and λtot =
∑k
t=1mtλt,r.
Upon substituting (5.14) and (4.17) in (5.11) and after some simplifications,
we get
FγD(γ) =
[
IR∏
ir
(mirλir,r)
mir
]
K∑
k=0
(−1)k
k!
K∑
n1,...,nk
∑k
t=1mt−1∑
q=0
IR∑
ir
mir∑
j=1
Ξqγ
qβj−1ir
(mir − j)!(j − 1)!
× exp(−λtotγ)Γ(mir − j + 1)Φ(mir − j + 1,mir + q − j + 2;λtotγ +mirλir,r)
×
{
1− AG3r,1r+1,3r+1
[
B
γ¯r,d
γ
∣∣∣∣1,χ1χ2,0
]}
+ AG3r,1r+1,3r+1
[
B
γ¯r,d
γ
∣∣∣∣1,χ1χ2,0
]
. (5.15)
Finally, we obtain the system outage probability by replacing γ by γout in (5.15).
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5.4.2 Asymptotic Outage Probability
To get more insights about the considered system performance to determine the
key parameters which affect the system performance, a simpler asymptotic ex-
pressions for the outage probability are derived and analyzed.
At high SNR values, the outage probability can be expressed as Pout '
(GcSNR)
−Gd , where Gc denotes the coding gain of the system and Gd is the
diversity order of the system [111].
Hence, the CDF expression of the k-th user in (5.8) can be simplified to be
F∞γk,r(x) =
(mkλk,rx)
mk
mk!
(5.16)
Substituting (5.16) in (5.12) yields to
F∞γSel,r(γ) =
[
IR∏
ir
(mirλir,r)
mir
][
K∏
k=1
(mkλk,r)
mk
mk!
]
γ
∑K
k=1mk
IR∑
ir
mir∑
j=1
βj−1ir
(mir − j)!(j − 1)!
× Γ(mir − j + 1) Φ
(
mir − j + 1,mir +
K∑
k=1
mk − j + 2;λtotγ +mirλir,r
)
.
(5.17)
For further simplification, the users could be assumed to have identical channels
(λ1,r = λ2,r = · · · = λK,r = λu,r) and (m1 = m2 = · · · = mK = mu). For the
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identical case, the CDF in (5.17) simplifies to
F∞γSel,r(γ) =
[
IR∏
ir
(mirλir,r)
mir
](
(muλu,r)
mu
mu!
)K
γmuK
IR∑
ir
mir∑
j=1
βj−1ir
(mir − j)!(j − 1)!
× Γ(mir − j + 1) Φ(mir − j + 1,mir +muK − j + 2;λtotγ +mirλir,r) .
(5.18)
On the other hand, the FSO link may have two different cases based on the
atmospheric turbulence conditions as follows:
Case 1: Weak Turbulence
Herein, the FSO link is assumed to suffer from a weak turbulence conditions which
are represented by large values of α and β in (4.17). Then, as γ¯r,d →∞, the CDF
of the second hop (FSO link) SNR Fγ˜r,d(γ) can be simplified to [109, Eq. (9.303)]
F∞γ˜r,d(γ) '
ABγ
γ¯r,d
. (5.19)
For high SNR values, the CDF in (5.11) can be simplified to be
F∞γD (γ) ' F∞γSel,r(γ) + F∞γ˜r,d(γ), (5.20)
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Upon substituting (5.17) and (5.19) in (5.20), we get
F∞γD (γ) '
[
IR∏
ir
(mirλir,r)
mir
][
K∏
k=1
(mkλk,r)
mk
mk!
]
γ
∑K
k=1mk
IR∑
ir
mir∑
j=1
βj−1ir
(mir − j)!(j − 1)!
× Γ(mir − j + 1) Φ
(
mir − j + 1,mir +
K∑
k=1
mk − j + 2;λtotγ +mirλir,r
)
+
ABγ
γ¯r,d
.
(5.21)
For the case of identical users, the resultant asymptotic expression in (5.21) can
be further simplified to
F∞γD (γ) '
[
IR∏
ir
(mirλir,r)
mir
](
(muλu,r)
mu
mu!
)K
γmuK
IR∑
ir
mir∑
j=1
βj−1ir
(mir − j)!(j − 1)!
× Γ(mir − j + 1) Φ(mir − j + 1,mir +muK − j + 2;λtotγ +mirλir,r) +
ABγ
γ¯r,d
.
(5.22)
Hence, the asymptotic probability of outage can be obtained from (5.21) or
(5.22) by replacing γ by γout. It can be seen from (5.21) that the outage perfor-
mance of the considered system might be dominated by either the RF link or the
FSO link based on key system parameters such as numer of users K, Nakagami-m
parameter mk, number of RF CCI signals IR,atmospheric turbulence conditions
α and β resulting in having two main cases of dominant term; namely, RF domi-
nant and FSO dominant. In the case of RF dominant (i.e., F∞γSel,r(γ) >> F
∞
γ˜r,d
(γ)),
the considered system can achieve a diversity order of muK in the case of iden-
tical users and a coding gain which depends on Nakagami-m fading parameter,
number of CCI signals, interferers powers and γout. However, the case of RF dom-
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inant is sensitive to the RF diversity order. Therefore, increasing the number
of users K and the Nakagami-m parameter mk might change the dominant link
from the RF link to the FSO link. In this case (i.e., the FSO dominant) where
F∞γ˜r,d(γ) >> F
∞
γSel,r
(γ), the considered system performance becomes a function of
the FSO link parameters which depends on the laser transmission power, receiver
detector type and the noise level at the destination.
Herein, the FSO link is assumed to suffer from a strong atmospheric turbulence
conditions which are represented by small values of α and β in (4.17). From [112,
Eq. (07.34.06.0006.01)], if z → ∞, the Meijer G-function has the following series
representation
Gm,np,q
[
z
∣∣∣∣a1,...,apb1,...,bq
]
=
m∑
k=1
∏m
j=1,j 6=k Γ(bj − bk)
∏n
j=1 Γ(1− aj + bk)∏p
j=n+1 Γ(aj − bk)
∏q
j=m+1 Γ(1− bj + bk)
zbk(1 + o(z)),
(5.23)
where p ≤ q is required. Here, we use the same approach that was used in [113] in
writing the outage probability for this case. Defining ν = min{ζ2, α, β} and γ¯r,d
→ ∞, Fγ˜r,d(γ) can be simplified to
F∞γ˜r,d(γ) ' Λ
(
γ
γ¯r,d
) ν
r
, (5.24)
where Λ is constant. Hence, the asymptotic CDF of the considered system is given
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by
F∞γD (γ) '
[
IR∏
ir
(mirλir,r)
mir
][
K∏
k=1
(mkλk,r)
mk
mk!
]
γ
∑K
k=1mk
IR∑
ir
mir∑
j=1
βj−1ir Γ(mir − j + 1)
(mir − j)!(j − 1)!
× Φ
(
mir − j + 1,mir +
K∑
k=1
mk − j + 2;λtotγ +mirλir,r
)
+ Λ
(
γ
γ¯r,d
) ν
r
. (5.25)
For the case of identical users, the resultant asymptotic expression in (5.25) can
be further simplified to
F∞γD (γ) '
[
IR∏
ir
(mirλir,r)
mir
](
(muλu,r)
mu
mu!
)K
γmuK
IR∑
ir
mir∑
j=1
βj−1ir Γ(mir − j + 1)
(mir − j)!(j − 1)!
× Φ(mir − j + 1,mir +muK − j + 2;λtotγ +mirλir,r) + Λ
(
γ
γ¯r,d
) ν
r
. (5.26)
Then, the asymptotic probability of outage can be obtained from (5.25) or (5.26)
by replacing γ by γout. From (5.25), it can be notice that the diversity order in
the case of strong turbulence equals to min{ν/r,muNrK}. This result shows how
diversity order depends on the worst link between the RF and FSO links. For
large values of RF link parameters (i.e., mu and K), and under sever turbulence
conditions and pointing errors, the FSO link will dominate the system perfor-
mance. This remark will be used in obtaining the optimal RF transmission power
needed under strong turbulence conditions in Section. 5.4.3.
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5.4.3 Power Allocation
In this section, a new power allocation solution is proposed for the RF transmission
power of the K users (i.e., Pk) in the presence of CCI. As we remarked in Section
5.4.2, the performance of the FSO link could be limited due to the atmospheric
(weak or strong) turbulence and the limited FSO transmission power (the power
of the laser beam) due to safety regulation and eye protection. As a result, the
FSO link performance might become the worse link and dominate the considered
system performance. Therefore, in the case of FSO dominant, the considered
system does not attain the benefits of both diversity and coding gains provided
by the multiuser RF link. Whereas, in the case of RF dominant, the considered
system might be able to fully utilize the diversity and coding gain improvements.
Based on previously discussion, in the case of FSO dominant, it would be
inefficient and waste of power resources if the selected best user USel is allowed
to transmit with its maximum transmission power PT as there is no additional
improvements are gained in the considered system overall performance. Whereas,
in the case of RF dominant, the overall system performance will attain its maxi-
mum diversity order and coding gain if the selected best user USel transmits with
its maximum transmission power PT. Hence, based on the dominant link, the
optimal RF transmission power of the selected best user P optk is given by
P optk = min (PT, Preq) , (5.27)
where Preq is the minimum required RF transmission power which guarantees that
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the FSO link is still the dominant term in the total system outage probability.
Under the two cases of atmospheric turbulence conditions of the FSO link, we
have the following:
Case 1: Weak Turbulence
In this case, the dominant term alternates between the RF and FSO links based on
the main system parameters including K, mk, IR, α and β. In order to overcome
this problem and from our observations, we consider that the dominant outage
term is greater than or equal to 100 times the other term. For example, the FSO
outage term is the dominant term when Fγ˜r,d(γ) ≥ 100×FγSel,r(γ), and vice versa.
For simplicity and without loss of generality, the asymptotic outage probability
expressions derived in Section 5.4.2 are used to obtain mathematically tractable
solutions. For weak turbulence case with FSO dominant term, the optimal trans-
mission power is given by
min Preq
Subject to: F∞γSel,r(γ) ≈ 0.01F∞γ˜r,d(γ). (5.28)
Under the assumption of identical users channels with equal transmission powers,
the optimal value is given by
Preq =
muγ
Ωu,r(mu!)
1
mu
[( IR∏
ir
(mirλir,r)
mir
) IR∑
ir
mir∑
j=1
βj−1ir Γ(mir − j + 1)
(mir − j)!(j − 1)!
× Φ(mir − j + 1,mir +muK − j + 2;λtotγ +mirλir,r)
100γ¯r,d
ABγ
] 1
Kmu
. (5.29)
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While for the weak turbulence with RF dominant case, the selected best user will
transmit with maximum transmission power PT.
Case 2: Strong Turbulence
Similarly, under the assumption of identical users channels with equal transmission
powers, the optimal value is given by
Preq =
muγ
Ωu,r(mu!)
1
mu
[( IR∏
ir
(mirλir,r)
mir
) IR∑
ir
mir∑
j=1
βj−1ir
(mir − j)!(j − 1)!
Γ(mir − j + 1)
× Φ(mir − j + 1,mir +muK − j + 2;λtotγ +mirλir,r) Λ−1
(
γ
100γ¯r,d
)−ν
r
] 1
Kmu
.
(5.30)
5.5 Physical Layer Security Approach
In this section, the PHY security analysis of the considered MU mixed RF/FSO
system is studied in the presence of CCI and under an eavesdropper attack. Since
the FSO link has the advantage of high security level, the work is concentrating
on studying the impact of CCI on the secrecy performance of the RF link. This
section is divided into two parts, the first part introduces the RF link security
analysis in the presence of CCI, and the second part proposes a new CJ model
based on the worst user selection.
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5.5.1 Security Analysis
5.5.1.1 System Intercept Probability
In this part, the secrecy performance of the considered system is investigated
in the presence of a single passive eavesdropper (E) which is located randomly
between the K users and the relay node R. Since the eavesdropper is passive,
its wiretap channel CSI is unavailable at the legitimate K users and relay. The
passive eavesdropper is assumed to suffer from IE i.ni.d. CCI signals. Hence, in
the RF phase, the k-th user received signal at E is given by
yk,e =
√
Pkhk,i,exk +
IE∑
ie=1
√
Piecie,exie + we, (5.31)
where hk,e is the wiretap channel coefficient between the k-th user (Uk) and the
eavesdropper E, xk is the transmitted symbol from Uk with E{|xk|2} = Pk, cie,e is
the RF link channel coefficient between the ie-th interferer and E, xie denotes the
ie-th interference symbol E{|xie |2} = 1 and transmitted power Pie , we ∼ CN (0, N0)
is an AWGN sample at E. Using (5.31), the SNR of the k-th user observed at E
can be expressed as
γk,e =
Pk|hk,e|2∑IE
ie=1
Pie |cie,e|2 +N0
. (5.32)
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According to Shannon’s theorem, the capacity of wiretap channel (i.e., Uk − E
link) is given by
Ck,e = log2
(
1 +
Pk|hk,e|2∑IE
ie=1
Pie |cie,e|2 +N0
)
. (5.33)
Hence, the intercept probability represents the probability that the wiretap chan-
nel capacity is higher than R, such as
P
(k)
int = Pr(Ck,e > R)
= Pr
[
log2
(
1 +
Pk|hk,e|2∑IE
ie=1
Pie |cie,e|2 +N0
)
> R
]
= Pr
[
Pk|hk,e|2∑IE
ie=1
Pie |cie,e|2 +N0
> δ
]
=
mk−1∑
p=0
(mkλk,rδ)
p
p!
[
IE∏
ie=1
(mieλie,e)
mie
]
IE∑
ie=1
mie∑
j=1
(mie − 1)!βj−1ie
(mie − j)!(j − 1)!
exp(−mkλk,eδ)
× Γ(mie − j + 1)Φ(mie − j + 1,mie + p− j + 2;mieλie,e +mkλk,eδ) (5.34)
where δ is a predetermined outage threshold defined by 2R−1. The previously de-
rived expression can be simplified at high SINR values to an asymptotic intercept
probability expression which is a less sophisticated formula given by
P
∞,(k)
int = 1−
(mkλk,rδ)
mk
mk!
[
IE∏
ie=1
(mieλie,e)
mie
]
IE∑
ie=1
mie∑
j=1
(mie − 1)!βj−1ie
(mie − j)!(j − 1)!
× Γ(mie − j + 1)Φ(mie − j + 1,mie +mk − j + 2;mieλie,e) (5.35)
After best user selection, the wiretap channel would be the channel between
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the selected best user USel and the eavesdropper E. Hence, the wiretap channel
capacity for the selected best user is given by
P Selint = Pr
[
log2
(
1 +
PSel|hSel,e|2∑IE
ie=1
Pie |cie,e|2 +N0
)
> R
]
= Pr
[
PSel|hSel,e|2∑IE
ie=1
Pie |cie,e|2 +N0
> δ
]
=
K∑
k=1
Pr (Uk = USel) Pr
[
Pk|hk,e|2∑IE
ie=1
Pie |cie,e|2 +N0
> δ
]
, (5.36)
where hSel,e denotes the wiretap channel coefficient between the selected best user
(USel) and E, and PSel is the transmission power of the selected best user. The
term Pr (Uk = USel) denotes the event that the k-th user is the selected user USel
by the authorized relay R which is given by
Pr (Uk = USel) = Pr
(
max
j∈{K−k}
|hj,r|2 < |hk,r|2
)
=
∫ ∞
0
∏
j∈{K−k}
F‖hj,r‖2(x)f‖hk,r‖2(x)dx
=
∫ ∞
0
∏
j∈{K−k}
1− mj−1∑
p=0
(mjx)
p
p!
exp(−mjx)
 (mkλk,r)mk
(mk − 1)!
exp(−mkλk,rx)
x1−mk
dx
=
K−1∑
j=0
(−1)j
j!
K−1∑
n1,...,nK
nj 6=nk
∑j
tj=1
mtj−1∑
qj=0
Ξqj
(mkλk,r)
mk
(mk − 1)!
∫ ∞
0
exp
(−(λtotj +mkλk,r)x)
x1−qj−mk
dx
=
K−1∑
j=0
(−1)j
j!
K−1∑
n1,...,nK
nj 6=nk
∑j
tj=1
mtj−1∑
qj=0
Ξqj
(mkλk,r)
mk
(mk − 1)! (λtotj +mkλk,r)
−(qj+mk)Γ(qj +mk)
(5.37)
Then, the intercept probability of the selected best user can be obtained by sub-
stituting (5.34) and (5.37) in (5.36).
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5.5.1.2 Impact of RF Power Allocation on SRT Analysis
Based on the previous discussion in Section 5.4 and this section, it is obvious
that increasing the selected user transmission power Pk increases the intercept
probability and degrades the system secrecy performance and vice versa. On the
other hand, decreasing Pk increases the system RF outage probability which de-
grades the system reliability performance. Therefore, it is clear that SRT analysis
of the considered system depends on the value of Pk resulting in increasing the
demands to find an optimal Pk value which maintains the system secrecy perfor-
mance without harming the system outage performance. Hence, the presented
power allocation formula in (5.27) might obtain the required optimal RF trans-
mission power value. Since (5.27) depends on the dominant link between the two
system links (i.e., RF and FSO link), we have the following two cases:
Case (1): FSO link is dominant
In this case, the FSO link dominates the system performance. As a result, in-
creasing Pk will not enhance the system outage performance, and it would be
more practical to apply the formula in (5.27) to obtain the reduced optimal value
Preq which is less than the maximum transmission power PT. Hence, the inter-
cept probability of the considered system will be decreased without harming the
system outage performance.
Case (2): RF link is dominant
In this case, the user has to transmit with its maximum power PT as the RF link
dominates the system outage performance. Although reducing the RF transmis-
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sion power improves the secrecy performance, it also increases the system outage
probability. Therefore, the present formula in (5.27) fails to obtain an optimal
power value less than PT. As a result, we propose a CJ model which enhances
system secrecy performance in the next part.
5.5.2 Cooperative Jamming Model for Enhancing Physi-
cal Layer Security
5.5.2.1 System Intercept Probability
In this part, we employ CJ technique to enhance the system secrecy performance.
To do that, a friendly jamming signal which is known to R is employed which
can be canceled at R by subtraction [116]. Since the considered system selects
the best user among all the K users, the rest K − 1 users will be idle during
the selected best user transmission. Therefore, the proposed CJ model selects
the worst Uk − R link among the remaining K − 1 users to broadcast the prior
known jamming signal at R to jam E. The worst relay is selected to reduce any
interference caused by the jammer in the case of imperfect CSI. Hence, in the RF
phase, the k-th user received signal at E is given by
yk,e =
√
Pkhk,exk +
IE∑
ie=1
√
Piecie,exie +
∑
J
√
PJ
J
hJ,exJ + we, (5.38)
where J = 1 denotes that the CJ would be the selected worst user by R, and J ∈
{K−k} denotes that the cooperative jammers would be all authorized users except
the k-th user. hJ,e is the channel coefficients between the cooperative jammer (UJ)
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and E, xJ is the transmitted jamming signal from UJ with E{|xJ|2} = 1, and PJ is
the total available power for CJ which would be transmitted by a single jammer
node or equally divided between the all {K − k} CJ nodes. Using (5.38), the
SINR of the k-th user observed at E can be expressed as
γk,e =
Pk|hk,e|2∑IE
ie=1
Pie |cie,e|2 +
∑
J
PJ
J
|hJ,e|2 +N0
. (5.39)
Again, according to Shannon’s theorem, the capacity of wiretap channel (i.e.,
Uk − E link) is given by
Ck,e = log2
(
1 +
Pk|hk,e|2∑IE
ie=1
Pie |cie,e|2 +
∑
J
PJ
J
|hJ,e|2 +N0
)
. (5.40)
Again, the intercept probability represents the probability that the wiretap chan-
nel capacity is higher than R, such as
P
(k)
int = Pr(Ck,e > R)
= Pr
[
log2
(
1 +
Pk|hk,e|2∑IE
ie=1
Pie |cie,e|2 +
∑
J
PJ
J
|hJ,e|2 +N0
)
> R
]
= Pr
[
Pk|hk,e|2∑IE
ie=1
Pie |cie,e|2 +
∑
J
PJ
J
|hJ,e|2 +N0
> δ
]
=
mk−1∑
p=0
(mkλk,rδ)
p
p!
[
N∏
n=1
(mnλn,e)
mn
]
N∑
n=1
mn∑
j=1
(mn − 1)!βj−1n
(mn − j)!(j − 1)! exp(−mkλk,eδ)
× Γ(mn − j + 1)Φ(mn − j + 1,mn + p− j + 2;mnλn,e +mkλk,eδ), (5.41)
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where N = IE + J represents the number of non-identical CCI signals at E plus
the number of CJ signals J. Based on the applied CJ model N is given by
N =

IE +K − 1, for all participant (AP) CJ
IE + 1, for a selected worst user CJ
. (5.42)
Similarly, the asymptotic intercept probability expression for both CJ models is
given by
P
∞,(k)
int = 1−
(mkλk,rδ)
mk
mk!
[
N∏
n=1
(mnλn,e)
mn
]
IE∑
n=1
mn∑
j=1
(mn − 1)!βj−1n
(mn − j)!(j − 1)!
× Γ(mn − j + 1)Φ(mn − j + 1,mn +mk − j + 2;mnλn,e). (5.43)
Using CJ models, the eavesdropper E is suffering from extra jamming signals
transmitted either by the selected worst user (UJ) or all remaining K − 1 users
(all participant CJ). Based on the two different CJ model, the wiretap channel
capacity can be expressed as
P Selint = Pr
[
PSel|hSel,e|2∑IE
ie=1
Pie |cie,e|2 +
∑
J
PJ
J |hJ,e|2 +N0
> δ
]
=

K∑
k=1
Pr (Uk = USel) Pr
(
Pk‖hk,e‖2∑IE
ie=1
Pie |cie,e|2+
∑
J
PJ
J
|hJ,e|2+N0
> δ
)
,J ∈ {K − k}
K∑
k=1
Pr (Uk = USel)
×
[ ∑
t∈{K−k}
Pr (Ut = UJ) Pr
(
Pk‖hk,e‖2∑IE
ie=1
Pie |cie,e|2+
∑
J
PJ
J
|hJ,e|2+N0
> δ
)]
, J = 1
.
(5.44)
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The results in (5.44) is similar to (5.36) with the new term Pr (Ut = UJ) denotes
the event that the t-th user is the selected worst user (i.e., jamming user UJ) by
the authorized relay R which is given by
Pr (Ut = UJ) = Pr
(
min
q∈{K−k−t}
|hq,r|2 > |ht,r|2
)
= 1−
∫ ∞
0
∏
q∈{K−k−t}
[
1− F|hq,r|2(x)
]
f|ht,r|2(x)dx. (5.45)
5.5.2.2 Power Allocation for PHY Security Enhancement
In this part, a power allocation optimization problem is formulated to enhance the
CJ model PHY security performance. The power allocation problem here aims to
find the optimal transmission and jamming powers which achieve a certain outage
probability performance (PCJout,Req.) for the CJ PHY security model. For a fair
comparison between the secrecy performance of the proposed CJ model and the
secrecy performance of the considered MU mixed RF/FSO system without CJ,
the total power for transmission and jamming is set to be equal to the maximum
user transmission power PT (i.e., PT = PReq. + PJ).
Based on the above-mentioned discussion, the outage performance of the CJ
model is similar to the performance of the normal RF/FSO model since the au-
thorized destination is assumed to know the jamming signal. Hence, the outage
probabilities of both models are identical. For simplicity, the asymptotic out-
age probability is used to obtain the optimal transmission powers. Again, since
the outage probability of the considered system with CJ model depends on the
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dominant link between the two RF and FSO links, we have two different cases:
Case (1): FSO link is dominant
In this case, the optimal power allocation formula which is presented in Section.
5.4.2 is valid. The the transmission RF power is set to be Preq and the jamming
power is given by PJ = PT−Preq. It is important to emphasize that the CJ model
enhances the system secrecy performance in two ways. Firstly, the CJ model
decreases the RF transmission power to Preq without harming the system outage
probability. Secondly, the deducted power from the RF transmission is used as a
jamming power PJ is used by the friendly jammer node (i.e., the selected worst
user) to enhance the system secrecy performance.
Case (2): RF link is dominant
In this case, the RF link dominates the system outage performance. Hence, the
user has to transmit with its maximum power PT. Therefore, another power
allocation problem is formulated to find the optimal power value P ∗k which set
the RF/FSO system with CJ model outage probability to a certain required value
(PCJout,Req.). Then, the remaining power is allocated for CJ to enhance the system
security. The optimization problem can be formulated such as
Minimize Pk
subject to: P∞,CJout = P
∞,CJ
out,Req. > P
∞,CJ
out,Min.,
Pk + PJ = PT, (5.46)
where P∞,CJout,Req. is a predetermined required asymptotic RF outage probability
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which cannot exceed the minimum outage probability P∞,CJout,Min. achieved by the
system when the total power PT is used for transmission only. Under the assump-
tion of identical users channels with equal transmission powers, the optimal value
is given by
P ∗k =
muγ
Ωu,r(mu!)
1
mu
[( IR∏
ir
(mirλir,r)
mir
) IR∑
ir
mir∑
j=1
βj−1ir
(mir − j)!(j − 1)!
Γ(mir − j + 1)
× Φ(mir − j + 1,mir +muK − j + 2;λtotγ +mirλir,r)
1
P∞,CJout,Req.
] 1
Kmu
.
(5.47)
Hence, the jamming power is given by
PJ = PT − P ∗k . (5.48)
5.6 Simulation and Numerical Results
In this section, numerical results obtained by using the above-derived expressions
are presented together with Monte-Carlo simulations. The effects of some key
system parameters on the overall system performance are investigated such as
number of users K, atmospheric channel conditions, interference power, number
of interference signals, power optimization and CJ. In all simulations unless men-
tioned otherwise, we assume the interference power PI is scaling with SNR and
the number of interfering signals at both relay and eavesdropper equals 3. The
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Figure 5.2: Outage probability versus SNR of the considered system with oppor-
tunistic scheduling and different number of users K at weak atmospheric turbu-
lence conditions α = 10.764, β = 9.247.
channel gains between the K users and the relay are randomized with means
Ωk,r = 10 dB. Similarly, the channel gains between the K users and the eaves-
dropper E are randomized with means Ωk,e = 7 dB. Moreover, the CCI links at
all authorized/unauthorized nodes are randomized with a mean value of 3 dB.
The outage performance of the considered system for different number of users
K is investigated in Figure 5.2. It is clear that increasing K increases the sys-
tem diversity gain and enhances the system outage performance. The effect of
CCI signals on the system outage performance can be notice clearly at high SNR
values where increasing the SNR value does not enhance the system outage per-
formance. Results show that the exact analytical expression matches both asymp-
totic and simulations results which validate the derived closed-form expressions.
It is important to clarify that under weak turbulence the outage performance of
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Figure 5.3: Outage probability versus SNR of the considered system with op-
portunistic scheduling and different number of users K at strong atmospheric
turbulence conditions α = 5.084, β = 3.416.
the considered system is limited to the RF link conditions, hence, we can see that
increasing K provides a remarkable improvement on the system performance. On
the other hand, Figure 5.3 shows how strong atmospheric turbulence conditions
could limit the system outage performance. In this figure, at low SNR values,
although increasing K improves the system outage performance, the outage per-
formance improvement becomes very small with higher number of K at low to
medium SNR values. This is because after a certain value of users the system
performance becomes limited by the FSO link performance which is independent
of the number of users. Hence, at low to medium SNR values, increasing K would
have no effect on the system performance. Whereas, at high SNR values increas-
ing K pushes down the outage performance floor caused by the CCI signals which
improves the system outage performance.
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Figure 5.4: Outage probability versus SNR of the considered system with oppor-
tunistic scheduling and different number of co-channel interferers IR at the relay
in different atmospheric turbulence conditions α and β.
The impact of the number of CCI signals IR on the system outage performance
is investigated in Figure 5.4. It is clear that increasing IR increases the system
outage probability as expected. At low to medium SNR values, it is clear that
increasing the number of interferers has a very limited impact on the system outage
for the case of strong atmospheric turbulence conditions (i.e., α = 4.022, β =
1.566), while increasing the number of interferers has a remarkable impact on
the system outage performance under weaker turbulence conditions (i.e., α =
5.084, β = 3.416). On the other hand, at high SNR values, increasing IR harms
the system reliability by increasing its outage performance under the two cases of
atmospheric turbulence conditions. Again, a noise floor appears in this figure as
the interference power is assumed to be scaled with SNR.
The effect of Nakagami-m parametersmk andmIR on the system outage perfor-
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Figure 5.5: Outage probability versus SNR of the considered system with oppor-
tunistic scheduling and different values of Nakagami-m parameters mk and mIR
in different atmospheric turbulence conditions α and β.
mance is studied in Figure 5.5 under different conditions of atmospheric turbulence
conditions. At weak turbulence conditions, it is clear that increasing mk enhances
the system outage performance. Moreover, at strong turbulence conditions, it can
be noticed that increasing mk has no impact on the system outage performance
at low to medium SNR values since the system performance is limited by the FSO
link performance. At high SNR values and under both turbulence conditions, it
can be noticed that increasing mk enhances the system outage performance by
pushing down the performance floor. On the other hand, results show that in-
creasing mIR enhances the system outage performance which matches the results
obtained in [128].
The proposed optimal power allocation formula is investigated in Figure 5.6
against different number of users K and under different FSO turbulence condi-
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Figure 5.6: Optimal power allocation for the considered system with opportunistic
scheduling versus number of users K for different atmospheric turbulence condi-
tions α and β.
tions. As long as the RF link dominates the considered system performance, the
selected user transmits with maximum power PT = 1 (i.e., normalized). Once
the FSO link dominates the considered system performance, the proposed opti-
mal power allocation formula obtains the required user transmission power P opt
which guarantees the best RF link performance (RF outage = 0.01 FSO outage)
and saves the rest of the power as there will be no performance improvement
due to increasing it. As shown in this figure, for the case of strong turbulence
(α = 4.022, β = 1.566 ), it can be noticed that the selected user transmits with PT
as long as K ≤ 3. As K becomes > 3, the FSO link becomes the dominant link
and the selected user transmits with a power less than PT with no wasted power.
On the other hand, for the case of weak turbulence (α = 9.708, β = 8.198), it can
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Figure 5.7: Optimal power allocation for the considered system with opportunistic
scheduling versus SNR for different values of IR.
be noticed that the selected user transmits with PT as long as K ≤ 5 as in this
case, the FSO link needs more users in order to dominate the system performance.
The impact of the number of CCI signals IR on the proposed power allocation
formula is presented in Figure 5.7. In general, it can be observed that the as SNR
increases the optimal required power decreases till SNR = 11 dB, then the optimal
needed power starts to increase again till it reaches one at high values of SNR.
Results show that increasing the number of interferers requires a higher optimal
power value to maintain the relation between the RF link and FSO link which
explains that the minimum value of the normalized optimal power goes from 0.4 to
0.8 when increasing IR from 2 to 4 under fixed atmospheric turbulence conditions.
To investigate the impact of atmospheric channel conditions on the proposed
power allocation formula, Figure 5.8 presents the normalized optimal power values
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Figure 5.8: Optimal power allocation for the considered system with opportunistic
scheduling versus SNR for different atmospheric turbulence conditions α and β.
against SNR under different values of α and β. Results show that increasing the
values of α and β decreases the SNR range in which the power allocation formula
could be effective. Moreover, the value of the needed optimal power increases
with better atmospheric turbulence conditions in order to maintain the relation
between the RF link and FSO link.
The secrecy performance of the considered model is studied in Figure 5.9 in
terms of intercept probability. Results show that increasing the number of users
K decreases the intercept probability which enhances the system secrecy perfor-
mance. Moreover, the impact of the proposed power allocation formula on the
system secrecy performance is investigated and compared to the case without ap-
plying power allocation formula. It can be noticed that at low SNR values both
cases (i.e., with and without power allocation) provide the same intercept prob-
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Figure 5.9: Intercept probability versus SNR of of the considered system with
opportunistic scheduling and power allocation for different number of users K.
ability. At medium SNR values, the case with power allocation outperform the
other case and enhances the system secrecy performance since the needed optimal
power becomes less than the total available power PT. At high SNR values, the
CCI signals at the relay affects the optimal power and forces the user to trans-
mit with its maximum power PT resulting in increasing the intercept probability
the case with power allocation to match intercept probability of the case without
power allocation which harming the system secrecy performance. Under the same
atmospheric turbulence conditions, it can be observed that increasing the number
of users K increases the secrecy performance gap between the case with power
allocation and the case without power allocation.
The impact of interference power at the relay on the system secrecy perfor-
mance is investigated in Figure 5.10. Results compared between the secrecy per-
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Figure 5.10: Intercept probability versus SNR of the considered system with op-
portunistic scheduling and power allocation for different values of IR.
formance of the considered model with and without power allocation. When the
considered system does not apply power allocation formula, the system intercept
probability would be not affected by the interference power at the relay since
the authorized user keeps transmitting with its maximum power PT. On the
other hand, when the considered system applies the power allocation formula, the
system intercept probability decreases which enhances the system secrecy perfor-
mance. However, the secrecy performance gab between the two cases is controlled
by the amount of interference power at the relay. It is clear that increasing the
interference power at the relay causes the user to transmit with a higher power
resulting in increasing the system intercept probability and harming the secrecy
performance.
On the other hand, the impact of interference power at the eavesdropper on the
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Figure 5.11: Intercept probability versus SNR of the considered system with op-
portunistic scheduling and power allocation for different number of co-channel
interferers IE at the eavesdropper.
system secrecy performance is studied in Figure 5.11. It is obvious that increasing
the interference power at the eavesdropper reduces the intercept probability and
enhances the system secrecy performance as shown in the figure. Moreover, if the
interference power at the eavesdropper keeps increasing, the secrecy performance
of the considered model with power allocation achieves a remarkable improvements
in terms of secrecy performance compared to the case without power allocation.
This can be explained as the eavesdropper will suffer from low transmitted power
from the selected user besides the interference power which already has a signifi-
cant impact on the intercept probability.
The SRT analysis of the considered system in different CJ scenarios is investi-
gated in Figure 5.12. Results show that the AP scenario achieves the best secrecy
performance among all scenarios. However, the selected jammer scenario could
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Figure 5.12: The impact of different CJ scenarios on the SRT analysis of the
considered system with opportunistic scheduling.
achieve a secrecy performance which is closed to the AP scenario and better that
the scenario without CJ. This significant performance of the selected jammer sce-
nario makes it an alternative solution in the case where the AP scenario is not
applicable.
Figure 5.13 studies the impact of CJ model on the SRT analysis of the con-
sidered system in different FSO link conditions. Results show that the CJ model
achieves a better secrecy performance without affecting the system reliability per-
formance.
5.7 Conclusion
This chapter investigated the impact of non-idential CCI on the security and relia-
bility performance metrics of MU mixed RF/FSO relay network with opportunis-
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Figure 5.13: The impact of different AP CJ scenario on the SRT analysis of the
considered system with opportunistic scheduling for different atmospheric turbu-
lence conditions.
tic scheduling. We considered that the RF/FSO links are following Nakagami-
m/Gamma-Gamma fading distributions with jitter effect. Then, new mathemat-
ical formula was derived for the exact outage probability. For high SNR values,
closed-form expressions for the asymptotic outage probability were derived and
used in obtaining optimal power allocation solutions. Moreover, the PHY secu-
rity of the system against a single passive eavesdropper attack was investigated
and the system intercept probability formula was derived in the presence of non-
identical co-channel interference. To enhance the secrecy performance, a new
cooperative model which employs the selected worst user by the authorized relay
to serve as a friendly jammer was proposed. Also, closed-form expressions for the
intercept probability of two different CJ models were derived. Findings of this
chapter illustrated the RF links dominated the system performance in the case
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of weak turbulence conditions and the system achieves the full diversity order of
mkK. On the other hand, the FSO link dominated the system performance in
the case of strong turbulence conditions which limits the diversity order of the
system. Moreover, power allocation formula was shown to provide a significant
improvement in the secrecy performance of the considered system. Finally, the
proposed CJ model was shown to enhance the system performance, especially for
the RF dominant case.
5.8 List of Publications
 Ahmed H. Abd El-Malek, Anas M. Salhab and Salam A. Zummo, ′′
Security-Reliability Trade-off Analysis and Power Allocation in Multiuser
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mitted.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
RESEARCH
In this chapter, we summarize and discuss the main contributions of this disser-
tation and suggest some possible future research directions.
6.1 Summary of Contributions
The dissertation work covered two main areas in cooperative relay networks
which are the area of cooperative cognitive radio networks and the area of mixed
RF/FSO relaying networks. In both considered areas, we proposed new models
and investigated their reliability performance metrics such as outage probabil-
ity, SEP, achievable rate and ergdoic capacity. Moreover, we studied the secrecy
performance of the considered models against eavesdropping attacks.
In the area of cooperative CR networks, we proposed two new models which
are the cooperative two-path AF relaying CR model and the cooperative two-way
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AF relaying CR model. In the two-path AF relaying CR model, we proposed a
new system in which the SU pairs serves as the two relaying nodes for the PU
network. This new model achieves a bandwidth efficient equals to 1 with PU di-
versity order of 3 and SU diversity order of 2. The error probability performance
of this proposed model outperforms the other existing models performances. On
the other hand, this proposed model achieves the highest total achievable sum
rate compared to other existing models. Moreover, the secrecy performance of
the considered two-path AF relaying CR model was investigated against passive
eavesdropping attacks. We studied the secrecy performance under to different
scenarios based on the knowledge of the eavesdropper about the SU transmission.
Results show that the proposed model enhances the PU network PHY security
against single/multiple passive eavesdroppers which might encourage the PU net-
work to cooperate with the SU networks.
The second proposed model was the cooperative two-way AF relaying CR
model, in which the PU networks might allow the SU network to use the single
PU relay in their transmission if the SU pairs agree to relay the PU data be-
tween the two PU nodes. For this cooperative model, we proposed three different
schemes for cooperation namely, AP scheme, RS scheme and RE scheme. For all
proposed schemes, we derived closed-form expressions for the outage probability,
SEP and maximum achievable rate. Then, the derived closed-form expressions
were simplified to simpler asymptotic formulas at high SNR values. Based on
the obtained asymptotic expressions, we formulated power allocation optimiza-
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tion problems to find the optimal power need to minimize the weighted sum SEPs
or to maximize the weighted sum achievable rates. The findings show that the
system achieves a bandwidth efficiency equals to 1.25/1.67 based on the selected
cooperative scheme. Moreover, the secrecy performance of the proposed model
was investigated in the presence of passive eavesdropper. Two different techniques
which are cooperative beamforming and relay-and-jamming techniques were used
to enhance the proposed system secrecy performance.
In the area of mixed RF/FSO relaying networks, we investigated the perfor-
mance of MU-SIMO mixed RF/FSO networks with MRC/SC diversity combin-
ing technique over Nakagami-m/Gamma-Gamma fading channels. We derived
closed-form expressions for the system outage probability, SEP and ergodic ca-
pacity. Hence, for high SNR values, the outage probability expression was simpli-
fied to its asymptotic expressions. Based on the obtained asymptotic expression,
we proposed a new RF power allocation formula which was tested under differ-
ent atmospheric turbulence conditions. The findings showed that the considered
model can achieve a diversity order of mkKNr. The performance of considered
model with MRC technique outperforms the performance of the considered model
with SC technique especially at weak turbulence conditions. Moreover, the sys-
tem secrecy performance was studied in the presence of multiple antennas passive
eavesdropper. Closed-form expressions for the system intercept probability were
derived for different cased of diversity combining techniques applied by the au-
thorized relay. The impact of the proposed RF power allocation formula on the
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system secrecy performance was investigated. Finally, cooperative jamming tech-
nique was proposed to enhance the system secrecy performance. Results showed
that the proposed power allocation formula enhances the system secrecy per-
formance especially at strong turbulence conditions. The proposed cooperative
jamming techniques provided a remarkable improvement in the system secrecy
performance.
Furthermore, in the area of mixed RF/FSO relaying networks, we investi-
gated the impact of non-identical co-channel interference on the performance of
a MU mixed RF/FSO networks over Nakagami-m/Gamma-Gamma fading chan-
nels. First, we investigated the impact of interfering signals on the system outage
performance by obtaining closed-form expression for the system outage probability
in the presence of interference. Hence, we obtained asymptotic outage probability
formula at high SNR values. We proposed a new RF power allocation formula
based on the derived asymptotic outage formula. Second, we studied the im-
pact of interfering signals on the system secrecy performance. We assumed that
both authorized and unauthorized nodes suffering from non-identical interference.
Closed-form expression for the system intercept probability was derived and then
simplified to its asymptotic formula at high SNR values. The impact of the
obtained power allocation formula on the system secrecy performance was inves-
tigated in the presence of interference. Finally, we enhanced the system secrecy
performance by applying cooperative jamming technique. Results showed that
although the system reliability performance might be harmed by the co-channel
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interference, the system secrecy performance might be improved because of the
existence of interference. Moreover, the proposed power allocation formula en-
hances the system secrecy performance against eavesdroppers especially at strong
turbulence conditions. The proposed cooperative jamming models were shown to
improve the considered system secrecy performance.
6.2 Future Research
In the above-mentioned proposed works, we studied the secrecy performance of
different systems in the presence of a passive eavesdropper. Although, the case of
the passive eavesdropper is considered as the worst case of eavesdropping attack
due to the unavailability of wiretap channels CSI, we may also need to consider
the case of active eavesdroppers where the eavesdroppers communicate with each
others. For the case of active eavesdroppers, the authorized system nodes have
full or partial wiretap channels CSI which would change the way of authorized
communication setups. The available wiretap channels CSI might change the
relay selection model, antenna selection mode, the beamforming technique and
the selected friendly jammer.
Recently, the area of device-to-device (D2D) communications attracts a lot of
research work. In this area, D2D communications enable devices to communicate
directly with each other without routing the data paths through a network infras-
tructure (i.e., base stations). Hence, D2D communications enhances the wireless
network bandwidth efficiency. In addition, D2D communications can also enhance
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the wireless networks energy efficiency, reduce the network delay, and provide a
higher throughput. Therefore, the work proposed in the area of cooperative CR
models can be extended to enhance the work in the area of D2D communications.
Moreover, the PHY security models proposed in this work can be employed in the
area of D2D communication to enhance their secrecy performance.
In addition, the work in the area of mixed RF/FSO networks can be extended
to the area of CR networks which would enhance the system spectral efficiency
and reduced the interference of the SU network on the PU networks. The CR
mixed RF/FSO links can highly increase the throughput of the SU networks by
multiuser multiplexing. Moreover, the mixed RF/FSO system can enhance the
SU secrecy performance because of the LOS nature of the FSO links.
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APPENDIX A
APPENDIX FOR CHAPTER 2
A.1 Proof HD is a full rank matrix
In this appendix, we showed that the channel matrix HD is a full rank matrix of
rank 3. Based on eq.(8) in the revised manuscript, the matrix at node D is given
by
HD =

√
1
2
hSD −
√
1
2
hSD hBD√
1
2
αA hSD −
√
1
2
αA βAhADhBA√
1
2
βBhBDα
′
A βBhBD(hSD −
√
1
2
α′A) −hBD
 , (A.1)
where αA = βAhADhSA and α
′
A = βAhABhSA. Then, to prove that the matrix HD
is a full rank matrix, we need to show that HD × x = 0, if and only if x = 0,
where x = [x1, x2, x3]
T and 0 is a 3× 1 zero column vector.
For simplicity and without losing generality, consider the average channel
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gains of all the channels (i.e. v2S, v
2
R and v
2
D,) equal 1. Then
HD =

√
1
2
−
√
1
2
1√
1
2
βA 1−
√
1
2
βA βA√
1
2
βBβA βB −
√
1
2
βA −1
 , (A.2)
and

√
1
2
−
√
1
2
1√
1
2
βA 1−
√
1
2
βA βA√
1
2
βBβA βB −
√
1
2
βA −1


x1
x2
x3
 = 0. (A.3)
Then, applying Gaussian elimination method as following:
i. Eliminating x1 from the second row of HD by adding −βA × r1 to r2:
{−βA × r1 + r2 → r2}.

√
1
2
−
√
1
2
1
0 1 0√
1
2
βBβA βB −
√
1
2
βA −1


x1
x2
x3
 = 0. (A.4)
ii. Eliminating x1 from the third row of HD by adding −βAβB × r1 to r3:
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{−βAβB × r1 + r3 → r3}

√
1
2
−
√
1
2
1
0 1 0
0 βB −1− βAβB


x1
x2
x3
 = 0. (A.5)
iii. Eliminating x2 from the third row of HD by adding
√
2βB × r2 to r3:{
+
√
2βB × r2 + r3 → r3
}

√
1
2
−
√
1
2
1
0 1 0
0 0 −1− βAβB +
√
2βB


x1
x2
x3
 = 0. (A.6)
From (A.6), it can be easily noticed that x2 = 0, and
(
−1− βAβB +
√
2βB
)
x3 = 0 (A.7)
which leads to
βB =
1√
2− βA
or x3 = 0 (A.8)
First, we notice that βB can reach ∞ if βA =
√
2. But since βA ≤ 1 <
√
(2), then
βB cannot reach ∞.
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Second, we check if βB =
1√
2−βA , starting from
βB =
√
λB
1 + λA + σ2
, (A.9)
and assuming noise-free σ2 = 0, then
βB =
√
λB
1 + λA
and βA =
√
λA
1 + PB
. (A.10)
Since PB = 1− λB, then λA = β2A(2− λB) and
βB =
√
λB
1 + β2A(2− λB)
=
√
1
1
λB
+ β2A(
2
λB
− 1) 6=
1√
2− βA
(A.11)
Finally, it can be noted that x3 = 0 is the only solution to (A.8) and as a result
from (A.6), x1 = 0. Since the vector x = 0, the channel matrix HD is concluded
to be a full rank matrix. 
Following the same procedures, it can easily proof that the SU channel matrix HA
is a full rank matrix of rank 2.
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